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THE MAINE STATE PRESS
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yeir, if paid in advance at $2.00 a year.
the
column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per week
after; three insertions, or less, $1.00; oontinuing
every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions, or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1.00; 50 cents per week after.
Special notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions
or less, $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Prf.88” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) tor $ ICO per square tor first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.
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ENTERTAINMENTS.

C. 4. CLARK, ill.

74

FREE
Opponitc

Office Honrs 2 to 4 P. M.

fcUeodtf

PATTEN,

Practical and

Expert Acconntaut,

145 COMMERCIAL ST.
accounts, partnership settlements,

INTRICATE

etc., etc adjusted. Previous business written,
and all work requiring competent services promptly
executed. Compromises between debtors and creditors effected, financial ability of debtors investigated,
and settlements effected when desired.
Instruction in book-keeping to a limited number.
Business from tills city and vicinity respectfully

solicited.

I. T. WYEE & CO .PBOPBISSOBS.

marT

Ample references

Per

order,

II. I.

Estate

L O A N
TO
Real Estate Security, in Portland,

ON tirst

class

or vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, etc., on
Commission. Houses bought and sold. Apply to F.
G. PATTERSON, dealer in Real Estate*. Office 379J
Congress street, Williams* Block, between Myrtle

and Pearl streets.

ROBINSON. City Clerk.

au28tt

Real Estate for Sale.

Ordinances.
1 —No Dog shall he permitted to

go at large or
loose
any street, lane, alley, court, or travelled
way, or in any uninclosed or public place in this city,
until the owner or keeper of such dog. or the head
of the family, or the keeper of the house, store, shop,
office or other place where rucU dog is kept, or harbored, shall have paid to the city marshal two dollars for a license for such dog to go at large.
2—The city marshal shall grant a license to any
citizen for his or her dog to run at large, on the payment of two dollars; which license shall expire on
the first day of May next after the same is given.
3—It Rhall be the duty of the city marshal to
cause all doys to be destroyed which slia.Il be found
at large within the city, without a collar.
The above ordinances will be strictly enforced.
C. K. BRIDGES, City Marshal.
myl7dtf

Story House; ten rooms, Sebago water and
garden well supplied with fruit. Lot 90x103;
ample land for another house. This property is
situated on Mayo Street, and will be sold at a
F. G. PATTERSON,
bargain.
379J Congress Street.
my29d2w

A1J

Winter St., for rent. ApPATTERSON, Dealers in Real EsSlreet.
tate, 379J Congress
my24tf

SMA

rear

New Kotise

Preble

Street tor

MTlie

F. G

GIAKTS

PATTERSON,

Pattern and Model Maker.

OF

THE

Plumbers.
Roofers.
N. McCOY A CO., as Sir

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE.

!

World

Specialty

Building, No. 92
THE1st 2ifloorSto.y
occupied
store;
Also small house in

STEPHEN

SHERIDAN & HACK'S
&

ICNE

Saturday,

and 3d,
AND

—

Ladies’ Grand Matinee Saturday Afternoon, Commencing at 2 o’clock.
For full particulars see street Programme.
Tickets secured at the Box Office three days before the performance.
Prices for evening 35c, 50c
and 75c. Matiuee 12c, 25c, 50c.
my29dlw
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COMMENCEMENT
THE

—

Seminary and Female
College,

Maine Wesleyan

utn, 7tn ana

j ujn mi
PRIZE

•

DECLAMATIONS AND READINKS,
Jane 6th.
ORATION AND POEM,
Jane 7th.

1776 Antiquarian Concerto. 1876
Vo songsters to be arrayed in ye elegante costumes
of 1776.

COMMENCEMENT EXERCISER.
Jane Slh, 18)6.
LEVEE AT COLLEUE CHAPEL,

EXHIBITION

my20t«l

Park

Presumpscot

Dr. R.

IN

$1400

OVER

ISO

Chas. J.

ill Casco Bank Bailfling, over F»
II. FaHsett’s Office.
Orders left at Schumacher Brcs. will meet prompt
ttention.
apr3d3m

BABCOCK.

MAKER

&

and Philo-

ofl Market Street. Printers Exchange,
PORTLAND, M.K.

dly

FESSENDEN"
iN

STANTON

premium.

Entrance fee 10 per cent of purse, which must accompany nomination.
Entries close Tuesday,:June 6th, at 11 P. M.. at
Preble House, Portland, and should be addressed to

JOR1V C. ItiMALL,
Secretary Presumpscot Park,

England Hotels

Columbia'
WEST

avenue

PIIILADEI

This

Hotel

is

PIIVA, PA.

situated

Columbia

on

to tbe Main Exhibition Building.
I_ It contains one hundred and fifty lodging
rooms, is managed
by Eastern men, and New
England people and others visiting the Centennial
Exhibition will tin t home comforts and very moderate

prices.

N. B.—The entrance to Columbia Avenue, from
Belmont. Avenue, is opposite tbe Globe Hotel, and
the NEW ENGLAND HOTEL is near the entrance.
DANIEL HOLLAND,)

} Proprietors,

J L. H. COBB.
J. M. BOBBINS,

my22

FULLER

HOUSEr

J5os, 4031 and 4033 PoivelJon Avenue,
(i. F.

and

house is now ready io receive
the Centennial at moderate rates.
deod3w*

WESTMINSTER

HOTEL,

ON THE EUROPEAN PLAN.
Csrser Irriug Flare aud 16b Slreel. New
York.
One Block from Union Square and Broadway.
The most central, and yet quietest location in the
city. Convenient to the great stores, theatres and
churches. Elevator and all modern improvements.
Easy access to all parts of the city by street cars and
stages.
C. B. FERBIN, Prop.
sep27d&wly40

JSggr* First Class W ork
my8

CRAIG

&

at

Popular Prices.
dtt

of

Broadway, 7tli
42d Slreel,

NEW

YORK

Aye.

&

IIIHL'I,

41st ST. AND ELM AVENUE.
American Plan, Term. 43.00 per Da;.

F£™&?.£co } PHILADELPHIA.
F.

8.

FOWLER.

F.

Plain and Ornamental
AND

Any customer leaving town for TWO WEEKS

more

in every

best artists in

the country, such

any distance.

Doubles the strength In three months.
Does not
nor exhaust.
Refreshes and invigorates.
dyspepsia and indigestion. Tones the nervous system.
Improves the circulation. Warms the
extremities. Increases the general
vitality.
Cxercueand
Removes

Nal<‘«rooui,

Me

as

JoSF.pn Craiq.
James Wilson.

ATTORNEY AT

172 middle

tf

Orders for Tow Boats
be received as usual,

Ws?will

CIIAS. SAWYER’S
Office,
myl8

For Sale*
will buy a house with five finished
rooms, cellar, ell and wood shed; well of good
water; 1J acres good land, 6 apple trees, 2 large
cheny trees, plum trees, etc Two miles from depot,
Post Office, stores and church. School one-third of
a mile.
A. E. EATON, 5 Merrill Street, Portland,
Maine.
myUkl2w*

M$350

H.

HANSON &
MANUFACTURERS OF

_‘cellar, 30 to 40 thrifty growing apple
tree®, mosily nearing, plenty of wood ,nnd water.
Situated about three-fourths of a mile from the
Town House in Stow, nine miles from Frveburg depot, on a good road in a good neighborhooil. Inquire
of A. K. EATON, 5 Merrill St., Portland, Me., or J.
B EATON, Fryeburg, Me.
myl9d2w*

IM EVERY VARIETY.
PLAIN TINTS,

VELVET PAPERS,

ST.

PRICES TO SUIT THE

AT

FORJ8ARE.

M
J3P*T. W. EMERSON, Pap<‘i' Ilausrr,
our

store.

123 Commerce I Street.

dtf

Six first-class Homes Jor sale at a bargain,
all less tliau ten minutes walk from tbe Post

Office, City.

Twro houses and three lots of land iu Providence,
It. I for sale or exchange for Portland property.
Also first-class mortgage paying 10 per cent, will exchange for a first-clats yacht. Impure of
E. PONCE,

apl 1

\

For

MEDALS !

jau2t

For

Mantles.

Sale—At.a Low Figure.

UPPER

Struck in solid Albata Plate, equal In appearance,
wear and color to
SOLID SILVER OR GOLD,

presentinga variety

of beautiful Designs in

half of

frame,

slated roof dwelling
House, containing eleven rooms, with all modern improvements, and located on Congress near tbe
bead of State Street. First-class in every rpspect.
Lot large. Terms favorable. Inquire of
ROLLINS, LOR1NG & ADAMS,
mlil4dtf
22 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

Relie f

new

For Sale.

S

Also, tbe two stiry brick dwelling house on the
westerly coiner of Spring and Park Street. Terms
JOSEPH ILSLEY.
easy.
ap20
dtf

We have purchased of MESSRS SHEPARD & Co.,
their entire stock of mantels anti have been appointed
by the Mayfield Slate Co. soleageuts for Portland
aud vicinity for all goods manufactured by them.
We have on hand the largest and best annr rtinent of abv bouse hi the Htate. Kill l.bKK» A!\I* f OM KH TORN veil find if to
their advantage to call anil examine our

goudii.
29 Marlixt Square Portland Me.
eodtf

RE TAIL PRICES—For the Albata
Silver, 50 cts,
Cilt, §1, in fancy box. Usual discount to the Trade.

complete outiit ot magnificent samples for
agents, in satin or velvet-lined morocco case, containing Six Medals, different designs, one gilt, suitable for jewelrers’ show windows, etc., sent on
A

receipt of draft

or

Post-office Order for

Extensive fields for
communications
free.

FUEL.

$4,

or

will

ship Express C. O. D.
Descriptive Circular Price List and ore sample
sent upon receipt of 50 cts. Immense
profits. Sells
at sight.
Correspondence solicited. Information
pidornriso.

U. S. MEDALLION CO,, 212
P.O. B°x 5270.
mhls

Addrnsa

aii

Broadway,
New York
d&wOmll

j

M

Sale.
buildings thereon,

Lot of land with
situated
the corner of Fore and Deer Streets, Port,1. H. FOGG,
Apply to

on

laud.

apr27dtf

421 Exchange St.

Sun

AND

Umbrellas.

Wc have just received n large and elegant
assortment of the latest styles in Parasols
and Mun Umbrellas. Owiug to the recent
great depression of business in Boston and
New York, we have been enabled to buy
these goods 15 per cent* under price. The
benefit of this discount we offer our customers as we wish to close the whole lot at
once and prove to every one that this is
THE OPPORTUNITY OF THE ftEAMON to purchase these goods,

IK W. CLARK &

CO.,

No. 17 Market Street.

Family

Season Prices for Families and Offices.
10 lbs. daily, from June to October
1.$ 0 00
“

GRATES.

by the Cargo!

usj,

choice

variety
warranted to give

fect satisfaction

lor
per-

Randall & McAllister,
fulil2

COMMERCIAL

ST.
lift

French f^iumlryitig:.
collars, handkerchief, &c., pillow shams,

lace curtains. &c., laundricd in the most satistaetory manner.
Orders left at 81 Newbury
St., Pott land, Me.
dlw*

IIari1 Wood Charcoal at

Port Ofbce,

15
2»

:•

g 00

:.iooo

Ice will be delivered earlier than 1st June and later
than 1st Octolier, at the same rate per month
Sdt'-as during the Season.^®;
MONTH),V PRICK*.
to all not taking Ice the whole
season, or four months,
10 lbs. daily per
month. S° 00

Monthly rates apply

‘8

3 00

Any customer leaving town for Two Weeks or
8y giving notice at the office,
worn
T,1“Ewill be enlii )e<t
to a proper reduction.
Customers to report
ieutai y ie'-|1UBtnllr
m leaving the
ice; com<,ni«r ™>ise 11 made at
lHie office, will be attended
<ir,a’,y
to promptly.

t0iUrdnvers

Notice.
reqBWng work done please apply to
Home ot W. C. A., No. 16
Spring St., plain
amt family sewing,
dress-making, copying, embrolderug and fancy-work ju wools,
&c.
oc2#tI

772
o™PALMkk'
CT.A kkT
pU1'h""! PEftSONS
Corner Portland
5i.,, CLAKK,

ortlaua, Mondays.

••

111P23_____<16w

miakcoal.
andflnii.Sf.
ana urove Sts., 1

pertect

KIMBALL
..

BOOT
v'/

vpoii

SHOE,

AND
(MXUUUb

.411

VVllU U1IC

first-class Shoe Dealar in any City or Town outside
of Boston.
Our principal customers in Boston at
present are
IIenry H. Tuttle & Co., 421) Washington street,
Vabnum & McNaught, 529 Washington srteet,
A. H. Howe & Co., 2179 Washington
street, ana
John H. Rogers, l and 3 Tremont street.
There are no new goods in the market without our

stamp.

aprlSdtf

Congress St., Cor. Brown.
dcc2»

dtf

WALL STREET SPECULATION.
The reliable bouse of Avzx. Frothikgham & Co.,
No. 12 Wall Street, New York, publish a handsome
eight page weekly paper, called the Weekly Financial lleport, which they send tree to any address. In
addition to a large number of editorials on linancial and business topics, it contains very full and accurate reports of the sales and
of every
bond, stock and security dealt in at the Stock ExMessrs. Frothikgham & Co. are exchange.
tensive brokers, of large experience and tried integrity. In addition to their stork brokerage business,
they sell what are termed ‘‘Privileges,” or “Puts ami
Calls,’’now one of the favorite methods of legitimate
speculation. Their advice is very valuable, ami l>y
following it many have made fortunes.—New York

standing

Metropolis.

aplDdeoaly

To the Ladies of Portland and Deuriug!
BGDM
important than elegant
furniture. Feather beds*pillows ami liar matCLEAN
tresses ought to be cleansed
It will

answered.

mylSeodtf

Vegetine has restored thousands to health who
long and painful sufferers.

have been

Dyspepsia.

Faintness at the Stomach.
Vegetine is not a stimulating bitters which creates a fictitious appetite, but a gentle tonic, which
assists nature to restore the stomach to a healthy ac-

tion.

Female Weakness.
Vegetine acts directly upon the causes of these
complaints. It invigorates and sfrengt hens the whole
system, acts upon the secretive organs and allays inflammation.

General Debility.
this com plain t-the good effects of the Vegetine
realized immediately after commencing to take

Vegetine

a

d

fs Sold by All Druggists.

my 11d4wt

H U SI C !
ADDRESS AEE ORDERS

Collins &" Buxton,
522

”!i

myL’Odiia

DOWJSEH,

Geo.

M.

XO. 2§ STATE
AND

A

New Store Cor, Free & Cotton
a

Sts.,

lull assortment ot

of every description for Drapery and Decora,
live Work. By making a specialty ot this department in upholstery, we propose to place before the
public every facility tor obtaining the newest designs
and fabrics, and at lowest prices.
Also Window
Shade** and Fixtures. And a complete assortment of Room Paper.
mb21tf

Frames !

at

BUR ROWES
Where yon

—

can

have them

BROS’.,
nf

short notice.

Centre Desk, Rotunda, Custom House,

Cor. Cross and Fore Street.

BOSTON.

»PI7__dcodlf
PORTLAND RUBBER TYPE CO.,

PORTLAND, ME.

Particular attention given to the enteranil forwarding of merchandise
arrivi< g at PORT OF BOSTON, also New
York, Philadelphia and Portland.
Having unsurpassed facilities, we are
prepared to forward goods with promptness and dispatch.
Business entrusted to oar pare will
receive prompt attention.
STONE & DOWNER, 28 State St., Boston.

ing

at>5_ilconOm
0)

—

PI

MANUFACTURERS OF

—

Rubber Haud Stamps,
Name Stamps for Marking Uincn, Rubber
and Metal Dating Stamps,Ribbon Mtnmps,

Meal

Presses,

Door

Plates,

House

Num-

bers. Mieel Miamps. Mtencils,
Burning
Brands, Baggage and Hotel Checks, Ac.

NO. 232

PI

<

FEDERAL ST.,

PORTLAND,

ME.

GEu'Acents wanted. Send for circular.

febl5ti

z

long Range Breech loading

Practice Pistol &

2

Targets.

g

Carries a % inch ball with accupi
racy fifty leet, without powder or
CO
percussion. Brass barrel, hair trigger. For salo
by dealers. By mail, freo for 75 cents, with per-

manent ammunition for target
and for sporting out of doors.

ACENTS WANTED.

$500

of FI VK HIINDRED dollars
is offered by tlio Town of
Cape Elizabeth for
tbe arrest and conviction of the jterson or persons
who set fire to the stables of Nathan Dyer and Win.
on tbe
S.
nights of May 18th and 19tb, 1876.
THOS. li. HASKELL,
Selectmen
)
E.
of

AKEWAKD
Emery

{

STEPHEN SCAMMAN,) Cape Elizabeth.
Cape Elizabeth, May go, 1876.
myf U2w
S5

01

M
w

O

w

^

TREES, PLANTS, ROSES,

§
g
^

J.

*

®"AT ti08 IIIDDLE ST.
S3
B

my2C

dlw

l*2*

N.

McCOY

^

&

CO.,

‘■W Sprin* 81., Portlnuo,
ROOFER., and painterk
dtf

_

(1I1IAYIU1

i I TATTkT A

Rirriij

ta

*

£
K
2
g

W

«
d
&

urn
ao

DYE Co^‘*

C51./40.

xt

Overcoats Dyed

S 1.50
75

Sf" Cotton and Wool
Dyed Without Ripping.

Dresses

H

AUCA

JlUU^ty Pans!.1

2m

PAINTS AND OILS.
WHITE LEADS. COLORS
AND VARNISHES.
Bayern of llic above named goods are Invited to
call and examine goods and prices. We warrant all
articles exactly as represented.
WIIIPFLE A CO.,
41 Market Nqunre, Porilauil.

W.

myOdim

Mumsl.—A practical guide
to all operations of the tiacle;
LIVE AND LET UVE IS ODE IOm CABPENTEBig
drawing for
penters, forms of contracts,

car-

Great Reduction in Pi ices of Laundry
Work.

with Ko»omn
13
......
Collar*
3
Pair Cuffs.tf

fthirls

rruts
“

Portland Laundry, 22 Union St.
d3m
aplO

IjTtiie
/«yw.

Jr
* I

I

notice tliat

public.
some one

is troubled

by a

similarity of names. 1 never sold a drop
\ S)of rum in my life, but I do think I can

f
V_^/ N-'^s5'and will sell the Beat Oyalcrw that
sold in Portland.

ever were

specitieatinns, plans,

Ac., illustrated, 50 cts. FAIATEBr
—House and sign painting, graining,

Manual.
varnishing polishing, kalsomining, papering, lettering, staining,
gilding, Ac., 50 cts. Book of Alphabets, 50. Scrolls
and Ornaments, gl. Watchmaker and Jeweler, 50.
Soap-maker, 25. Taxidermist, 50.
Hunter and
Trapper’s Guide, 20. Dog Training, 25. Of booksellers or by mail. JESSE HANEY & CO.. 110 Nassau

St.,

N.

V._____apr5d3m

Lawn Mowers.
If you want

special price.

ALBERT NEWCOMB HAWES,
mv7

110 Commercial

Ircet.

dti

Totice.
THE

come

before them.

GEORGE A. THOMAS, Clerk.

Portland, May 29,187U.

my29deod4t

a

Lawn Mower write for

Very

I.ow.

ATWOOb,
Winterport, Me.

FRED

api28eodtf

Boys’

annual meeting of the Proprietors of Maiaie
Wharf will be held at tbe office of G. A.
Thomas. No. 4£ Exchange Street, MONDAY, June
5h,at3 o’clock P. M.,for tbe choice of Officers.aud the
transaction of such other business as may legally

To-day seven conventions are held: the
Iowa Republican in Des Moines; the Florida
Republicans in Madison; the Alabama Dem
ocratic in Montgomery; the Missouri Demo,
cratic in Jefferson City; the Maryland Democratic in Baltimore; the Tennessee Democratic in Nashville, and the Virginia Democratic
in Richmond.
To-morrow the New-York
Greenback will be held in New York city; the
Minnesota Democratic in St. Paul, and the
Vermont Democratic in Montpelier.

E. A. THOMPSON, Piscataquis
J. W. WAKEFIELD, Sagadahoc.
R. B. SHEPHERD, Somerset.
WILLIAM W. CASTLE. Waldo.
WM. J. CORTHKLL. Washington.

JOHN HALL, York.
Z. A. SMITH, Secretary.

Portland, May 4, 1870.

Custom Clothing 1
IURS. r. C, CHASE

would iuforni her old customers and friends that she
has reopened the store Corner Portland and
mechanic Nircetn, where she is prepared to
cut and make Boys’ Clothing iu the latest

styles

Trimmings constantly on hand. Old Maxim—‘‘Firs
come first

served.”

iHE greater part of those ia this state who
propose to visit the Centennial Exposition
are not going until
September and October.
There is a prospect that there will be an immense
and uncomfortable crowd during
those months.
It may be remarked that
June is a good month to go to
Philadelphia.

The Republicans of the several cities and towns in
the first congressional district of Maine are invited
to send delegates to a District Convention to be held
in Lancaster Hall, Portland, on THURSDAY, June
29th, 1876, at 12J o’clock P. M., for the purpose of
nominating a candidate for the 45th Congress.
Also to nominate a candidate for Eleetor of President and Vice President.
Also to select a District Committee.
The basis of representation will bo as follows:
Each city and town will bo entitled to send one delegate and one additional for every sixty votes cast for
Nelson Dingley, Jr., at the Gubernatorial election o*
1874; a majority fraction of 35 vote3 will be entitled
to an additional delegate.
I The chairmen of the several cities and towns are
requested to forward the names of their delegates as
soon as chosen to the chairman of the district committee.
The apportionment of delegates to the several
cities and towns in the district is as follows:
Baldwin.3 Acton. 3
Bridgton. 7 Alfred.3
Brunswick. 6 Berwick. 6
Cape Elizabeth.6 Biddeford.14
Casco.2 Buxton.... 6
Cumberland...3 Cornish. 4
6 Dayton. 2
Deering
Falmouth. 3 Elliot. 4
Freeport.'.. 5 Hollis. 4
7 Kennebunk.4
Gorham.

Majob Mebbill protests against according the man who fought to overthrow the
Republic the same honor and praise which
is eo gratefully bestowed
upon the soldier
who gave his life for national
unity and
human freedom. The protest is both
timely

^ind

Gray. 4 Kennebunkport.
Harpswell.2 Kittery.

The Democrats think that
Judge Davis

would carry the South with a
rush, because
so many of the Southerners would
think

they
voting for Jeff and the lost cause. The
latter part of their belief would be well foundwere

4
U
3

Harrison. 3 Lebanon.
2 Limerick.4
New Gloucester.4 L.mington. 4
North Yarmouth. 3 Lyman. 4
Otisfield.3 Newfield. 3
Portland..33 North Berwick. 4
Pownal. 2 Parsonsfield. 3
Raymond.2 Saco....11
Scarboro’. 3 Shapleigh].3
4
Sebago.2 Sanford ..'.
Stanuish.4 Soutn Berwick.5
Westbrook. 6 Waterboro’.4
Windham. 5 Wells.4
Yarmouth.4 York. 6
Whole number from York county, 125.
Whole mimbor from Cumberland county, 130.
The delegates are authorized to fill vacancies only
with actual residents of the city or town they claim
to represent.
The district committee will be in session at the
reception rootn of Lancaster Hall at 10 o’clock on the
morning of the Convection for the reception of ere-

ed.

Naples.

About Blaine.
The Cleveland Herald remarks that Blaine
seems to have been at the bat in last
Wednesday’s Republican conventions and made a fair
score.

It looks more and more
every day, as
though Blaine would be the successful can-

didate.

iruc oauio

jwuiuuia

lutmuu

nuwu

piuuii'

mchldtf

corruption.
The case against the Speaker is certainly
stronger than the cases on which Republicans have been adjudged guilty by Democratic tribunals. It is acknowledged that
Green pail money for his place and that the
place was secured through the influence of
Mr. Kerr.

The man

to whom the money
it to Mr. Kerr.

paid swears he gave
Against his testimony we
was

have as

yet only

the denial by Mr. Kerr. This denial Republican journals, disdaining to follow the despicable examples of their Democratic contemporaries, exhibit a great willingness to
accept. They cannot bring themselves to
adopt the Democratic method of blackening
the character of every man who is a political
opponent. Reversing the Democratic rule
they hold Speaker Kerr innocent until he is

proved guilty.
With Blaine as candidate for President
the Illinois Republicans claim that they can
carry the State by fifty thousand majority
and gain five congressional districts now
held by the Democrats. They are practically
unanimous for Blaine. A correspondent of
the New York Times, who has been traveling over the State, exhibits surprise at the

strong feeling in favor of the ex-Speaker,
and essays to explain it, saying: Blaine, al"
though popular, had no strong hold on the
State until the debate with Hill, and the
idea has got into the heads of the people
here that in revenge for his crushing that
champion of the rebellion he is being perse"
cuted by the Democrats. That, they say, is
probably the chief cause of his popularity;
but there are others. They admire his ability, his readiness to meet every emergency, to

men

There is

more

talk than there was a few

day ago about making tbe ticket Blaine and
Bristow. The Philadelphia Inquirer thinks
that would beat any other possible combination.
vr—s_s_
-*

|

For the first time since the session of Congress began the Democrats are objecting to
“mud-throwing”. For the first time since
they appointed their committees they decry
investigations and object to the evidence of
characterless men. The reason for this sudden change in reasoning and feeling is that
Speaker Kerr has been accused of using his
political influence for improper considers,
tions.
There are few men in public life of whom
such a transaction would be less likely to be
true than of Mr. Kerr. But the Democrats
have never hesitated to eagerly accept and
circulate charges of like character against
Republicans of as high standing and of as
acknowledged integrity as the Speaker. Previous good reputation has not stood in the
way of credence by Democrats, to accusations
of corruption against Republicans.
How
cau they, with any show of consistency, object when Mr. Kerr is brought within the
rule they have themselves established ? Republicans have been condemned on prima
facie cases, evidenco of disreputable men
has been taken in secret session and sent
over the country before the accused knew
with what they were charged, or that there
were any charges against them at all, and
Democratic papers have unsparingly condemned on hearing but one side of the case.
When the accused have had opportunities to
defend themselves their denials have been
met with contempt and ridicule. This course
has invariably been taken by Democratic
papers, and it is a malicious aud despicable
one.
They acknowledge its malice and
meanness when taken in regard to Mr. Kerr,
but as long as Republicans only were injured they did not hesitate to pursue itThey ought not to complain if Republican

If the Democrats and Bristow

keep at work trying to convict him of some
rascality, he certainly will.—Palmer Journal.

THOS. HANCOCK, Gray, Chairman.
J. \V. BEATTY, Saco, Secretary.
J. M. MASON, Limerick.
E. N. PERRY,* Cape Elizabeth.
CHAS. E. GIBBS, Biiiigtoo.
JOHN WENTWORTH, Kittery.
THOS. PENNELL, Portland.

Speaker Kerr.

sensible.

Decobatiox Day was general observed
yesterday throughout the country by services
of more than usual
impressiveness, showing
that as years pass, a
country-loving people
recognize more fully the debt of gratitude
they owe to the saviors of the Republic.

..

nent Democrats are accused of
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The best and cheapest Know A Dnvi. Pairnl
Hoolinic Pnin. fnr Shingle, Tin and Iron
Roofs, also for cheap outside work, sold by the gallon
or applied by
sin IP

OlitlUilUO

REWARD!

N.,JORDAN,

Fireproof Roofing Paint.

practico indoors*

A* A. GRAHAM, G7 Liberty Street, New York.
d&w6n»21

delegate.

€©.,

has taken the

anil
call

ST.,

a

Republican State Committee will be in session
in the ante-room of the Hall at 9 o’clock the morning of the Convention. The usual reduced fares on
Tailroads and steamboats may bo expected of which
due announcement will be made.
JAMES G. BLAINE, Kennebec,
Chairman.
WILLIAM P. FRYE, Adroscoggin.
DANIEL RANDALL. Ardostook.
STANLEY T. PULLEN, Cumberland.
CHARLES J. TALBOT. Franklin.
JOHN D. HOPKINS, Hancock.
HIRAM BLISS, JR., Knox.
S. S MARBLE, Lincoln.
ENOCH FOSTER JR, Oxford.
JOSEPH W. PORTER, Penobscot.

Bosworth,

Formerly with Mnrrett, ESailey

Wheu you ennnot find what yon want
are inn hurry for Window
Frames,

FORWARDERS,

Observing correspondents claim that
Blaine is sure of at least eighteen votes from
Ohio on the second ballot.
The New York
Tribune correspondent says that “the name
of Blaine has power and is heard
familiarly
in every discussion.* In the
strong belt of
Republican counties which cluster around
Clarke, there is enthusiasm among the old
Republicans when this name is suggested.
Among the farmers more than amoog any
Other class does this feeling
prevail. An old
Republican leader said to me:‘W®, Sir, are
for Blaine, bccauso he is identified withus. His
name and his record mean
Republicanism,
and with him there is no cause for mistrust.’”
is
Such
the emphatic indorsement Blaine receives among the yeomanry.

meetings.

jlmi c? w a ujx e.

Window
AND

II A. II,

ucuuais.

UPHOLSTERY GOODS

Sudbury St.

at

The basis of representation will bo as follows:
Each city, town, and plantation is entitled to one delegate and one additional delegate for every seveutytive votes given for tho Republican candidate for
Governor in 1872. A fraction of forty votes over the
number which is entitled to one delegate, will he ac-

Mo.
Portland.,
de!4dly

#

STONE &

Congress St.,

said intends to keep

more

proevery year.
mote health and prevent disease.
Cleansing by
Mleam is the only sure way of destroying vermin
and removing disagreeable odors. Send in your orders to tbe oltice of “The Steam Feather lieu*
©valor,” 218 Federal St.
All inquiries cheerfully

Piles.

KIMBALL & SON.

"A

OWEN & MOORE,

cathartic to debilitate
the bowels, but cleanses all the organs, enabling each
to perform the functions devolving ui>on them.

$1000 weekly.

—

[^“Examination solicited.

a

a

99, 1S7G,

as a

they are Atjjfiheu oflered for sale.
The SenioBPartner

w'10 “now the value and ease and comfort ot the French Boot or Shoe will tiuil
counterpart in the

June

for the purpose ot nominating a candidate for Governor to he supported at the September election and
two candidates for electors of President and attend
to such other business os usually comes before such

REPUBLICAN DISTRICT CONTENTION.
Vegetine does not act

BOOT

TLlIUJiDU
A T1TPQ

State Convention to be behl in

m_x»_x?_

it; as debility denotes deficiency of the blood,
Vegetine acts directly upon the blood.

has made it a specialty to
manufacture Ladies’ Fine Boots anil Shoes for over
FORTY Y15 A Its in Boston, and tor THIRTY of
that time retailed them from his own counter. For
the past TWELVE years a very largo part of them
Lave been retailed by the most popular Shoe Dealers
in Boston, one firm alone (that of H. II. Tuttle & Co.)
having purchased In twelve yeats Four hundred and
fifty thousand dollars worth and are now running

a

Catarrh.
For this complaint the only substantial benefit c m
be obtained through the blood. Vegktine is the
great blood purifier.

A good name is a capital to a
should not he kept from tlio rmblic that may wish to
know where to Anil his productions and KNOW that

Parasols
—

Are caused by an impure stateof the blood. Cleanse
the blood thoroughly with Veoetine, ami these
complaints will disappear.

Name?
manufacturer, anil

The three story brick dwelling house. No.
175 Dauforth Street, recently occupied by
Watson Newhall.
Possession given lmme-

Tor

City and Town in the V. S. and Canada, to
whom exclusive territory will he given, if desired.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

At retail

a

diat ely.

GOOD AGENTS WANTED

Coal

in

Old Sores

or

In

Delivery.

KIMBALL
Whal is Tlnir

—

tfj*
jftjwnrif

I In every

OPEN!

on

and Humors of the Face.

Tmnors, Ulcers

are

Tenders giving price per lb. and endorsed “Tender
Scrap,” will be received bv the undersigned on or
before WEDNESDAY. May list
JOSEPH HICKSON, Gen’l Manager.
Montreal, May 15th, 1876.
eodGt
my!9

North Yarmouth.
sale, or exchange for real estate

EVER TSSCED.

FOR

5

for

For Sale.

SOUVENIRS AND MEMOS

FAVORITE

(burnt)...

or

New two story French-Roofed House,
422 Cumberland St., containing fourmO* teen rooms fitted up with furnace, gas,
fliHKa
Stbago water, and all the modern improvements of h first-class house. Inquire ot JORDAN BROS., No. 11 Danlortb St.
apr4dtl

THE MOST VALUAIILE

THE

do

TERMS—Caxli

THE

Those Medallions are larger than a Silver Trade
inch, in diameter, handsomely put
dollar, being
up and sell readily at sight.

aul7

Quantity.
Scrap...51 tons.
Scrap. 25

Scrap Spring Steel... 3
2
Light Iron and Turnings.
Rubber.400 lbs.

subscriber oilers for sale a desirable lot of
land on Stevens’ Plains containing about 30,000
teet. For particulars inquire at No. 218 Fore St.
aprlltt
RUFUS DUNHAM.

nANSON.
ddn

dlw*ttf

Slate

Wrought

Land lor Sale in Deering.

1-2 EXCHANGE ST.,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

M&rblized

1 SALE!
Estimated

Cast Iron
do do

the most in-

Reason should teach

Iron

62

in Portto rent, a twro story house, wood sbed.
4*. >4 ben tier y in bara, a fountain pure water, ten
acre? land, 150 apple trees.
Will be sold cheap. Reference C. PROCTOR or WILLIAM TR1CKEY, Saccarappa.
apr!5d2m

land,

Attorney at Law,
49

now

At

MEMORIAL

X PERRY,

JOHN

terial
TENDERS
Portland:

CANADA.

F]_

cure

veteratc

Pimples

gates to

The

Vegetine is taken regularly, according to directions, a certain and speedy cure will follow its use.

invited for the following old malying on the Company's premises at

are

Veoetine has never failed to
case of Krysipelas.

The Republicans of Maine aud all others who propose to support the candidate of the Republican party in the pending elections are iuvited to send dele-

corded

Erysipelas.

it

GRAM TRUNK RAILWAY COMPART

SCRAP

rem-

producing

'letter, Salt Kheum, Scald Head, &c,, will certainly yield io the great alterative effects of Veoetine.

VV&SOt

1876.

Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts.

aprlSdtf

AT

aprlT

SMITH,

31 1-2 Exchange SI.

TIMES.

SON,

WM. II. A.

JOHN

Satins and White Bttanks,

attended to.

HANSON.

JOSEPH HICKSON,
General Manager.

SALE

mylSdtf

No. 907 CoDsrrra Mt,y West End, Z ortlaud,
HENRY

© T IS

ON ST. JOHN STREET.
Terms reasonable and easy payments. Apply to

PAPERS,

Company ol Canada,

Tenders endorsed “Tenders for Stores”
will be received by the undersigned ou
or before WEDNESDAY, Slst May.

OF

great

Veoetine is the great blood purider.

Tenders are invited for Stores required
by tlie Company on the Portland District
of their line during the year commencing
July 1st, 1876.
Forms of Tender, with list of Stores,
can be bad on application at the office of
the Deputy Storekeeper, Portland.

Montreal, May X,

in

us that a blotchy,
rough or
pimpled skin depends entirely upqn an internal cause
and no outward application can ever cure the defect.

A. BE1TH.

Tenders for Stores.

over

FOR

and Granite Work.

promptly

1l

Si O USE

Monuments, Tablets, Grave Stones
MANUFACTORY

jo A. MERRILL.

THE

bargain lor $345. Thirty
acres ol land, a block bouse, five
rooms papered and painted, patent
fireplaces, good cellar, stable with

ISKUNZE A GOLD LEAF

and SilTer W’are,

MERRILL A CO., 139 Middle St.

A

LAW,

Street,

dtf

mylO__

€ E HT T E N N I A E

PORTLAND, ME.

T ACK

If**’"

MATTOCKS & FOX,
Attorneys at l aw, 31 1-2 Exchange St.

Farm for Sale !

has slate at

apl3dfim*ttf

GO

J. II. GAUBEKT, Proprietor.

no25

notice at THE OF-

DECORATIONS,

~FEE8)7¥. DOW,

GENTLEMEN

Street, Portland,

by giving

ERS, Ac., at THE LOWEST MARKET
RATES.
my24dtf

FOE

fatigue

Middle

time,

Variety of Styles,

NIITTFS: BROS. & CO.

IN TEN iniNCTEHOJVCE A WAV.

237

one

ICE supplied by the TON to SCHOON-

A THOEOOHGH GYMNASTIC SYSTEM
AND

at

or

FICE will be entitled to a proper reduction.
{[^“Notice of change of residence, or complaints
against the drivers for neglect, carelessness or any
other cause, left at the office, will receive prompt, attention.
JESSE DYER,
N. C. CURTIS.

VIASTIC WORKEBN,

HEALTH LIFT !
LADIES

00
2 50
3 00

Plasterers,

always
Repniriagf I*laniering. Whitening and
Tinting done in the neatest manner.
No. 4 South Street, Portland, Me.
N. B. -Tlie most delicntc Tvork packed to go safety

CHAbE.

This new Hotel is situated on the corner
ot Elm Avenue and 41st St., directly opposite the eastern entrance to Main Exhibition
ami affords an uninterrupted view
ill! Building,
> 11 from
its two fronts, ot Fairmount Park,
Centennial Grounds and buildings, the Schuylkill
River, Girard Avenue with its elegant bridge, and
the city of Philadelphia. These surroundings make
it one of the most desirable locations in or about the
city tor persons visiting the exhibition during the
heated term. Street cars pass the Hotel lor all parts
Our Mr. Fowler, Proprietor of the
of the city.
Passamaquoddy House, Eastport, Me., hopes to welcome all his oia patrons and friends visiting the Centennial.
my20d2m

—

month.$2

WA1NSCOATINGS.

and

CHAS. E. LELAND, Proprietor
Of Delevan House, Albany, N. Y., ami Clarendon Hotel, Saratoga.
f'eb2ld&wly9

F

prices

of

MOULDINGS.

CITY,

AVCHIIC

per

fall season, the scale

20

Jackson.

Ctntial Depot.

E1IH

lbs, daily,

15

WILSON

Formerly Craig

Three blocks west ol Grand Central Depot, neai tbe
Elevated Railroad, aud but twenty minutes from
Wall Street. A new and elegantly furnished Hotelall modern Improvements.
Bates $4 per day.
Liberal terms to families. Free omnibus from Grand
^

season.

If not taken the
will be

FRESCO BORDERS,

ROSSJTIORE HOTEL,
Junction

Ice will be delivered earlier than June 1st, and
later than Oct. 1st, at the same rate per month as

during the

BUILDING,

Line.

All orders

newly furnished this
myI9

Uotifie 42 P?ne St., Hull Block, mastic finish,
contains nine rooms and all modern improvement**;
Two houses in Hull Block. C arroll St.,
mastic, nine rooms and all modern improvemem.
Stewart flr HI richer mill and outbuildings
West Commercial St., storage and wharfage tD let,
or the entire property for sale or to let on
long lease.
House on HI. Ntrcet, occupied by
John
D. Spaulding. Lot 60x40,
Edward F. Flint Property, near Andrew'
Sawyer’s, Cape Elizabeth, House and 7 acres ot
land.
Several Small Farms to let.

Maine.

PHILADELPHIA..
HUNT of Porllnnd, Laving leased

visitors to

8 00
10 00

tf

Depot,
Has a pleasant room as above stated and will be
happy to wait upon all bis old friends and the public
in general in all departments of the Hair Dressing

dtf

)

Mouths.

lbs. daily from Juue 1st to Oct. 1st.$ C 00
<•

Campbell,'

mai7d3m

Avenue, between Belmont Avenue and
Forty-second Street, and in close proximity

Fonr

Over Horse Railroad

Designed by the

ON TIIE EUROPEAN PLAN.

Opposite Kelley’s Iron Foundry.
10
15
20

one

FOR SALE OR TO LET.
The W. J. Smith Property. East Deering.
Large brick house and one acre of land. Will be let
for a term of years.
The Leighton & Hanson Properly in
Deering near Trotting Park.
Large house and
7 acres of land. Will be let for a term of years.
Otis Brown Property. Saccarappa. Large
house with stable, barn and other out
buildings.
Will be let for a term of years.

Below Leavitt & Burnham’s Ice Houses.
or

a

liUil1.

Two Small Tenements on India St. and
on Hancock St.
One store on India St,

BLOCK,

cornices, centre rieces, brackets, columns, «c.,
can
l>e furnished at the shortest notice.

Hew

IW

New No. 56 Cross Street,

dtf

Ornaments

HOTELS.

DYER & CURTIS,

Seale of Prices for the Henson,

12 rooms;

The Benjamin Norton Farm. Limington,
2& miles from Cornish Village, 3 miles from Baldwin
Station on P. & O. R. R., 125 acres, two-thirds
cleared, cuts 40 tons ot hay, good fences, 1& story
house 28x32 ft, barn, stable and outbuildings. Also
small cottage. Price $3500, $ 1000 down. Very
cheap
Several Ninall farms for sale. Terms easy.

Exchange Street.

LANCASTER HALL

heats,

Fine CoUngc, with stable and about seven acres

OF

sophical Instruments, School
Apparatus, Ac.,

Wait‘lies, Jewelry
J. A.

HALE.

of land, South St., Gorham Village;
very desirable country residence.

10

JOBBER,

Chronometer markers9 Tools,

Fred W.

lest 3 in 5 in harness, and will be governed by the rules of the National Association, as amended February 1#76. Heats
in each day’s races to be trotted alternately. A
horse distancing the field, or any part thereof, will
be awarded but one premium. Under no circumstances will a horse be entitled to more than one

mylSdff

P.

MODEL

No. 31 1*2

CONDITIONS,
to be mile

1-3

jams

Same Day.
$500 FOR 2.31 CLASS.
$350 to First, $100 to Second, $50 to Third.
races

».

1'oiisrtN* Nireet,
Formerly occapied by Dr. Daveis.
Hour.—10 to S3 A. .VI., 3 io 5 P. VI.
ma3
d&wlf

OFFICE

$300 FOR 4.39 CLASS.
$200 lo First, $70 to Second, $30 to Third.

Tbc above

499

A. M.

_

Republican State Convention.

Thursday,
success

Pain in the Bones.

cor.

_

NOKOIV1BEGA HALE, Bangor,

Salt Bueum.

PROPOSALS-

Worcester houses. 254 and 256 Spring St., and
36 and 40 Clark St. Those are frame houses, gas, Sebago water, aud all modern improvements.

The Veoetine meets with wonderful
the cure of this class of diseases.

Xu this complaint the Veoetine is the
it removes from the system the

Oelnno’s Mill.
Cor. Y’ork and Maple

j

the most index-

edy,

Exchange

Stair Builders.
91'<iLIKItV, No. 339 Fore Street,

B

TERMS REDUCED! Grand Trunk Railway
FOB

Schumacher,

Attorney at Law,

June 15th,

PLE A E S

1876 ICE. 1876

FRESCO PAINTER.

IK W.

Day,

Thursday,

Street.

Street.

For Sale and to Let.

Office

Jul

$400 FOR 4.31 CLASS.
$250 to First, $100 to Second, $50 to Third.
Second Day,

Middle

jan5tllf

mathematical, Optical

First Day, Wednesday, June 14tli,
$400 FOR 4.45 CLASS.
$120 to First, $60 to Second, $20 to Third.

MA'Two

Price*.

MOTLEY,

MANUFACTURER

!

moderate

al

A I M :-T 0

l. 3?. FARRINGTON’S,

Watch and

“PREMIUMS

Same

No. 93

jan8

ATTORNEY AT LAW,

C.

and 15th.

244 IVLicicile Street.
The Beat Work

Estate Agents.
;eal
ROCTER,

®-

For Sale or to Let*
Story House with Stable attached,
with large lot of land ; building in good repair;
situated in East Deering, on Verandah Street,
mini house from Comer Store.
Apply to PERLEY
& RUSSELL, 102 Commercial Street.
mySQdtf

Wildo,

T,

WM. H.

PORTLAND. ME.

June 14th

SON,

The Natural magnetic l’hysician,
Ho shall lay hands on them and they shad he healed
302 C umberland, Cor. of Eiui Hi.
nov8
dtf

Office

Summer Mooting.

-a. 3VT

PH OTOGRAPIIFR,

E, C. JORDAN & CO.,
Civil Engineer* nod Land Purveyor*,
No. 184 middle Hi., Portland, ille.
Surveys made for Proposed Railroads, Water
Works, Mill Dams, and Storage Reservoirs, surveys
of Counties, Towns, House lx»ts, &c.
Estimates of
Brickwork, Plastering. Slating, Stone Masonry,
Earthwork, Earth and Stone Excavation, &c., &c.,
<Sre
Plans and Specifications for Iron or Wooden
Bridges, or the combination. Plans and hills of Timber for Wharves, &c., &c.apr7d3m

THOMAS RAINEY, M.

ASSOCIATION J

„

(paid ePuide'i;

Plum Street,

No. 37

AND

Thursday Evening, Jnue 8th.

BERRY,

and

nnl; Joh

Grand Combination!
Thursday, Friday

Danfortli Street;
tenement above.
rear; property now rents for
Liberal
annum.
terms of
Price $3500.
$390 per
b\ G. PATTERSON,
payment.. Apply to
Dealer in Real Estate, 379£ Congress Street.
d3w
niy25
as a

cure

as
cause.

g street.

or reserve commu-

Every regular attache of the Press is furnished
with a Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our

Journal.

Mercurial Diseases.

JIAMES MILLER, No. 91 Federal Street

Dealer in Real Estate,
379£ Congress Street, Williams’ Block.

api2dtf

—

Veoetine lias never failed to
ible case of Canker.

Photographer.
DAVIS A CO., No SO Middle Street.

A. S.

J.
►

Cancer, Cancerous Humor.
The marvellous effect of Veoetine in case of Cancer and Cancerous Humor
challenges the most profound attention of the medical 1 acuity, many of
whom are prescribing Vegktine to their patients.

Canker.

J. *. RARROUK, 930 Fore Street, Cor.
of Cross, Portland.

necessarily tor publication

as a

Scrofulus Humor.
Veoetine will eradicate from the system every
taint of Scrofula or Scrotulous Hnmor. It has permanently cured thousands in Boston and vicinity
who had been long and puiuful sufferers.

_,novMtf

_

not

guaranty cf good faith.
We cannot undeitake to return
nications that are not used.

SCROFULA,

Horse Shoers.

indispensable,

cages

but

IN ADVANCE.

every responsibility. He is bluff, sincere, brave, they think, in his political conduct, and so are they, which creates a common tie between them.
With the tomb of
Lincoln casting its shadow over the state the
resentments of the war fade away more slowly in Illinois than elsewhere. The Republicans are as aggressive in their
Republicanism
now as ever, and they believe Blaine to
be
the same. It is not that
they would renew
the war, or deprive the ex-rebels of
any of
their rights under the
Constitution, but they
believe that the national safety demands
that the Republican Party should continue in
possession ot the Government, pursuing a
policy of rigid adherence to its principles,
and they think that Blaine believes the
same,
which makes another bond in commoD. For
these, among many other reasons, they preler Blaine to any other
candidate, but at the
same time they admit that
among his competitors are some whom they would willingly
trust with the Government.

We do not read anonymous letters and communiThe name ami address of the writer are lu

all

ANNUM,

assume

WEDNESDAY MORNING, MAY 81, 1876

—WILL CUBE—

Carpenters and Builders.

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.
WALTER COKEY’ A- CO., Arcnde, No.
IS Free Street.
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 30 Exchange St.
Upholstering of nil kinds
done to order,

PBESS.

cations.

II, Printers'
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
SMALL A SHACKFOKU, No. 93 Fium
Room

WHITNEY A MEANS, Pearl Street, opposite the Park.

TI-IE

j

VEGETINE

Book Binders.
A. QUINCY.

WM.

S&200.
new two and a half story house on
Preble street, facing Lincoln street, containing
seven rooms. Sebago water,
good cellar, sink
drain and water closet connected with sewer. Terms
of payment is $1,000 cash; balance on mortgage.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Booksellers and Stationers.

56

on

TERMS $8.00 PER

HOYT A- FOGG, No. 91 Middle Street.

E. tIOilRll.il A- Y’OUNG, Experienced
Hoi si shoers at No. 70 Pearl St.

For Kent.
LL House
ply to F. G.

this and other cities.
TW&Fteodtf

in

Patterson’s Real
BULLETIN.
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MORNING, MAY 31. 1876.
BUSINESS DIRECTOR Y,

JH O N E V'

in.

Brown HI.

ji!6

IH. C.

NOTICK

mySdtd

STREET

bend of

F. G,

Clerk's Office, 1
|
May 0, 1876.
is hereby given to all parties interested
in the petitions ldr Sewers in Hanover and
Casco Streets, that a hearing will be had on said
petitions, at the Aldermen's Room in City Building,
on MONDAY, the fifth day of June next, at 7J
o’clock P. M., and that thereafter they will determine and adjudge if public convenience and necessities require ilie construction of said Sewers.

D,

--—-—

REAL ESTATE,

City

Coffin*,
prepared
('aftuciN xiikI bnivftloilKN, of ail styles, at
the shortest possible notice. Everything connected
with the management of funerals, day or night, will
receive prompt attention. Residence No. 219 Federal,
feblOdtlm
corner of Temple St.

PORTL 4 JHMttUSEUM.
THE

--"

CITY OF PORTLAND.

RIPLEY,

UndortaJior.
respectfully inform the citizens ot PortWOULD
Tf
land that lie is
to tarnish

Advertising: One inch of space,
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CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

Ncrokid Pari*h Chinch,

Ncxtou

At 109
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length of
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lip. Just what we expected, they say the
fight will be between Morton and Blaine. The
old remark about the jug handle doesn’t
seem to occur to them either.
The latest statement about the Massachusetts delegation comes from the Boston Journal to this effect: “Mr. Bristow, on the first
ballot, will receive a majority of the votes of
the delegation from Massachusetts.
Should
Mr. Blaiue need the vote of Massachusetts to
secure the nomination, he will
probably receive on subsequent ballots the support of the
delegation, with two exceptions.”
This whole business of arrainging Presiden'
tial candidates, because at one time or
another they have advised Iriends to invest in
Pacific l’ailaoad stocks, is puerile. But if
the necessities of President-making compel
it, let us have a fair deal all around.
Mr.
Blaine tried to get a chance for one friend to
invest $25,000 on the ground floor of Northern Pacific, and failed.
Mr. Bristow did get
scores of friends to buy Texas Pacific.
If
Blaine is to be condemned, what in the
world shall be done with Bristow ?
Hanging
would be too good for him.—N. T. Tribune.
It grows more and more evident that the
venerable broker, Simon Cameron, will not
be abie to deliver that Pennsylvania
delegation to Senator Conkling.
The Pittsburgh
Oazette hears of at least 20 Blaine men on
the delegation from Western Pennsylvania
alone, and of a considerable number east of
the mountains who go for Blaine after Hartranft is dropped. It believes that at least half
of the delegation will vote for Blaine whether
“Don” goes into the Cabinet or not.
All of
which information will serve to convuice Simon that sulpherous times are not yet ended.
a
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The Ohio friends of Gov. Hayes are about
to organize Hayes
clubs throughout the
State.
It is the Augusta (Ga.) Chronicle's belief
that there is no more chance of ex-Gov.
Bullock going to the penitentiary than there
is of a bull eating a locomotive.
Mr. Tilden is advised over again by the
New York Herald to assign his presidential
assets to Mr. Bayard—as the Herald beautifully puts it, to “strengthen his party by
laying his personal aspiration on the altar-”
One.of Mr. Hendricks’ friends claims that
if the South will give Hendricks their united
vote on the first ballot, he will certainly be
nominated, and that, with Curtin for Vire
President, the ticket would be the strongest
that could possibly bo chosen.
Senator Morton has written to the Chair
man of the Indiana Republican State Committee that notwithstanding the law of Congress looking to the election of Congressmen
on the same day in November In all the
States, the election for such in Indiana and
Ohio will beheld this year in October.
A little more true inwardness from Watterson: “These asses in Cincinnati threw
away not only Ohio but ail the West. So
far as I am concerned, I give up the West
now, no matter who may be nominated on
either side. Ohio,Illinois, all the Northwest,
even Indiana, are gone, and we mnst make
our fight in the East and South.”
The Cincinnati Inquirer goes on with its
ex-communications. .Last Friday it said:
“Northern Illinois, Minnesota and Nebraska
were settled by Yankees, as the inhabitants
of the six New Eaglaud States are popularly
termed. While they live in the West, their
hearts are with the old folks at home. They
are really Eastern colonies.
As Western
States we set them down as bogus.”
As Mr. Blaine’s lead at Cincinnati is more
clearly seen, the .efforts of his rivals to set
afloat damaging stories against him grow
more desparate.
The last is the weakest. A
private letter in which—believing, as a good
many thousands of others did and wish they
hadn’t, that the Northern Pacific was going

IB«f —I

to be

profitable

more

to the

original

con-

structors than the Union Pacific was—Mr.
a personal friend to go in “on
ground floor,” and told him of a chance
do it,is paraded as proof of a corrupt connec-

Blaine advised

BY TELEGRAPH.

the
to

the road.
So far as it proves
anything, it does, in fact prove the
exact opposite. It says, “I cannot “touch
it.” This was not written for the public eye,
in the light of Credit Mobilier and subsequent experiences, but in strict privacy, In a
straightforward business letter to a personal
friend, as far hack as 1870. And, as if to
Make the whole thing absurd, the authors of
the scandal go on to show that the friend
did raise the money, and that after all Mr.
Blaine failed to get him the chance to invest
it!—Y. Y. Tribune.

Gardiner,May

will be contested by a horde of Turneys, who
claim to be relatives of the deceaed. Mr. Stewart’s second name, it will be remembered, is

Turney.
Mr. Ulysses S. Grant. Jr., the private
tary to the President, who was admitted

secre-

to the
bar of the New York Supreme Court last week
intends to fettle in New York within a few
months, for the practice of his profession.
One of the attractions of the Paris Exhibition of 1878 is to be the largest balloon ever
It will contain eighteen thousand cubic

made.

metreB of

gas, aDd is to bo tweuty-three to
metres in diameter. The car will

thirty-fonr
bold fifty persons.

A carious defence is made for a lot of “sawdust swindlers in New York. They were detected cheating country people by promising to
send them counterfeit money and really sending only sawdust or rubbish. The claim made
for them is that they serve the community by
making that very class afraid to deal in coun-

terfeits, who,if not thus cheated and

so

experience,

millions of

would

be

circulating

taught of

bad money every year. The government should
arrest such workers for its welfare,
Bays their counsel. Decision reserved.
A Brooklyn, N. Y.,woman was asked to send

employ not

her three little girls to Sunday School. She
told the committee woman who visited her that

The Canaan Murder.

Prets.]
[Special
Fairfield, May 30.—The Oauaan murderer
is still at large. Helias taken refuge in a deserted house, and being armed bids defiauce to
[To the Associated Press!

of 17 to 15.

Observances in Maine and Elsewhere.
.Soldier's Monument in
Wntereille.
Waterville, May 30.—The observance of
Decoration Day was of more than ordinary inn

terest in the town to-day because of the dedication of a soldiers’ monument which has been a
subject of much interest by the people of the
town for some time. The monument is one of
the most beautiful in tbe State and reflects the
highest credit to the taste and patriotism of
those who have secured its building. The monument consists of a granite base of rare design
surmounted by a bronze statute of the citizen,
soldier. The procession was very large.
The

performed
Colby
duty,
capacity attracted much attention by their soldiery appearance. The procession was made
up of Heath Post, G. A. R., Odd Fellows, fire
Busicompanies and a Urge body’of citizens.
ness was generally suspended and nearly 3000
Rifles

escort

and in that

prosent at the exercises. The oradelivered by M. E. Stevens, Esq., of
Portland, and A. L. Hinds of Benton read an
original poem. A quartette furnished excellent music.
The exercises were most impreswere

was

sive.

The following is au abstract of Mr. Stevens’ address:
The speaker remarked in opening thatitwere
well if. to the memorial of the fallen ones here
erected,there were added only the unseen tear
and the unspoken sigh from loving hearts while
strangers present should stand by bowed aud

hushed,
"

’Tis

manliness to bo heart broken here.

errovn

nf oartli's

li..et

nnhlonoua ia

utoforo/l lin

a

tear.”

Yet important lessons may be drawn from the
memories to which the day is sacred. As
Americans we bear a common love to this
broad and free and fertile land. We are proud
of it and of nothing more than of the fair legacy of daring and heroism bequeathed by our
citizen soldiery. Once, twice and again have
they come from the pursuits of peace to wi n
their noblest laurels on fields of blood, giving
life itself that the nation might live.
Beferring to the rebellion he said it needs not
are going to get my children ! Why, at Dr
It is only
that its story should be told today.
P-’s church they give delaine dresses." She just below the horizon of present view, the
of
the
battle
and
the
gleam
light
| rush
shut the door on the visitor, and the children
of the
bayonet charge come to us even
are yet without the means of grace as found in
now as the after-ripples of the waters upon a
the Sunday School.
sea-shore, yesterday lashed by the billows and
beat
by thelsurges of storm.
On the 20th of April Richard M. Levey comAs one after another the passing years come
his
fiftieth
of
unbroken
in
service
pleted
year
between ns and those events, we may accept
each annual way-mark as but steps in a ladder,
the orchestra of the Theatre Royal at Dublin,
whose ascent shall enable ns better to underduring forty years of which he acted as first stand
the conflict and more correctly to appreviotin. There was an appropriate performance
and a presentation on the stage to the veteran.* ciate the devotion and heroism of those whose
Whence
graves we deck with flowers today.
Cue of the most amusing incidents of the evening was Mr. Levey’s telling how he had to came these men! From what sea of influence
armed
that
fully
sprang,
Minerva-like,
array
his
change
original paternal surname of
and like questions eur
O’Shaugbnessy into the maternal one of Levey. of heroes? Toofthese
fifteen
will
enable
us
vantage height
years
He went to London to form part of the orchesto find ready reply.
The speaker then passed
tra of the Haymarket Theatre while yet very
in rapid review the conditions, physical and poyoung,and the manager insisted on the change,
which the fathers of the nation
declaring that no London audience would stand litical, from
wrought the power and renown of which we were
an Irish fiddler with such an
outlandish name
at
so
the opening of the rebellion, and
proud
as O'Shaughnessy.
“And now,” said the vetdwelt especially upon the earnest purpose, the
eran “they have to tolerate au
O’Shaughnessy untiring
energy, the frugality and honesty, the
iu the house of commons.”
brilliant enterprise by which they were characterized.
It wa3 in the golden age of the
growth, the fruitage time of progress resulting
F OREIQ N.
from the labors of such men, that the citizen
soldiery of 18C1-65 were born and reared.
TURKEY.
Those Adamses and Warrens and Knoxes and
their compeers were the sires of these; the
Heaths.the Stevens’s and others who were namTHE SULTAN DEPOSED.
ed. The speaker here introduced and read
from several original letters written during
camp and hospital life by Sergeant Major
His Nephew Succeeds Him.
Stevens ef the 10th Maine, one of those whoso
names we have npon the tablet of the monuLondon, May 30—12.30 P. M.—A despatch ment, and said I have read these extracts not
for anything remarkable
or
to the Reuter Telegram Company of Berlin
singular in
but
because
are
but
them,
says: “A telegram received here from Constanthey
which come
tinople says Sultan Abdul Aziz has beeu de- examples of the messages
from
and
battlefields
hospitals
throned, and Mohammed Murad Effendi,
and
sometimes
from
prison
nephew of Abdul Aziz and heir presumptive,
pens
all
that
has been proclaimed Sultan.”
tellthrough
bloody strife,
The Pall Mall Gazette says private telegrams
ing, as can be told with no other such emphastate the revolution in Constantinople was afsis, the indomitable heroism, the surpassing
devotion of the Union soldiers of the war of
fected without disturbance of public tranquilithe rebellion. They were schooled in the virty.
Washington, May 30.—His Highness the tues and graces of the fathers, and so giew
Grand Vizier has addressed the following telestrong and brave and ready for that supreme
call of duty to which the country’s hour of
gram to the Turkish Minister;
“In the praseuce of the unanimous will of
need gave voice. Hence while rejoicing that
all the people, Abdul Aziz Khan has been dethey have lived, proud that they were our “boys
in blue,” let us find in what they were and the
throned today, and bis Majesty Sultan Murad,
virtues they exemplified the way-marks for our
beir presumptive to the Imperial throne, has
been proclaimed Emperor of Turkey.”
guidance, and in their fame, their glory, their
rest, the beckoning genii who shall woo us to
Constantinople, May 30—P. M.—The de- like
patriotism, like devotion, like consecration
throned Sultan is kept under guard in Akoisque
to the land we love.
So if in any future day a
in the extremity of the Seraglio.
The Minislike danger should imperil this glorious land,
ters informed Mnrad Effendi that he was prothis
Memorial
we
rear
shall rouse us as the
claimed Sultan on Monday night. A popular
warning of Paul Bevere roused the yeomanry
demonstration took place the next morning,
of Middlesex, and inspire us as the presence of
bat no rasislancA wan nffp.rp.ri tn Mia naw rnaimp
u,1
gi —:
itt:
1
Perfect tranquility now prevails. Both Chris“Bat,” said the speaker “1 do not forget that
tians and Mussalmen express great satisfacthe Rebellion is ended, that these lives so freely
tion at the change. The city will be illuminatgiven purchased victory; that the stream of our
ed tonight. Festivities continue three days.
national life is flowing on
deeper,
Pahm, May 30—Evening.—Le Temps states a grander than ever before; thatbroader,
while musket
in
the
Turkish
emmessage
cypher notifying
are speaking, over the graves of the
volleys
bassy here of the deposition, began as follows: fallen, the emotions we cannot utter, the Cen“We Abdul Aziz oomformably with the wishes
tennial bells are ringing their glad peals as we
of the majority of our subjects abdicate.” This
enter a .second century of growth and progress.
•was immediately communicated to Duo de
As midst the light and beauty of a sultry day
Cazes, Minister of Foreign Affairs. The emin summer time come dark
the lightbassy also received a message stating that the ning’s flash, the thunder’s clouds,
roll, the pouring
Softas first required the Sultan to relinquish
to give the glad beauty of a Brightfloods,
only
the title of Caliph, which rendered him invioer evening and a more glorious to-morrow, so
lable. The Sultan afterwards abdicated,
there came to us, the darkness aDd the gloom
Le Temps adds that the new Sultan is disposof civil strife that after the storm we might ened to remove Hassein Avni Pasha, present
ter upon a new and more vigorous national life
Minister of War, because he favored the proand control with higheT skill the agencies in
ject of Abdnl Aziz to make his son instead of
whose ouworking the perfect manhood of our
Murad Bpeaks
nephew heir to the throne.
nation shall be secnred.
Let ns not forget,
French. This is considered a great advantage,
that if the institutions bequeathed by
therefore,
as he will be able to dispense with
interpreters the Fathers were worthy of our love, much
when he receives foreign ambassadors.
more binding should be the ties which link us
News of the revolution is well received in
in strong affection to the new nation, the perboth policical and financial circles.
It is befected freedom, the consolidated nationality
lieved the settlement of the Eastern difficulties
these later heroes have won.”
is thereby facilitated. It is stated that the new
Alluding to Col. \V. S. Heath, whose body
Turkish ministry will comprise Midbat Pasha
was never recovered, he said:
“I am reminded
as Grand Vizier, and Sadyk Pasha, at present
that there is many a marble slab in Northern
Ambassador to France, as Minister of Finance.
chnrch-yards which tells only of a hero absent;
According to reports published in Cologne Mid- the only report of them is ‘missing;’ such
was
bat Pasha and the Grand Vizier were at the
he whom-you mourn to-day, who from the fearhead of the revolutionary movement.
Murad
ful strife at Gaines Mill never returned. Somehas accepted three of the propositions submitwhere in that luxuriant Southern soil his dust
ted to him, viz.: The institution of a permamingles and sleeps. The Persian poets suDg
nent assembly of notables, the abolition of the
“Each tinv flower
the
reduction
of
the
civil
list
to
Seraglio,
5,That flings its perfume on the summer hour,
000,000 piasites.
Draws its young life, when first its rootlets start
London, May 31.—The Standard’s Vienna From a pure drop that warmed a hero’s heart."
despatch says the succession of Murad to the
So to-day, children, brother, friends, while
Ottoman throne is generally due to to Russia’s
the stern fate of war forbids you to "twine the
Servia
and Montenegro to immediinstigating
flower, .wreath and bestrew his grave,” you
ate warfare.
may cherish the pleasing thought that mothThe Standard’s correspondent at Rome says
er earth will be faithful to him, aud to all these
it is reported that the Italian government has
missing ones, aud that with each returning
received an invitation to come into the arMay ehelwill crown their restiug places with
for
united
the
action
in
East.
rangement
blossoms whose rootlets kiss the precious drops
The Paris Estafette reports that Lord Derby
they so freely, nobly shed.
has informed the Turkish ambassador that
In conclusion the speaker said, it is fitting
England is prepared to accept an international
then, that here in their early home, within
conference provided the programme is set forth
sound of the college bells which called so many
beforehand.
of them to the training aud culture which
made them what they were, you should rear
ABYSSINIA.
this beautiful and imperishable monumeut,
Egyptian Loaei in the Recent Campaign, that in thus keeping ever present a memento
London, May 30.—An Alexandria, Egypt, and symbol of their glorious deeds, you may bo
special says the fate of the Egyptian artny in enabled better to fulfill the uncounted debt of
Abyssinia is exciting much comment. The war love it is your joy to pay. To this holy purpose
iet this beautilu! work, wrought in enduring
has doublets been finished. About 8000 solbronze and moulded by tbe rich and expressive
diers have arrived at Suez. These, with others
touch of art, be dedicate and consecrate: for
now on their way there and awaiting embarkthis benign aud sacred use, long may it stand.
ment at Massowab, (in all about 15,000,1 are
an ucui
naiujci a|i|ucuauuu ui
niuuuug
said to be all that may be expected. This leaves
the blessings we enjoy, and inspiring in ali
about 15,000 unaccounted for.
lives a grander devotiou to the principles on
Several thousand were doubtless killed in batwhich they rest, now, and in all the days to
tle, and the remainder were unable to leave become, so making vital in our own act, the
cause of storms.
The battle of November last
spirit and example of those fallen ones that,
caused the complete annihilation of one regithough
ment numbering 600. Only eight returned to
“Gone!—in a nobler form they rise;
Egypt.
Dead!—we may clasp their hands in ours,
And catch the light of their glorious eyes.
Foreign Note*.
And wreathe their brows with immortal flowers.
Berlin despatches say that intervention in
Wherever a noble deed is done,
Servia is imminent.
There are the souls of our heroes stirred;
Russia has ordered four more gunboats to
Wherever a field for truth is won.
Besika Bay.
There are our heroes voices heard.”
The St. Petersburg Herald declares that the
In Fnirfleld,
Berlin programme will be fulfilled and serious
Faibfield, May 30.—Memorial Day exermeasures adopted notwithstanding England’s
cises were observed at this place at five o’clock
The Ruski Mir ridicules the idea
opposition.
that Austria and Russia will continue to agree
this afternoon. Services were held at the cem*
on the Eastern question.
A special train of eleven cars from
etery.
The British government will ask for WinsWaterville brought the Hook and Ladder Comlow’s further detention today, pending Secrepany, Graud Army boys, Colby Rifles, and a
tary Fish’s reply.
A Protestant school in the province of Ponlarge number of people to join ns in the sertenadra was closed by ordtr of the Minister of
vices. Good singing was furnished by our vilat
the
of
the
Justice,
papal authorities.
request
lage choir. An address was delivered by Rev.
A team of Irish cricketers are coming to this
C. Purington, who was one of Maine’s most
country in August,
Under the treaty of peace between Guatemavaluable chaplains in the late war.
His adla and Salvador President Valh and Vice Presdress was replete in patriotic suggestions.
ident Gonzales abdicated and the
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provisional
junta appointed Rafael Zaldiran Provisional
President.
Dublin University has organized an undergraduate crew for Saratoga.
Don Antonia Esquirel has been installed

President of Costa Rica.
Gen. Prado is the almost unanimous choice
df the people of Peru for President.
The attempted revolution in Ecuuador has
been put dowu.
Fire in Valparaiso April 28th
destroyed $100,000 wort of property.
In the House of Commons last eveuin® Mr
Canburg gave notice he would at aD early date
call attention to the circumstances under "which
certain foreign ministers, while enjoying the
immunities incident to their position, served as
directors of certain private companies.
Four inches of snow fell on Folly Mountains,
on the Inter colonial railway yesterday.

!

One Thousand Ileuses Destroyed.

stroyed.

[SECOND DESPATCH.]

[To the Associated Press.]
Lewiston.

Seth.

Lewiston, May 30.—Memorial Day has been
observed by Knox Post, Lewiston, and Folsom
Post, Auburn. The graves of all soldiers were
decorated. Folsom Post held services in Auburn Hall in the alternoon. The exercises consisted of addresses and poems. In the evening
an oration was delivered by J. O. Wiuship of
Portland.
The hall was splendidly decorated.
Singing was furnished by the children of the
public schools.
Brunswick.

Bbunswice, May 30.—The soldiers’ graves
were decorated here and in Topsham to day by
the Vincent Mountfort Post, Q. A. R.

[THIRD

the day, and which consisted of opening remarks by the Rev. C, E. Eckby, address by
Major J. H. H. Hewett, and at the close of the
services the whole audience, led by Prof. Whit-

observed here with more than usual interest. A
procession was formed at Coburn Hall, under
the direction of Post Chamberlain, G. A. R.,
and escorted by tho Skowhegan Cornet Band,
marched to the cemeteries on the north and
south sides of the river, where appropriate
speeches were made, after which the graves of
our fallen heroes were decorated.

Bangor.

axui^uic

ui

wu.

R.,
en-

ntii^a,

numbering in all over 300, proceeded to Mt.
Hope in this city, where a large crowd was in
waiting. Approprfate exercises were observed
lin;

prayer by Rev. E. W. Preble; reading the
roll of honor by Adjutant C. D. Clark; oration

Dep’t, Office Chief Signal )
>
Officer, Washington, D.C.,
May 31, (1 A. M.))
For New England,
and Middle states rising followed by falling barometer, slowly rising temperature, easterly to
southerly winds and clear or partly cloudy
War

at half mast.
Brewer.

Bangor, Msy 30,—Memorial Day
properly observed in Brewer this morning by the
Grand Army, cavalry company and engine
was

weather.

The Centennial Exhibition,
Philadelphia, May 30.—The attendance today was the largest since the openiDg, it being
estimated 40,000 or 50,000 people were on the
ground at 2 o’clock. All the buildings were
thronged with people. The Main hnilding and
Memorial Hall were the chief attractions aDd
during portions of the day were uncomfortably
full.

East port.

Eastport, May

30.—Tlia day was observed
to a less extent than ever before.
The procession was smaller aud no stores were closed.
Dr. Rogers of Pembroke read a poem and Rev.
Mr. Harwood delivered an address.
In Other Mtates.
The day was very generally observed.
Despatches report services at Arlington, where the
address was delivered by Gen. Stewart L.
Woodford and a poem by Bayard Taylor; at

Reduction of Kale*.
Cincinnati. May 30.—Passage rates on all
roads east from Cincinnati will be reduced tomorrow to the following figures:
To Boston,
$15; New York, $14; Philadelphia, $12.35;
Baltimore and Washington, $10.90.

Jersey City, Keene. Exeter, Portsmouth, Pittsburg, Gettysburg, Albany, Baltimore, New
Orleans, Chicago, Haverhill, Newburyport,
Washington, Nashville, St. Louis, where addresses were delivered by both Union and Confederate officers, Concord, Rochester, Detroit,
Wilmington, N C., Buffalo, Fortress Monroe,
Philadelphia, San Francisco, New York and

Mil IVOR IELEGRA9M.
The Presbyterian General Assembly at Philadelphia has appointed a committee to prepare
a report
relative to the Bible in the public
schools.
The St Louis gas works will be transferred
to the control of the city.
Senator Morton was nnablo to deliver the address st Wilmington, N. C., yesterday, but
sent the manuscript which was read.
Hon. Hiram K. Roberts died at Sa'mon Falls

Louisville.

NEW

YORK.

-%-

yesterday.

Judiciary Inrea (igaliou.
New York, May 30.—The sub-committee of
the congressional committee judiciary concluded its sessions in this city this afternoon and in
the evening all the members with tbe exception
of Mead returned to Washington. William E.
Dodge, of the firm of Phelps, Dodge & Co
testified to settling with the government for
$250,000, to which were added $21,000 for expenses. None of that was paid by him to
Noah Davis, nor was a dollar given to WakeHe never had any doubt
man for that purpose.
but that Gen. Butler had a share of the money
paid by their firm. He regarded Senator Conkling as counsel for Jayne, Laflin and others in
this matter. Tbe firm was given to understand
that if they did not settle with the government
$1,750,000 worth of their goods would be
seized.
Judge Noah Davis explained his connection
with the matter and said that of the 31st of
December be saw Bliss and offered to divide
the fee with him.
U. S. Dist. Att’y Bliss alsr gave testimony in
regard to the working! of the office.
The

The first Federal official

Louisiana

run over

ind killed on the track of the Eastern Bailroad
n

Boston, yesterday.
——-

Island Legislature.
Providence, May 30.—Legislature met tolay aud elected Heury Jdppitt, (Rep ) Goverlor, lie receiving 74 voles to 29 tor A. C. Howird (Prohilition). LieuteuaU Governor Sisson
Bhodc

vas

re-elected.
__

Bauer won the wrestling match at Cincinnati

Monday night.

to elect

Daily Domestic Receipts.
By Boston and Maine Kailroad.
E & F
Fairbanks 1 car iron. Casco Tanning Co 1 do hides.
0 W True & Co 1 do corn, S W Thaxter & Co 9 do
com, J C Bartlett & Co 1 do corn, A D Morton & Co
1 do corn, Norton, Chapman & Co 1 do oats, same 1
do flour, D VV Coolidge 3 do flour, J B Fiske 2 do
Hour, W Edge Tool Co t do scythes, S Hobson 1 do
heads. GTB 6 cars merchandise, M C K H 20 cars
merchandise, P & O It It 1 car ot merchandise,
Portland 12 merchandise.
By water conveyance—1000 bush corameal to G
—

W. True & Co.

Domestic Markets.
Chicago, May 30.—Flour nominal.

Wheat active

but weak and lower; No 2 Chicago Spring at 1 043 on
spot and seller June; 105$ seller lot July: No 3
Chicago Spring at 90c; rejected 86c. Corn in fair demand but lower at 44c on spot; 43$c seller
Judo; 43jc
Beller July; rejected 38c. Oats are in fair demand
and lower at 2Sf on spot; 28}c seller for July.
Rye is
weakat69Jc. Barley is irregular; cash higher and
options Bteaily at 73c on spot; 55c seller June. Pork
unsettled, lower and panicky at 17 93 & 17 93 on
spot and Beller June; 18 II) seller for July; 18 30 seller August; has sold at 17 75 seller
July. Lard unsettled, lower and heavy at 10 72$ on spot and seller
June; 10$ seller July: 11 seller August; was sold at
at 10 80 seller July. Bulk Meats are inactive and
lower; shoulders at 61c; clear rib sides 91c; clear
sides at 9*. Whiskey 1 09.
Freights firmer—3 asked lot Wheat to Buffalo.
Receipts—10,000 bblfNiour, 87,000 bosh wheat, 327,D00 bush com, 78,000 bush oats, 31,000 bush barley.
6000 bush of rye.
Shipments-9,000 bbls flour, 171,000 bush wheat, 110,300 bush com, 58,000 bubh oats, 000 push barley,
1700 bush rye.
on

Milwaukee, May 30.—Flour

is quiet. Wheat is
quiet;No 1 Milwaukee at 1 11$; hard do at 1 212; No
i Milwaukee at 1 07$; No 3 Milwaukee at 964c. Com
firmer; No 2 is in fair demand at 44c. Oats are firm;
No 2 in good demand for cash and seller June at 29c.
Rye unchanged; No 1 at 72c. Barley stronger; No 2
Spring at 74 @ 76c; No 3 de at 40c.
Freights are quiet; Wheat to Buffalo 3; to Oswego
at 6.
Receipts—8000 bbls flour, 195,000 bush wheat
Shipments—16,000 bbls Hour, 151,000 bush wheat.

St Louis, May 30.—Flour is dull and nnsettled.
uriuer unu inactive; Iso 2 Ked Fall at 1 4!)
1 39} seller June; 1 25 seller
July; No 3 do at
123} bid. Com inactive and lower lor cash- fairly
active for options; No 2 Mixed at 42} (g 421c cash ;
12}c seller May; 42} @ 42}c seller June; 13<g 43} for
seller July. Oats are in light demand and holders
tirm; No 2 at 32} @ 33c bid; rejected 28} <a> 29c. Rye
In light demand and holders firm at 631c.
Barley—
no sales.
Whiskey scarce and firm at 1 09. Pork is
lull at 19 00. Dry salted meats
nominally
lower;
shoulders 61 @ 6}c; clear rib and clear sides 9 and 98;
Soar rib sides ottered at 8 95. Bacon dull—shoulders
it 7} @ 7}; clear rlo and clear sides 9}
(g io and 10}
g Ins. Lard is dull; summer steam 10}, Live Hogs
lull; Bbipping5 60 tg 6 90; bacon 5 70 (g5 90; butch:rs 5 90 ® 6 15.
Receipts—3200 bbls flour, 28,000 busb of wheat, 43,100 bush com, 19,000 bush oats, 1000 bush barley
100 bush rye, 0,000|bogs, 00 cattle.
»* ueat is

cash;

Cincinnati, May 30.—Pork easier at 18 50. Lard
msettled and lower: steam nominally at 10} cash;
11 buyer June.
Bulk Meats unsettled and
lower;
ales shoulders at 6}c; clear rib sides
8} cash 9 for
myer July; closing firmer with these prices’freely
)id; no sellers at } higher; clear sides nominally at
9}. Bacon Inactive and lower; shoulders at 7}: clear
ib sides at 10; clear sides 10} (g 10}. Hogs duil and
ower; common light at 5 50 (g 5 75;fair light to good
leavy at 5 83 Cg 6 00; receipts 1000 head; shinments
1
90 head. Whiskey steady at 107.

3
3
3
7
7
.June 10
.June 17

Laurient.New York..Havre.......June
Celtic. New York-Liverpool. ..Juue
Etna.New York .Aspinwall.. .June
Russia..New York. .Liverpool... .June

Moravian..Quebec.Liverpool...

Peruvian.Quebec.Liverpool...

ifliuaiore Almanac.,,, ..Nlay 31*
Sun rises.4.2G | High water.6.30 PM
Sun sets.7.29 j Moou sets. 1.03 AM

market.
Havana, May 30.—Sugar dull; No 12 dsat6}@
j reals per arrobeHavana

1

] ’s, 105};

1

Erie 12.
London. May 30—4.30 P. M.—Consols 93 9-16
noney and account.
Liverpool, May 30.—12.30 P. M_Cotton market

teadp; Middling uplands at 5 13-16d; do Orleans at
ill; sales 10,000 baleB, Including 2000 kale, for specu-

ation and

export,

“Oh, my back I” How often we bear these words,
’ain in your back, nine limes out of ten, arises from
Cldney Disease. Hunt’s Remedy used as directed
rill

Diseases ot the Kidneys, Bladder and
Jrinary Organs. Try Hunt’s Remedv.
my29
eodlw
cure

all

ORDER.
sndtd

PER

my29

GILMAN M. WILSON,

REMOVAL.

Sporliui Goods,

my31sn4w

LFROM MERCHANTS* EXCHANGE.!
Sid fm Antwerp May 28th, ship Cyrus F Sargent,
Swett, Cardiff.
Ar at Bombay prev to May 28, ship Fannie Tucker,
Boston (Jan 28).
j! Roberts,
Sid fm Bassein —, ship Premier, McGilvery, lor

England.

Sid fm Cardiff
Rio Janeiro.
Sid fm Dublin

United States.
1

Ar at
leans.

May 29, ship J

B

Residence Cor. Pearl and Federal
Sts., Opp, tlie Park.

Cod Liver Oil uml Lillie*
That pleasant and active agent in the cure of all
:oD*untp: ive symptoms, “Wilbor’s Compound of
Pure Cod Liver Oil and L>me.** is being universally
adopted in medical practice. Sold by the proprietor,
A.. B. VVilbob, Chemist, Bostou.
myL’Gsneodlw

HAN

REMOVED,

28th, barque Mary

Reed, Geyer,

Liverpool 29th, ship Bertha, Pote, New OrDOMESTIC FORTH.
SW Pass 29th, barque

NEW ORLEANS
Ar at
Alice, from New York.
—

KEY WEST—Ar 18th, sch Abraham Richardson,
Pray, from Matanzas for North of Hatteras.
SAVANNAH—Ar 27tb, sch Annie Leland, Homer,
Charleston.
CHARLESTON—Cld 2Gtb, sch Lily, Cole, for New
York.
Ar 24th, sch Annie P Chase, Foole, Bath.
Ski

98th

ii>h T.iBvia (.ship

Wpat

CpnraAtntirn

Rf!

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 27th, sch Laura Robinson,
Tibbetts. Batn.
Ar 28th, schs J R Bodwell, Wallace, Fox Island;
Geo E Prescott. Guptill, Spruce Head.
Ar 29th, sch Douglass Havnes, Adams, Gardiner.
Cld 29th, schs Clara, Maloney, Bangor; E Closson,
Dority, Eockport; C J Willard, Wallace, and Willie
Martin, Mosbier, Portland.
Ar 30th, brig Geo W Chase, Patterson, Cardenas;
Clara M Goodrich, Look, Matanzas.
Ar at Lewes 28th, brig Torrent, Wilder, from Cardenas tor Philadelphia.
NEW YORK—Ar 28th, schs Maud. Robinson, from
Sagua via Delaware Breakwater; Governor, Eaton,
Jacksonville 9 days; Sinbad, Perry, Virginia; Jennie M Carter,Carter, Bath; Telumah, Bennett, Kennebec : Tim Field, Leland, St John, NB; M L Kenney, Tolman, Rockland: M J Chadwick, Norris,
Bath; Moses Eddy, Warren, Rockland; Mary Langdon, Bennett, and Herald, Hall, do: M L Varney.
Rowe, Bath; Almeda Wiley,Wiley, Pensacola: G W
Ferguson. Ferguson, Calais; Grace Cushing, Hamilton, Portland; Henrietta. Hill, Saco; Voto, Thorndike, Thomasfcon ; Cyprus, Henderson, Machias;
Gov Coney, Ridley, New Haven; Bedabedec, Knowlton, Rockland.
Also ar 28th, schs Mary B Reeves, Bracy, Providence; Winner, Harraden, do.
Ar 29th, barque Ellen Dyer, Clapp, Havana 13 ds.
Ar 30tb, brig J H Lane, Sbate, Messina; Tally Ho,
Cates, Sagua; schs A D Merritt, Pinkham, Baracoa;
Lena R Storer, Seavey, Cedar Keys.
Cld 29th, brig Geo S Berry, York, Richmond, Va,
to load for Bahia ; schs Annie L Palmer, Lewis, tor
Eleuthera; Clara Jane. Pike, Boston.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 27th, brig Mary C Rosevelt. Call, Pittston for Philadelphia; schs B F Lowell, Simpson, Gardiner tor New York; Star, Carman,
Portland for do.
Ar 28th, barque Gan Eden, Blair, Philadelphia for
Portland; sch Addie Ryerson, Cousins, trom do tor
Machias.
BOSTON—Ar 29th, sch9 Wm Rice, Pressey, Harbor Island; Capt John, Patten, Ellsworth.
Cld 29th, brig Lizabel, Watson. St John, NB.
Ar 30th, sobs Mattie A Franklin, McDonald, from
Georgetown, DC; J C Rogers, Fletcher, So Amboy;

Hyena, Smalley, Rondout; Wigwam. Field, Cherryfield; F H Odiorne, Crowell, Weekawken.
DANVERS—Ar 25th, sch Chilton, Grant, fm Port
Johnson.
NORTH HAVEN
Passed through Fox Island
Thoroughfare 26th, sch Jos Wooley, trom New Lon—

don tor Deer Isle.

NO. 608 CONGRESS

SUITS I

Eastman

Bros.

ON

Wednesday, May 24tli,

C. J. WIIEELEU,
NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING AGENT
No.

Ar at

Hong Kong prev

to

Linen

GEORGE P. ROWELL <V CO.,

Ulsters,

-AND-

534

BROS.,

R. DODGE A
Carpet Beating Rooms, No.

13 Union St.

unyielding

OR.

SHAW,

Shackford, Wextord.
Ar at Windsor, NS, May 29, schs Lucy, Eastport,
(and cld for Philadelphia); John Aviles, tm Sullivan,
(and cld for New Yerk); Bertha J Fellows, Eastport,
(and cld for New York.)
Ar at Halifax 26th, scbs Bonetta, Clark, Portland;
Emily F Swift, from Western Banks, (and cld to return.)
Cld 26th, sch Margie, McFadden, Pictou.
Ar at Port Mulgrave NS 24th, schs Eben H King,
Scud, H S Boyntou, Frances Ellen, and Nellie H. fm
Magdalen Islands; Gertie Lewis, lrom Portland for
North Bay.
Ar at St John, NB, May 29th, ship Gen Shepley,
Hutchinson, Havre.
Sid 29th, sch Abbie Ingalls, for New Haven.

LADIES !

mh15

sneodtim

Woodbury & Moulton,

Gloucester, Mass.

Ar at Havre May 16, Prussia, Stinson, Independence Bay.
Sid fm Lisbon May 12, E H Drummond, Higgins,

Halifax.

Boston tor Norfolk.
May 26, lat 37 30, Ion 74 10, brig Hattie, fm Baltimore for Portland.
No date, NE ot Cape Remain 50 miles, sch Mary W
Hupper, bound South.

Symptom* of Catarrh.
Dull, heavy headache, obstruction of the nasal passages, discharge falling into the throat, sometimes
profuse, watery, acrid, thick and tenacious mucous,
purulent, muco purulent, bloody, putrid, offensive,
etc. In others, a dryness, dry, watery, weak, or inflamed eyes, ringing iu ears, deafness, hawking and
coughing to clear the throat, ulcerations, scabs from
ulcers, voice altered, nasal twang, offensive breath,
impaired smell and taste, dizziness, mental depression, tickling cough, etc. Only a few ot the above
symptoms are likely to be present in any case at one
When applied with Dr. Pierce’s Nasal Douche and
accompanied with Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery as constitutional treatment, Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Remedy produces perfect cures of the worst
cases of Catarrh and Ozaena of
many years* standing.
This thorough course of medication constitutes the
only scientific, rational, safe anil successful manner
of treating this odious disease that has ever been offered to the afflicted.

my26eod&wlw

NOTICES.
KNIGHTS !
MEETING.

Every member of the order of K. of P. in this city
is requested to be present at Pythian Hall, on
WEDNESDAY EVENING, May 31, at 7J o'clock, to
on

business of

iny31snlt

importance.

forest

PER ORDER.

67

Exchange Street,

“For twenty years I have been very much troubled
on my arm, for which I have tried

various washes and salves, besides the treatment of
my

regular physician.

Paying from 5 1-2

to S per cent.

deodsnly

nov29

These have only driven it

sn9m

St.

Exchange

Do you want a Stylish Suit made
ol the best material and in the best
manner ? Go to

99 EXCHANGE ST.
Do you want a Business Suit in
the latest style of Goods and make 1
Go to

w.u.

Homing s.

No. 99

Exchange St.

Do you want tlie Nobby Suit of
the season ?

KOflLING
lias the Goods and

:

OHLING
make It at

—

—

AT

—

MANUFACTURER'S PRICES.
We are ready to offer 500 Parasols and Snn Umbrellas. consisting of Serge and Boiled Twilled Silk,
from 18 to 30 inch, in Ebonv, Bone, Horn, Pearl Inlaid, Ivory and Oxidized Handles, from $1.25 and
upwards. Positively the largest and cheapest line in
the City. Also

No. 99

Exchange St

It you want your Clothes made
in the most workmanlike manner
and a perfect lit every time, go to

KOHLING’S,
99 EXCHANGE ST.

German and Lisle Gauze

GLOVES
for Ladies, Gents and Misses, with one to four buttons, from 15 to 45 cents. Also a complete line in

from 40 cents and upwards, defying competition.
Great bargains in Silk and Worsted Fringes, Ci imped
and Heavy Knotted. Also

A

CAB

take this opportunity to return to my patrons iu
Portland and vicinity my sincere thanks for their
patronage in the past, and am pleased to announce
that I am constantly receiving and have on hand the
choicest and most stylish French, German and American goods, which I propose to make up in as good
a manner as can be done elsewhere and at as reasonable rates. 1 shall be pleased to show my goods to

CATARRH

all who are trying the market.
No garment is allowed to go from my establishment which does not give perfect satisfaction.
IV.
II
KOHLING,
99 Exchange Atiuyl9tf

mo* WORK

MARTHA WASHINGTON

Caps

Gloves,

in German and French Kids, from 1 to 6 button, at
50c and 60c, 2 button at 70c, 85c, $1.00, $1.15 the best.
Also Courvoisiers Beal Kid warranted, at $1.50, a
bargain at $1.75. 4 button reduced to $1.50

539 CONGRESS
F.

Bridges,
Wharves, Ac.
A. Iu S O

Iron

Shutters,

Gratings, Fence,
Awning Frames

deod3m

ap7

FOR

Buildings,

ST.,

IiATJfER.

AND

—

Astounding

—

Low Prices

Very

Ladies should bear in mind that we are selling the
above goods at Boston prices, and by examining will
convince themselves.

—

Iron Works for all other purposes.
Parties wanting good work
at fair
price* should bear in mind that we hare
Nuperior facilities, and give personal
attention to our business.

Discovery.
Great

AT

—-

Bonnets!

and

500 Doz. Kid

FOIt

Rejoicing

Thos.
Portland

Daily Press

Laughliu & Son,

18 & 20 CENTRE STREET.

dtf

apr*9

Maine Blackwood,

Over It.

(FORMERLY NORWOOD)
Sired by Blackwood, (3 years old, record 2.31) 1st
dam by Norruan, sire ot Lula, 2.15, May Queen 2.20.
dam by Mawbrlno Chief, sire of Lady Thorne, 2.18.
Blackwood, sire of Blackwood. Jr.. 4 years old, record
2.32. Freshman 4 years, 2.36$. Kosewood 5 years,
2d

I

longer a Burden!

Job

Printing

the glad tidings near and far
Till every sufferer hears the sound,
Relief is found for the ‘•CATAKRH,”

Spread

And

joy

MAINE BLACKWOOD,
Brown colt, Fired 1872. Trotted full mile last fall as
3 year old in 2.36$, and drew wagon in 2.40$. Is Mixteen hands high and weighs 1675 lbs.
Will make this season (and only one in Maine) at
860—payable in advance. Apply to

JOHN

and merriment abound.

Rox 1819,

or

DALY,

Head of St. John St.

my!3

This REMEDY is just the thing

OPPIO Ej1

And very soon relief will bring
To those who’re from “CATARRH”

It clears the NASAL passages
Of what does oft mnch trouble cause,
And eacli who uses it agrees

dtfl.

Now

Stylos

—

OF

—

PAINTED CHAMBER SPITS!

most dead.

Posters,

Hand Itills, Bill

Heads, TFIOS. J?.
20

BEALS’,

EXCHANGE

STREET.

Best painted suits finished in the State. I manufacture my own suits, and also the

It brings them back to nature’s laws.

ADJUSTABLE SPRING BED,
’Tis very easily applied,
And thousands by it have been

the best and cheapest Spring Bed in the market. Call
and see for yourselves.
Any ono can havo the Bed
on trial one week free of cost.

blessed,

Cards, Tags,

And many who’ve its virtues tried
Its “HEALING POWER” have

Ac., printed at shot t

fessed.
’Tis

known

Ware Room JO Exchange Mg.,

my22is3w

con-

H
as

“RAIDER’S

C

notice.

We’ve tested it and know its worth,
So quickly it relieved our head;
It should be known in all the earth,

others.

use

Combination
Pipe, which
makes a sprinkler or solid stream
the
stop cock.
by simply turning
tent

Try

For sale

everywhere. Price only 33 cents. SMITH,
DOOLITTLE & SMITH, 26 Tremont St., Boston,
dec7MW«&Ssn6m
Agents for U. S.

you

will

A

FINE lot of Phaetons and Brewster top Buggies, built ol the best material and warranted
Pleaso give me a call before pur-

first class, for sale.
chasing elsewhere.

F. II. RANDALL,
Over Geo. Rose’s Stable
mj6

on

PREBLE ST

dtf

M. C. M- A.
STATED Meeting of the Maine Charitable
Mechanics’ Association, will be held in the
Library Room, Mechanics’ Building, THURSDAY
EVENING, dune 1st, at 7} o’clock.
B. B. SWIFT, Sce’y.
my30d3t

A

Baled

Hay for Sale

Trice
at
IN lars per ton purchasers.
BROWN’S
lots to salt

my27dlwis*

use no

Call and examine at

Store,

UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL.

CARRIAGES'

TARRH,

GERMAN SNUFF.

and

these

Hall's Rubber

spread,

R/EDER’S

I1USE

all attached aud ready for
at lowest prices. Hall's Pa-

Ac,,

Of REMEDIES shall own THIS best,
And spread Its fame both near and far.

Pluua Miroet.

price of IO cents per foot and upwards. Brass Couplings, Pipes,

None of your VILE and WORTHLESS
stuff,
No CURES by which were ever shown.

West,

If H K II

oh

windows, sidewalks, sprinkling
lawns, gardens, Ac., at the low

known;

And all its fame should help to

Factory

lO CENTS TElt FOOT.
Wc will sell Hose for washing

GERMAN

SNUFF,”
The best thing for “CATARRH” that’’

arm

3oap, my arm is entirely well and I discover no
symptoms of the trouble elsewhere.” That is the
testimony of Mrs. B. S. nunt, of Portland, Me. Get
cake ot your druggist, or by Bending 35 cents to
rhe Forest Tar Co„ Portland, Me.
octlS

AND

Son Umbrellas

67 EXCHANGE STREET.

and caused it to appear elsewhere.
After using less than one cake ot your Forest Tar

from my

99

can
—

FIRST-PUSS ML BOH

Those who’ve been CURED of the “CAwith Salt Rheum

Where he is successfully treating the sick by the use
of Dr. J. Clnwnon Kelley’* Botanic He medic*, in connection with ICIertricity and the
Health l.ifl Care.
Also is Agent tor Dr.
Kidder’*
Premium Blectro
IV1 ague tie
Battery. Advice free.
myl2dtf

PARASOLS

OFFER FOR SALE

Till North and South, and East and

tar.

Has reinoTed to

D. R. Locke, o Locke A
S. M. Pettengill & Oo.
Jones, Toledo Blade.
Send for list of 100 choice newspapers.

BANKERS AND BROKERS,

To clear the MUCOUS from the head,

SPOKEN.
March 8, lat 32 S. Ion 19 W, barque C W Littlefield,
from Cardiff for Kurrachee.
May 25, lat 38 08. Ion 74, brig Julia E Haskell, from

GO WELL,

DR.

I

[Latest by Europen steaamers.]
Liverpool 18th, Benj Scwall, Pennell, for
Philadelphia.
Passed the Lizard 16lh, Ada Gray, Race, from Ant-

werp tor Buenos Ayres.
Ar at Cardiff 17th, Fannie Skolfield, Merriman,
Dublin.
Cld 16th, Helen Anjier, Staples, Rio Janeiro.
Sid tm Dublin May 15th, Nellie Husted, Brewster,
New York.
Sid fm Cadiz May 13, Fred A Carle, Condon, tor

Post land. May 1,187C.myldtf

J. H. Bates, late of

BROWN’S FRENCH DRESSING!
Will make Ladies* ibid Children’s Boots and Shoes
that have become rough and red, and Ladies’ Traveling Bags which look so old and rusty that they are
ashamed to carry them, look just as good as new. It
will not rub off or smut when wet. Softens the leather
No lady will be without it after one trial. Beware
of imitations and counterfeits. For sale everywhere.
JB. F. DROWN A CO ; Doitton.

Sid tm

act

34 PA..K ROW, NEW YORK.

sntf

THE

see all their former patrons
as many new ones as may favor us with a call.
WILLIAM E. DENNISON.
EDWARD H. SARGENT.

aud

LOCKE,
I

&

Opposite Plymouth Church.

TO

and would l>c pleased to

AGENCV

Newspaper Advertising Agent*,

NO. 609 CONGRESS STREET,

May 10th, barque Sarah E Kingsbury,
Waterhouse, Boston; 13th, brig Tally Ho, Cates, for

SPECIAL

BATES

Has removed to

mj6

COAL AND WOOD,

Immense_Sacrifice!

REMOVAL.

May 26, ship Titan, Ber-

New York.
Ar at Turks Island Apl 22, sch John A Lord, Thomas, Veneuzula, (and cld 29th tor New York); May
12th, Clara Fletcher, Sargent. St Thomas, (and cld
16th for Philadelphia); 15th, M A Coombs, Coombs,
Cape Haytl, (and cld 17th for Philadelphia); 18th,
Francis Hatch, Green, New York.
Passed by Apl 26, sch Fannie Pike, Robbins, from
Pensacola toi Savauilla.
Sid 1m Cardenas May 27, sch Ralph Carlton, Harkne8s. North of Harieras.
Ar at Bermuda May 18, barque Acacia. Shaw, Boston; 19th, sch Ella Frances, Bulger, Philadelphia;
E K Wilson, do.
Sid fm Pictou 26th, brig Katie, for Portland.
Ai 29th, sch S M Bird. Merrill, Boston.
Ar at North Sydney May 29th, sch Emma Crosby,

P.

ADVERTISING

CO.,

We beat with Flexible Whips made of Ropes, not
with stiff,
sticks nor yet with iron chains.
Carpets called for, beaten, and returned for 4 cents
per yard.
my8sneodlm

Wholesale anti Retail Dealers

9. H. PETTENOfLL, A CO.'S

!

Java.
Sid fm Sagua

K. OF

ESTABLISHED IN 1849.

No. 10 State St., Boston, and 37 Park Row, New York,
Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising In al
Newspapers in the United States and British Province*.

Carpets_Beaten

St.,

W.H.Kokling’s,

AGENT.

Contracts for Advertisements in all Newspapers of
all cities and towns of the United States, Canada
nd British Provinces.
Office No. 6 Tremont Street, Boston.

dtfsn

Haven,

ATTENTION

every description

for Children. Cloaks. Children’s Robes and Short
Dresses at astonishingly low prices,

ry, Cardiff.
Sid fm Leghorn May 25, brig H H Wright, Meyers,
New York.
Ar at Reval May —, ship C B Hazeltine, Gilkey,
Savannah.
Cld at London 27th, ship Jas A Wright, Morrison,
New Orleans.
Sid 1m London May 26, ship Emma, Cox, North
America, (after putting back.)
Sid fm Pernambuco Apl 27th, brig O B Stillman,
Tibbetts, Aracaty, to load tor Liverpool.
Sid Im Buenos Ayres Apl 12, barque Sami B Hale,

SPECIAL

of

ADVERTISING

St.

Congress

my23

Commercial

Row, New York.

8. R. NILES,

We shall show some novelties in these goods for
which wc have the exclusive sale.

EASTMAN

FOR ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS.

Office No. 41 Park

Dusters 2

copartner-

have taken the stand at Long Wharf,

4D4EKTI81NG AGENT*

Dealers in Printing Materials
Jyp©, PreHses, etc.

POUTS.

oc29

5 Washington Building,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Linen Costumes,

a

Mo. 2 Casco Street,

AGENCIES.

full assortment ot

Linen Suits,

day formed

where they will continue the business of

myl7eod&w3m

aul?

a

and

Magic Oil !

Reune’s

If you have got rheumatism,
USE RENNE’S MAGJC OIL.
If you have got Neuralgia,
USE RENNE’S MAGIC OIL.
If you have got Colic or Cramps,
USE KENNE’S MAGIC OIL.
If you hays got anv kind of Ache or Pain,
USE RENNE’S PAIN KILLING MAGIC OIL.
Try it, and you will be surprised at the beneficial
eflect derived trorn a thorough ami faithful use of this

dealers in Medicines.
WM. RENNE & SONS, Proprietors, Pittsfield, Mass
J. XV. PERKIN!! A CO.,
General Agent., Portland, Vie,

—

ST.,

WHAHF.

LONG

COPARTNERSHIP.

118

all

Orizon, Gahan, Portland.

FOREIGN

118 COMMERCIAL

STREET,

popular family remedy; it is purely vegetable; safe
Sold by
and clean to use internally or externally.

WILL OPE1

—

(CONGRESS SQUARE.)

USE

LINEN

TO

—

The undersigned have this
ship under the tlrra name ot

—

from

23G COMMERCIAL. STREET

Office Hours, No. 4 Elm 81., from 9 to IO
A. HI., at Residence from 4 to O li*. HI.
sntf
myl8

BATH—Sid 28th, ech Geo W Jewett, Jewett, lor

New York.
Ar 27th, sch

TO

—

dluisn*

tuj24

“DEMISON

WM. E.

DR. R. L. DODGE

Lincoln, Lombard,
B

REMOVAL.

Las removed

PIANOFORTE AND HARMONY,

—

Tuesday, Way 30.
ARRIVED.
Steamer City ot Portland, Pike, St John, NB, via
Eastport for Boston.
Sch Marion P Cbamplin. Freeman, Boston.
Sch E L Higgins, Aylward, Boston lor Calais.
Sch City of Ellsworth, Grant, Ellsworth—lumber
and shingles to W & ® R Milliken.
Sch Floreo, Dodge, Bangor,—fish barrels to I T
Berry.
Sch gusan, Stanley. Cranberry Isles.
Sch Lucy Ann, Dighton, St George.
Sch M E Amsden. Baker, Bath for Philadelphia.
Sch Oregon, Dunton, Bootbbav.
Sch Arrival, Farnbam, Bootbbay.
CLEARED.
Sch Casco Lodge, Pierce, New York—Berlin Mills.
Sch Utica, Thorndike, Rockland—C A B Morse
& Co.
SAILED—Brte Rntk, schs Isabella Jewett, Sam
Gilman, Helen Mar, and J C Roker. The barque
Sarah E Frazier sailed 26th.

anil Re*
G !*• BA 11< Ll •
48 Exchange St.

I1KAU

TEACHER OF

NEWS.

Europcnn markets.
-ONDON, May 30—2.00 P. M.—Consols at 038 for

noney and account.
London, May 30—12.30 P. M.—American seenrlies—United States 10-40's, 106; United States new

former aud present Liquor Dealers of Portland,
requested to meet at Wolte Tone ilall, 559J
Congress Street, THURSDAY EVENING, June 1
All

PORT OF PORTLAND.

■

_

was

yesterday

FINANCIAL. AND COMMERCIAL

Bank was uhder investigation an effort was
made to stop the investigation by a threat that
if Harney’s connection with the affairs of the
bank was exposed, he would make some dam
agiog revelations about Mr. Kerr.
Mr. Bliss said Mr. Bass told him he would
not present any charges against Mr. Kerr unless they seemed to be well founded, and that
he (Bliss) had carefully questioned Harney in
regard to his relations with Mr. Kerr. He was
satisfied Harney was truthfnl and honest.
The Cabinet.
The understanding is all the recent Cabinet
changes take practical effect from the 1st of
June. Judge Pierrepont will remain here some
time previous to his departure for England
which is fixed for tbe 22d of Jane. Cameron
is txpected to take charge of the War Department on the 1st of June.
Hr. Blaine Preparing n Ntntemenl.
Mr. Blaine is preparing a statement in regard
to the latestlpuhlicaliou connecting him with
the offer for the sale of an interest in the
Northern Pacific Bailroad, which will include
letters and documents bearing on his case. His
friends say it will he a complete vindication of
The statement will
his action iu that matter.
probably be made tomorrow or the day following-

Johnny.
Capt. Alfred Wilcott of Salem

met

___

A

Crimea and Casualties.
Mormon Bishop Boundy, while ou his way to
Arizona was drowned by the upsetting of a
coat.
By the upsetting of a boat on Fresh Pond,
Brighton, Mass., yesterday, four persons were
lrowned, viz, Mrs. Dunckiee and daughter,
Maud, Miss Wilsob and her lirlle brother,

Republicans

tnrf.

that the trial will be postponed till November
next when the Senate will reassemble for that
special purpose. Belknap has a large number
of witnesses to be examiued, and as his counsel will in defence of their client contest every
step of the managers on the part of the House
of Representatives there is a strong probability
that the trial will continue six weeks or two
months. Mr. Lord, chairman of the board of
managers, expresses the opinion that it will
occupy at least six weeks. It is believed that
to go on with the trial now would prolong the
session of Congress until the latter part of
August or 1st of September, as in addition to
the time consumed by the trial a month or six
weeks will be required to finish up the absolutely necessary legislative business of passing
the annual appropriation hills. Quite a number of senators are in favor of postponing the
time till fall and when the question is submitted to the Senate they will urge their views as
to the advisability of sneb
postponement.
Grave doubts are expressed by many disinterested persons whether in view of the fact that
less than two thirds of the Senate have voted
in favor of jurisdiction there is anything to be
gained by proceeding with the trial at all.
Very eminent legal authorities who have no
connection whatever with the proceedings assert that tbe 27 senators who yesterday voted
against taking jurisdiction will not be precluded by the Senate’s action from yoting “not
guilty” on this jurisdictional ground when tbe
tbe final issne is presented.
The Kerr Mcnadal.
District Attorney Bliss, after testifying on
other matters, on being questioned by Mr.
Caulfield, said he was mainly responsible for
Harney's appearance at Washington as a witHe (Bliss) bad known tbe facts in posness.
He had
session of Harney about ten months.
csmmunicated them to Mr. Bass, a member of
the committee. Harney was an appraiser and
When Darling’s
Darling’s right hand man.
Thiel

New

delegates to Cincinnati, but adjourned till today without action. It is stated that Kellogg,
Packard and Pinchback will be elected delegates at large.
Belmont Driving Park Association opened
the new park at Pihladelphia yesterday. Col.
S. H. Russell of Boston, is at the head af the
enterprise, and has obligated himself to give
$300,000 in premiums during the season. On
Friday Goldsmith Maid will trot against her
record of 2.14, after which she retires from the

Impeachment Trial.
Washington, May 30.—The Senate having
decided it has jurisdiction in the Belknap impeachment matter the opinion is expressed

thu

at

Warren Fisher arrived in Washington yesterday to testify in the Blaine investigation.
The game between the Chicagos and Bostons
at Boston yesterday was woo by the former by
a score of 5 to 1. 20,000 people witnessed the
game.
The American Sunday School Union held
its 52d anniversary in Philadelphia yesterday.
Virginia Democrats will seed an uninstructed delegation to St. Louis.
Base ball—Mutuals 7, Louisvilles 2; St.
Louis 10, Athletics 6; Brown University 1C,
Rhode Islands 4.

The

mitl.

examined

Orleans will be District Attorney Beckwith.

WASHINGTON.

nn..nA/.(inr.

NOTICES

TROUT TACKLE
4nd
mil.

Partbia..Boston.Liverpool....Juno

St

Demarara.

HOURS.

by Gen. Tillson; music by a male quartette
and band. The procession returned by train to
the city. Flags on the public buildings were

companies.

DATE

!
WILMINGTON, NC-Cld 26th, brig Silas N Mar*
! tin. Brown, Baltimore.
RICHMOND—Ar 27th, sch Hattie Coombs, Bishop,
!
Orient, LI; David Torrey, Soule, St John. NB.
Sid 27th, sch Albert bailey, Nason, Newark, NJ;
Lucy Ames, Bishop, Philadelphia.
MKTJEO RO LOGICAL.
NORFOLK—Sid 25th, ship Alice D Cooper, Humphrey, Liverpool; 26th, brig David Owen,Cbadbourn,
TWENTY FOUR
PROBABILITIES FOB THE NEXT

at the soldiers’ moDument, and afterwards remarks were made by Post Commander Ham-

displayed

FOR

Abyssinia.New York. .Liverpool_May 31
Leo.New York. .Nassau, «£c. .May 31
Atlas.New York. .Kingston,&e June 1
City of New York .New York. .Havana.June 1
Bermuda.Now York. .Bermuda. ...June 1
Sarmatian.Quebec.IA verpool... .June 3
Bolivia.New York. .Glasgow.June 3

]

Secretary Robeson’s Defence Prepared.
[Special dispatch to the Boston Journal.]
Washington, May 3.—Secr-^ry Rob' n
has prepared what his friends s*y 'a a
usive answers to the charges TP.*®0
him
by inferences irom detached masse* of testimon.v which have been given out from the Naval Committee. Mr. Robeson says that it is
physically impossible for him to be personally
cognizant of all the abases in the navy yards,
abuses which had prevailed for generations before he came iuto the Navy Department, and
that it would be quite as just to charge the
Secretary of the Treasury, for instance, with
all the petto abuses that exist at the custom
He scarcely knows a
houses in the country.
naval constructor, and he has never had anything to do with contracts. He says that mo9t
of the parties from E. G. Cattell received commissions had their transactions with the purchasing paymasters and not with the Department at Washington. The hank accaunt which
the committee demanded from the Camden
Bank and of the receiver of Jay Cooke and Co.,
showing his transactions with A. G. Cattell &
Co., can be explained, and will show that all
his transactions with A. G. Cattell & Co. were
of an ordinary business character, and always
regarded as legitimate and proper among business men.
A. G. Cattell, the ex-Senator from
New Jersey, has always been liis personal
friend, but his acquaiutauce with E. S. Cattell
has been limited.

and sang America.
Camden.

arose

auu

DESPATCH

FROM

NAME

THE NAVAL INVESTIGATION.

Casiden, May 30,—Memorial Day was duly
observed. Manufacturing and business was
suspended. The soldier’s graves were decorated
by thirty-eight little girls representing tho
states; also by tho veterans and temperance
societies.
Skowhegan.
Skowhegan, May 30.—Memorial day was

gtuo

DEPARTURE OF HTE.4MHI11PH.

The fire which broke out in Scott street at 2
p. ra.‘ is now burning fiercely bat is somewhat
under control. The high wind of the afternoon
has moderated and a good supply of water is
now available.
The fire has passed through
the contre of St Lonis sububs, extending from
the extensive western limit to the eastern limit,
facing the ortifications, then southerlo to
Grand Allee, and northerly to 3d street, south
of St. John street.
Only a rough estimate of
to night.
be
made
the loss
can
The
houses
burhed
number
of
be
may
down
at
and
the
loss
at
least $1,t,BOO
put
000,000, Fields adjacent to the burnt district
are covered with goods of all descriptions and
huudreds of poor sufferers will be compelled to
Scott street,
pass the night without shelter.
where the fire originated, bears unenviable notoriety for fires, having been almost wholly destroyed twice within a few years.

—

At 2 o’clock p. m., Post Beale, G. A.
Jameson Gnards, Hersey Light Infantry,

Daniel Putnam, formerly ot Belfast anti more recently ot Portland, ageu 77 years.
In Selma, A'a., May 29, Capt. Jo.-iah Hobbs oi
Bristol. 111., formerly ot Falmouth, aged 82 years.
In Errol, N.H., May 30, Capt. F. Bragg, aged 88
years 8 mouths.

P. M.—The fire continues to rage with unabated fury. Already the houses destroyed ate
Almost the whole popcounted by huudreds
ulation of the lower part of St. Louis snbuibs
are moving, and huudreds ot poor, unfortunate
sufferers will he compelled to pass the night in
Thousands of people are on
the open fields.
the streets viewing the fire.
The water was
turned off from the ward when the fire started,
which will account for the rapid spread.
The
Asylum of Good Shepherds is now out of danger-

Dealers of Portland.

1*76, at 8 o’clock.

Minn., May 20. of typhoid pneumonia,

In St Paul.

(I

Thqmaston, May 30. Decoration day was
observed in this town by a union of the veterans, fire companies and citizens generally, in a
procession which formed at Union Hall, and
led by the Thomaston Cornet Band marched to
the cemetery, the comrades bearing the floral
tributes which they placed on the graves of the
departed heroes. A roll of the dead was read
by the Rev. Dr. Mason. After the decoration,
the procession returned to Union Hall, where
the memorial services were held, under the di
rection of Dr. H. C. Levensaler, President of

Boston,

DIED.

greater part of il.e St. Louis suburb will bn de-

Liquor
are

[first despatch.]

assembled and a brief address was delivered by
Prof. A. A. Woodbridge- Rev. C. P. Nash delivered an address before the Post and citizens
at Parwell & Ames’ Hall this evening.
Thomaston.

ney of

E. Fickett

Quebec, May 30.—Fire started in Scotfstreet
it 2 o’clock today, nod is now raging.
Fifty
Efforts of the
houses are already destroyed.
aud
to
Sremeu appear useless,
the preowing
vailing high wind and amount of inflammable
material in the neighborhood, it is feared the

Rockland, May 30.—Memorial Day was observed heie in the usual manner, places of business being generally closed this afternoon.
Edw. Libby Post G. A. R,, attended by SiDg-

....

uu

the

Lord’s day. The committee
woman replied that the church would furnish
them.
What kind of dresses do you give
queried the mother of the three girls. Tho
commitee woman replied that the material
would be of calico, of neat patters. “Pooh !”
said the mother, “then you needn’t think you
appear

Quebec Suburb Burned.

A

j

lri’s band and followed by a long line of carriages, marched to Jameson’s Point and Achorn
Cemeteries and decorated the graves of their
fellow comrades with the usual ceremonies. At
Achorn Cemetery a large concourse of citizens

MEMORIAL DAY.

SPECIAL

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Harrison. May 17, George Hazen, Esq., of Oxford and Miss Mary E., daughter of G. G. Cook, Esq.,
of Bolster’s Mills
iii Paris, May 20, Chandler Garland and Miss Flora
E. Wbitiemore
In Oxford, May 17, Alpha J Kavnougli and Sarah
Iq

Korliland.

Dedication of

MARRIED.

DISASTROUS FIRE.

many citizens assisted in the services.

Lewiston, May 30.—The Centennials of this
city beat the Juniors of Portland, today, by a

Tim

!■— ■

Hallowed tire department with

loncluded.

Base Ball.

people

—HI H m

doquent oration by Hon. P. A. Pike of Calais,
Heath Post proceeded to Oak Grove Gemetery
where the decoration exercises proper were

to tbe

tion

■——

Gardiner.
30.—Memorial exercises here

irnment lo the Common, where the monument
•eceutlv erected >y the city, costing S3500, was
Indicated to the memory of those patriots
whose names it bears
Att ir listening to an

The Assassin Mill at Large.

score

■ Mill III

day were unusually interesting, our citizens
urniug out en masse in honor of our fallen heAt 2 p. m. Heath Post, assisted by Cut■oes.
er Post of Togus, preceded bv the Hallowed
land and a drum Corps, escorted the city gov-

tion with

News and Other Items.
Earl Dufferin, governor general of Canada,
has been appointed by the Queen, a Knight of
the Grand Cross of St. Michael and St. George.
Mr. Moody, the revivalist, last Thursday
sent a despatch to the Centennial Commissioners thanking them for closing the Centennial
Exhibition on Sundays.
“Brick” Pomeroy has modestly placed a
bust of himself on the outer wall of his newspaper office. ft is feared, cruelly remarks the
Chicago Tribune, that be will soon have ready
a bust of his newspaper.
It is rumored that the will of A. T. Stewart

I—II

o

MATTERS IN MAINE,.

the officers.

I—— III m

my!6_dtt
$3.50 and your old
Ctillr
Hat will buy a NEW
STYLE SUMMER Silk
Hat at A, L. ME KEY’S
«
237
Middle
Street,
Mill®# Sign of the (<oId
Hat.
myl6(ltt

t3llH

REVOKE Bl’VIXe A

SEWING
be

MACHINE,
and

see

NEW PHILADELPHIA

the
or

TRIUNE,

Wldch nells at 40 per cent, lest thau other flrpt class
Shuttle Machine. Call, or sent for Circulars and

Samples

eighteen (18) dol-

SUGAR HOUSE,
York Street.

sure

No.
mats

oi

Work,

at

Q Casco St.

AKEXTN

WANTED.

djw
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THE PRENN
May be obtained at tbe Pen*Kiical Depots of Fesaeuden Pros..
Marquis, Brunet & Co., Andrew*.
Wentworth. Mooes, N B. Kendrick, and Chisholm
Bns., on all trains that run out of the city.
At Biddeford of
PhiiUbory.
At

Saco,

Holgdon,

of L

At Watervillfe, of J. S. Carter.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Lewiston, of French Bros., and Stevens & Co.

CITY AND VICINITY
■Vay,

AilvtriiM-mrm. To-Day.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Headache—Dr. Cram.
& Co.—4.
Fire Insurance should.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
Trout Tackle—Q. L. Bailey.
Attention Knights—Special Meeting.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Wanted—Henry Dunn & Son.
Foreclosure of Mortgage—John T. Lawrence.
Davis

Brief Jolting.
was arrested yesterday for an
assault upon tis wife.
Bat few straw hats were worn on the street
Thomas

Cur'.ey

last evening.
The j acht ilcct return
from their cruise
last night. They went
B far as Wiscasset
and report an excellent ftime.
No accidents

reported.

are

There is u general complaint that the flowers
and plants carried to Evergreen Cemetery are
stolen by persons who visit
that purpose.
The Cadets did not turn
their uniforms were not in

grounds for

the
out
a

yesterday

suitable

as

condi-

tion
The marines and sailors made a fine appearance yesterday.
Why not have theta on the

Fourth?

^

A game of base ball between the Bates and
ltesolutes would be interesting now.
The Bowdoins have played two games this
season and got one ran.
Try again boys.
The Hail Storm.—It appears that the storm
of Monday afternoon was much more severe
than was at first supposed. In this harbor
small sail boats were able to carry sail as well
as in a clear day, while near Richmond's Island
the storm was truly terrific. It began about
about half past ote o’clock, whan the sky suddenly became overcast and great pieecs of ice
fell thick and fast. When they struck in the
"“"VI

en

u

mvai

resulted.

rioou

an

tuuugu

Tbe small

<*

oiuuc uau

boats iu that

iau*

vicinity

succeeded in making the harbor before the storm
began. In the viciuity of the Two Lights at
the Cape nearly every house had more or less
glass broken. In one house between Portland
head and the Two Lights every pain of glass on
the northerly side was crashed by the ice which
in several instances was three inches in length.
At Sc&rboro it was equally severe, as was intimated in yesterday’s paper. A gentleman who
rode in from that town yesterday says that tbe
foliage is broken down all through the woods
which be passed.
In many instances the
smaller limbs on the trees were cut of and
hnng by tbe bark.
without shelter had the hatr cut from
their hides by the hail and they are very sorry
looking Bights to behold.
The domage is even more than was at first

were

supposed. The ground

washed from Park
street bridge onto tbe railroad track at the foot
so as to require tbe work of several men to remove it.
Dr. Wood lost a lot of valuable flowers which were Intended for the Grand Army
wos

for decorations. Tbe doctor made up tbe loss
to the Post by sending them $10. On Cumberland street a number of English sparrows
were killed
before they could reach a place of
t tel ter.
The garden of Mr. Ira Witbam on

Brackett street

was completely stripped of flowand leaves. In one place on State street,
where a company of congenial spirits were
gathered a heap of tbe hail stones was scraped
up from tbe sidewalk and by adding a bottle of

ers

sherry made a very inviting drink.
change street the stones fell so fast

Ou Ex-

that the
horse of Owen & Barbour became frightened
and be was unharnessed and actually led into
the store for shelter.
Even yesterday the hail was several inches
thick on the up town streets, and one gardener
was

raking

off the hail to plant beans.

Base Ball.—Yesterday afternoon a thousand people assembled on Presumpscot Park to
witness tbe game of base ball between the Bowdoins and Besolutes. The crowd evidently expected to see some flue playing, but in this

they were sadly disappointod. The Bowdoins
played a very loose game, making a large number ofr errors, while the Kesolutes have improved much since their last game. The Bowdoins need practice; they showed a lack of it
in many points yesterday. Their catcher was

iu poor condition,

bruised, and he
Tbe following is

bis

bands

B.
0
p,
0
Fuller, It,
0
Waitt, cf,
Jacobs, c, 0
Potter, lb,
0
Sanford,2b, 0
0
Perry, es,
Knight, rf, 1
Melcher, 3b, 0

Payson.

Total,

1

XVLOVAJV

1B.P0.A.E
1 1 1 3
0 2 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 10 1 11
0 10 0 3
2 2 1 1
0 2 4 3
1 0 0 0
0 0 2 2
4

being badly

bad very many passed balls.
tbe score of the game:

WUlilO.

A IS tJ a

IB. PO. A.E
0 1
3 0 10 0 2
1110 1
0 0 0 1 0
Black, p,
Evans, 2b, 0 0 3 1 3
Ayres, lb, 1 0 6 0 1
Hayes, rf, 1110 0
F. Barnes,3b,2 2 2 0 0
St. John, cf, 1 0 2 1 0
B.

J. Barnes, It,3 12

Leighton,c,
Knight, sa,

27 9 23

Total,

12

5 27

3

8

StJMMABY.
123436789

Innings.

Bowdoins. 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0^1
00103033 0-12
Besolutea.:
Umpire, J. F. Day. Time of game lh. 40m.
Scorers, Bowdoins, P. H. Ingalls,
....

liesolutes, Ilsley.

Personnl.

Mrs. John H. Burleigh, Mayor Chadbourne
and wife of Saco, Hon. Charles H. Haskell, one
of the Maine Commissioners, B. F. Morse, esq
and Charles Staples, jr., esq., two of the judges
from Maine, are gnests of the Elm Avenue
Hotel, Philadelphia, kept by Messrs. Fowler &
Chase. Hon. Wm. P. Frye and family, and
the Maine Editorial Fraternity, are
within a few days.
Mr. A. B. Winslow, of the Eastern
Company, who has been seriously ill
time, is now oat of danger. His wife,

expected
Express

for some
who has
been constantly at bis side since his illness, is
She was taken
now in a dangerous condition.

delirious

ou

Sunday.

Social Gathering.—The lady friends of the
Portland Temperance Reform Club, will hold
an

entertainment at

the

Y. M. C. A.

Hall,

Thursday evening, June 1st, consisting of select
reading by Miss Clelia E. Valentine, music
and singing, and an 1876 tea patty. Admission
filteen cents. The proceeds are to aid the Clnb
in purchasing settees for their room; and it is
hoped all friends of temperance will patronize
them

liberally,

as

this organization

is

now

noble work and is worthy the encourage
ment of our citizens who feel an interest in the
arduous labors they are striving to accom"

doing

a

plish.

_

Unexpected Honor.—A well-known newspaper man living up town stepped out from his
house yesterday afternoon to witness the procession as it was passiug. As the Chief Marshal and one of his aids passed the gentleman,
they gave him a salute in a sort of an off hand
manner. This was noticed by the other officers,
and as each one passed the gentleman, they
gave the usual salute when passiug in review.
The compliment was very
bv the scribe.

gracefully recognized

Truckmen’s Express.—The truckmen of
this city have formed an organization for the
purpose of running an express between here
and Saco and Biddeford. They commence business tomorrow, and all business entrusted to
them will be faithfully attended to. A car has
been engaged over the Boston & Maine, and a
The office is at
messenger will be employed.
The
A. C. Barker’s on Commercial street.
officers are E. C. Cbase, President, B. F. Strickland, Secretary, and A. S. Fuller, Treasurer.

Gorham.—A temperance Reform Club has
organized at West Gorham, numbering
iron clad pledge.
one hundred and fifty, on the
The following are the officers: President, Rob’t
Cobb; Vice Presidents, Charles Blake, Ephraim Rowe;
Secretary, Hermon Whitney!
Treasurer, Edward Files; Chaplain, Rev. S. B.
Sawyer. The club holds a weekly prayer meetings, and is exerting a strong influence for tern,
perance and religion.
been

Obituary.—Mr. Jacob Cotton of Powna),
died on the 2tith inst., at the age of 85 yearB
and 4 months. Mr. Cotton was one of the oldest Masons in town, having belonged to the
lie was an honorary
order nearly fifty years.
member of Freeport Lodge of Masons, by
whom he was buried Sunday, assisted by members from Acarria Lodge, Durham, and Cumberland Lodge, New Gloucester.
Accident —A number of notorious women,
who were riding about town yesterday, had
One wheel of
a smashup on Casco street.
was carried away, hat another

Their carriage
one was

procured,

and they went on their way.

•

of the CcDteDDial in which is being celebrated
this great anniversary of the nation’s birth;
and there mingles in onr hearts the teuder
memories of onr later conflict, and the glorious
DECORATION DAV IN PORTLAND.
recollections of those earlier patriots upon
whose deeds has fallen tbe m'sty months of a
In all ages there liav-* been special
century.
The Day Generally Observed—Exercises
honors paid to the fallen soldiers, and esof
Bosworth
Po-t—
Under ihe Auspices
pecially fitting is it that we should pause for a
moment, with each passing year, by the graves
Services ot t'alTary, Eastern, Western
of our comrades summoned to the eternity of
and other Cemeteries in the Morning—
sileLce, dropping thereon our fresh blossoms.
With tbe dawn of each bright spring time we
The Procession in the Afternoon—Decore form our lines, encamp with the old armies,
rations at E rergreen—Exercises at City
call anew the rapidly lengthening roll of ouf
comrades already mustered out,—onr swelling
Rail—Oration by Major Merrill, etc.
hearts repea1 mg the story cf their heroism, our
tears
bedewing the fragrant flowers with
which
we cover their siieut mouu is, leaving
How sleep the brave, who sink to rest
unvisited aud undecked not one of Ihe known
By all their country’s wishes blest!
resting places of our thrice a hundred tbousaud
When Spring,'Kith dewy lingers cold,
martyrs—while if anywhere obscurely rests
Return to deck their hallowed mould,
some nameless hero in his unknown grave—
She there shall dress a sweeter sod
“Unknown” as veiled within the shelt’ring sod
But dear to liberty and known of God”
Than fancy’s feet have ever trod.
reached not by willing fingers of sympathetic
By fairy forms their knell is rung,
friend nr comrade, we may rejoice in the assurBy forms unseen their d.rge is sung;
ance that bounteous nature
herself will conThere Honor comes, a pilgrim gray,
tribute of her spring treasures lor his covering,
To bless the turf thot wraps their clay,
angelic hosts keep watch aud ward, while the
And Freedom shall awhile repair,
sighing breezes of Heaven sing his requiem.
To dwell a weeping hermit there.
There is an intimate connection between the
events of the Revolution aud the Rebellion;
the oft repeated story of 1776 went far towards
Those who predicted a few years since that
incnlcatiDg that spirit of fervid patriotism
which
burst with a flame of devotion when
in a half dozen years tbe observance of the day
danger menaced the flag in 1861. So the anknowu as Decoration Day would cease to have
nual completion of these tender memorial devises will do much to keep alive that spirit
any interest to the people generally, must have
against any furture hour of peril to the Repubconcluded, yesterday, that they are poor
lic. The
shot of tho rebellion, found
prophets and have no real appreciation of the the peopleopening
of our land in the midst of the avdevotion of the men and women of to-day to
ocations of peace, but no nation was ever
aroused more speedily to defend its unity and
the men who fell in the late war, and the lastexistence.
ing gratitude they have for the country’s marThe enthusiastic wave of loyalty that swept
tyrs.
over the great North, met no more swelliflfe reNever in this city havo the exercises of Decsponse than from your midst; almost in the
opening hour of rebellion, yonr people came
oration Day been so generally attended, tbe
resolutely together, and gave voice to the deterservices more impressive and the floral offerings
mination of Maine to stand unflinchingly in
so rich and numerous.
defence of the Nation; there was but oue senThe day was perfect, cool, clear and bright,
timent, and liberal provision was instautly
made for tbe families of those who should enwhile the rain of the night before had washed
roll themselves in tbe ranks of the Republic;
the streets of the dust and given a fresher
in that hour when the Nation was reeling under the blow dealt at Baltimore, when none
green to field and forest.
knew and few dared more than timidly hope
The programme of the day was made up,
that destruction might not befall your own
and, it may be added, perfected by tho Comearly volunteers,—in that darkest, most cheermittee of Arrangements of Bosworth Post.
less hour of the long years of our struggle,
your answer was given in a magnificent approEvery detail had been so carefully arranged
priation for tbe companies then being formed,
that there was not the slightes t disorder. From
while you contributed altogether nearly a
the despatching of the earliest detachment in
half million dollars in the interest of your
the morning to tho close of tho exercises in the
volonteers and their families. From that hour
evening, everything was cared for so thorough- until bell and cannon rang out the glad consummation of peace, yonr city stood in the
ly in advanco that the exercises passed of like front rank of the
loug line of loyal communiclock-work.
ties whose patriotic response to the angry wave
of
rebellion
was
thundered over the land, in
THE MORNING EXERCISES.
the ringing roll call and the steady tramp of
The comrades of Bosworth Post, G. A. it.,
her sous—counted in every army and arm of
gathered at their hall at an early hour. A de- the service, upon more than a hundred battletachment under command of W. E. St. John
fields, by land aud on the sea, wherever the flag
was unfurled.
Your roll of honor numbers
were detailed to decorate tbe graves in Forest
full five thousond names—more than one-sixth
City Cemetery. Prsyer was offered by Rev.
of the entire population of yonr City counted
John Collins, after which the comrades decoamong the gathered hosts of liberty, of whom
above four hundred went out from your homes,
rated 53 graves A detachment was despatched
no more to return in life.
to Calvary Cemetery, the Montgomery Guards,
And as we come to-day, with this sacrament
Capt. O’Donaghue, headed by Chandler’s of flowers, looking into the faces of so many of
these veterans, standing once more in line, as
>> auacu
valuer
Jaauu, uuiug escuii, uuiy.
when, shoulder to shoulder, they made their
celebrated mass in the church adjoining the
ureasis »
uuivvarK
ior me nation, we may
cemetery, after which 57 graves were decorated.
“glance adown the grey slope of years agone,
The detachment sent to Eastern Cemetery was
now dying ’mid their autumn laden haze.”
while there rises to our heart and memories the
nnder command of W. H. Sargent. Rev. Mr.
names of those among the long list of your
Wright offered prayer, after which 37 graves
martyrs whose deeds are familiar to you all,—
received decoration. The detachment detailed
who went from their homes withtliedewof
for Western Cemetary were under command of
youth upon their lips, and fell, asking only
that
their faces might be turned to the foe, and
C. W. Bean. Rev. Mr. Dole offered prayer
the banner of their country be placed over
and 55 graves were decorated.
Besides these
them,—let ns not fail to drop a kindly tear
decorations a large number of special decorawith each stricken heart to which rises the
name of its hero gone.
It is needless that I retions were made in each cemetery.
hearse the story of personal devotion and valAFTERNOON EXERCISES.
or which your memories cherish forever; of
At the appointed hour, the procession was
that distinguished officer, whose conscientious
formed in front of Grand Army Hall on Conadministration of the high judicial position he
now holds, was foreshadowed in the excellence
gress street in the following order:
of his government of a Southern state; of the
Platoon of Police—Capt Black.
gallant General—worthy son of an illustrious
Chandler’s Band—25 pieces.
eire,—who made one of the most honored
Chief Marshal—E. H. Hanson.
names of your* commonwealth, as conspicuous
Aids—Windsor B. Smith and James M. Safford.
in the field as it had already become in the
Batallion of First Maine infantry, Capt. Charles J.
Pennell, Commanding, Adjutant Adams, Acting
councils of the Nation, whose shattered limb
Adjutant, composed of the following comlies buried upon odo of the hotly contested
panies: Mechanic Blues, Lieut. H. H.
fields of the South-we9t, and in whose chiefRich, 56 men; Montgomery Guards,
magistracy to-day,—honorable as it is to him,—
Capt. O’Donoghue, 59 men; Light
your city is doublv honored; or of that fairinfantry, Lieut.-, 42 men.
Batallion of Marines and Sailors lrom the U. S.
haired, bright eyed, smooth faced boy, whose
steamers Monongahela and Ussipec, Lieut. Watyouthful patriotism could not be restrained;
son, of the Marini; Corps, Commanding,
who, from the hour wheu his revereud father
Lieut. Webster Acting Adjutant, comtearfully came with him to the recruiting camp,
posed of five companies, commandwas a loved favorite with officers and associed as follows:
ates, and who, after two years of service, braveFirst Company (Marines), Lieut. Elliot: Second
ly fell, tom by a remorseless shell, in one of the
Company, Lient. Forso; Third, Master Hobson;
Master
Master
MerFourth,
Tyler; Fifth,
many severe contests in which liis regiment
was engaged,—Searg’t-Major Fred. A. Bosriam—aggregate strength 200 men,
Portland Band—21 pieces.
worth, whose name your Post bears to-day.
Army and Navy Union, 35 men, President Dennison. These are but
specimens of the soldiers your
Bosworth Post Grand Army of Republic, Commandcity gave to the service of an imperilled laud—
er W. H. Sargent, 100 members in uniform.
than whom no truer lived, no braver died.
Tha procession was the largest and most atWith these memories in our hearts„we have
gone from this city o! the living, to the silent
tractive which has ever turned out on such an
encampments where sleep our martyred comoccasion in this city. The streets were filled
rades, decking their shrines with garlands of
with people in holiday attire and and the stirthe choicest of earth’s treasures, the brightest,
ring music, the soldierly appearanco of the most beauteous flowers of spring. Over their
mounds we again spread wreaths of myrtle and
military, the novel spectacle of so large a force
evergreen, twined with fragrant blossoms, upon
from the navy evincing that disjipliue for
which the glad sunlight has painted something
which that arm of the servive is conspicuous,
of eternal purity aod beauty, tokens of our
the soldierly bearing of the city organizations
frailly, emblems of a blest immortality. There
is no death to those whose lives have been
of ex-soldiers, all conspired to make the probrave and generous and true; their shattered
cession one of the most noticable and imposbodies are laid away to rest; but while over
ing that has appeared on our streets for a long their sleeping forms the mounds grow old, they
live forever in immortal youth.
time.
Unlike most of the wars in the world’s hisAfter marching over the route laid down in
tory, ours was no contest for ambition, fame or
the programme, the procession halted in front
conquest; through the revolution a nation was
of the City Building and received the members
born,—Dy the war against rebellion it was saved.
The one blemish upon the fair face of our lieof the city government and other invited
public, distrustfully recognized by the framers
guests, including Lieut. Collins, U. S. N., G.
of the government, had grown into a
mighty
w. True, Esq., Surveyor of the port, and L. B,
cancer, its repulsive characteristics only seared
upon the surface by the compromises to which
The procesSmith, Esq., Deputy Collector.
the people submitted, in the vain hope of staysion then proceeded to the Portland & Rochesing its growth and crippling its strength, until
tftr flpnfit. wViATV* pnm wpta in waitinir fnr flia
only the terrible flash of the sword, ’mid pain
and blood, could rid us of its presence. No
part of the procession which was to proceed to
result of the war was more grand than this;
Fifteen
cars
were
Evergreen Cemetery.
and onr grateful homage to these willing marcrowded from the platform of the first car to
tyrs beside whose grass grown mounds we
the rear of the last.
Arriving at Morrill’s gather to-day,—
Around the graves of our heroes kneeling,
Corner, the procession was re-formed and
Heaven above, and their dust below—
marched to Memorial Lot in the cemetery.
is the more earnest aud enduring, that we can
Hundreds of carriages were in the streets and
uiuimououno Ul UltblUUnt
J---.
thousands of people, quiet and evidently imhonor and unity, but that the one stain upon
our
national escutcheon has been obliterated,
pressed with the character of the services,
by the enfranchisement forever of that enpassed into that beautiful home of the dead.
slaved race, whose dark faces during all our
The comrades of Boswortb Post and the Army
struggle, covered no traitor hearts; whose long
and Navy Union were divided into detachment*
stifled aspirations for freedom, and instinctive
perception of the underlying nature of our conwhich repaired to the graves of the dead in
flict, made them unwaveringly our scouts in
the late war, each of which was marked by a
the field, our benefactors in "the
prison, our
small flag, and deposited thereon a wreath,
shelter and our guides in the
escape, and
whose
of
out
in
which
the
were very beautiful.
blood, poured
historic assaults
The
many
under Shaw at Fort Wagner, before Richmond
ladies of the Relief Corps also plaoedbouquets
anu at Fort
sealed forever, as by an
Hudson,
on tho graves of the members of that organiirrevocable decree, their right to the manhood
of freemen; and who to-day
zation who have died. One hundred and sixty
may turn their
four millions of dusky faces
callgraves were decorated.
Heavenward,
*
*
*
no man master.
ing
When the services of decorating the graves
The Grand Army of the
Republic, under
were completed, those performing the servico
whose auspices we have assembled
to-day, constituted of the honorably discharged sailors
assembled on Memorial Lot and the monuand soldiers of the lrte war, is banded
ment dedicated to the “absent dead,” which
together
with no purpose of politics or
power; welcomwas covered with evergreen, was decorated
ing all, of whatever uatioalitv, creed or color,
who were among the natmn’s
with wreaths and beautiful bouquets* the comdefenders; demanding lo vows of allegiance, except to our
rades IperformiDg the service advancing with
country and the flag; asking no pledges but of
uncovered heads. The Portland Band then
fraternity, chairity and loyalty. Fraternity,
which seeks to bind together in closer ties the
gave a dirge, Rev. Mr. Johnston offered a brief
defenders
of a common cause, and to more
and fervent prayer, the band rendered “Rook
closely cement the comradeship born of battle.
of Ages,” and Rev. Mr. Johnston closed the
which strives to securely guard the
Charity,
exercises with the benediction. The large coninterests of the orphans and widows of our
course of people then returned to their homes.
comrades fallen; to deepen the channels of a
nation’s generosity; to act as the almoners of a
EVENING EXERCISES,
grateful people in driving from the door grim
City Hall was filled with an audience which and sullen
want, that no oue of these patriot
appreciated the occasion—with a few excep- wards of the Republic may ever be left in dependent poverty. Loyally, equal to that of
tions—the exceptions getting the most con
177G, and 1801, counting ever no sacrifice too
splcuous seats and leaving them when the sergreat for liberty and the nation.
vices were half concluded. Before the exerThe Grand Army of the Republic cherishes
no antagonisms,
cises began the Portland Band entertained the
seeks to perpetuate no sectional animosities; but let us never for a moaudience with appropriate music.
At eight
ment, in this or any future year forget, that
o’clock the Committee of Arrangements,officers
not valor but loyalty is the corner-stone of our
of the Post, members of the city government
organization; the pages of history are burdened
with the story of men who have bravely dared
and others, escorted the orator, Major George
to suffer and die in support of that which has
S. Merrill, editor of the Lawrence American, to
received the utter condemnation of humanity.
the platform, when the following exercises folThe fallen angels, as represented in Milton’s
lowed :
grand epic, so contended against heaven itself,
as to fill us with a degree of admiration, while
Music by Portland Band.
we lament and condemn the sin that
Prayer by Rev. C. F. Bole.
dragged
Oration By Maj. Geo. S. Merrili.
them down to perdition. ADd surely, no men
SingiDg of “America.” by the audience.
better appreciate than the soldiers of the Union
Benedictiou.
armies, the courage of their opponents upon so
The audience evinced more than usual intermany fields; none more willingly accord to
them the fullest measure of conscientious couest in the exercises.
The oration of Major
viction; but we raise our monuments and strive
Merrill abounded in patriotic sentiment and
to perpetuate the memories of our services—
paid eloquent and merited tribute to the na- not iu exultation over the humiliation of our
tion’s martyrs. His delivery was clear aud the
foes, but in lasting honor tp the devotion and
sacrifices of the patriotic defenders of national
address commanded the attention of the large
honor and unity; we bring, with each bright
audience. The following is an abstract of the
spring, our fragrant blossoms to the graves of
our fallen
adderss with here and there an extract:
comrades, not merely as a tribute to
personal valor or courage, but in loyal exaltaIUII.IUUL1U a UHAUUi't.
.UAUUU
tion of the holy cause of freedom and-nationEight years have come aud gone since a gloality for which these fell.
rious inspiration of patriotic memories gave
And in this memorial
year, standing thus
birth to these tender commemorative services,

IN MEMORIAM.

PRESS.

THE

and for the ninth time a grateful people all
over our land redeemed, reverently gather
around the silent mounds where sleep the
Nation’s defenders, with a common heart joining in fitting tribute to those whose lives were
given that the Nation might live; upon the
evergreen and blossoms we one year ago laid
upon the graves of our comrades has fallen the
heat of summer and the snows of winter, and
their beauty and perfume has gone forever,
but the story of valor aud devotion is tmday as
fresh in our memories and as fragrant to our
hearts as when for the fitst time we brought to
bedeck these shrines the early offerings of an
opening spring. And while with the passing
months ourselves grow old, and the faces of our
martyrs fade from our remembrance, the
record of their services grow more and more
bright with the fleeting years. The tale of
love thrills the heart and tinges the cheek of
the maiden to day as when first breathed in the
Garden of Eden or upon the plains of Judea;
aud time itself can in no degree diminish our
appreciation of that patriotism which gave to
the Republic its strong defenders when the
national life was assailed. And to-day in all
our broad land—from your forests, where the
wild wind chants the Nation’s eulogy, to the
Pacific slope, upon whoso golden sands the
mighty ocean answers with majestic cadence;
from the great lakes, even to the borders of the
sunny South—not alone old comrades in arms,
not alone the men of the nation in whose
stead these have fallen,—but as here to-day,
the wives, sisters,—mothers, all join with us in
the solemn roll call of our dead.
Eleven years have passed since the close of
the war for the Union, and we are in the midst

UDOnthft tliroetinlH
across which streams

j

I

<1.„

---_

the treasured memories
of the years long
agoue, when hearts uplifted
by all the recollections of the past, and with no
bitterness towards any portion of the
people of
our land, as we join in the Nation’s
grand jubilee, we forget not that the deeds of 1770 are
the inheritance of a common land,
recognizing
no North and no South, but one
country and
one flag; and we know that when
but a few
weeks hence, companies and regiments of
Southern soldiers shall stand iu lino in the
city
where will be celebrated the hundredth anniversary of the Nation’s great holiday, no hands
will more kindly than ours, clasp theirs in that
great memorial, and under the old flag, as,
striving not to recall the memories that are behind, we turn our faces to the opening promises of the years to come, with hopes for naught
but peace and fraternity in all the future of an
undivided country.
But believing, with a faith as unwavering as that we hold in our country and our God, that the principles
for which we contended from 18G1 to 1805, were
as sacredly just as those for which a hundred
years ago our fathers fought on the
plains of
Concord and Lexington, and on the crest of
Bunker Hill,—ask us not to elevate the cause
of the
confederacy to the plane of our own, by
recognizing its organized supporters or fallen
defenders as entitled to the same mead of
praise
or grandeur of
eulogy, as the martyred comrades
ot ours, whose sacrifice was
otherwise causeless
and in vain. \\ nile with warm hearts we welcome.tne nation’s celebration, and join therein
with every loyal
supporter of an undivided
country and a single flag, be it far from our
tongues or hearts, by word, act or influence, to
_

seemingly apologize before God
having done our best to support

or

man

for

Fire Insurance should bo effected in companies of known responsibility, that will not fail
at the first great fire in which ihey have large

and defend
that country and flag, against any and all
assailants in the hour of. their peril.
And now, my frieuds, as with hushed hearts
we go from the completiou of this fragrant
serv'ce, haviug covered ail our mounds with
tear-bedawed flowers, and with bright chaplets
crowned our monuments, let us with freshened
patriotism, and brighter aspirations, turn from
the shadows of the past to the duties of to-day
prayiog God that we may be wise, and bravo
aud true enough, to carry to completion in
peace, the ground work for which these gave
their lives.
The years pass; and while on memory’s snowy
wings come golden pictures of the fleeting
years, with ever lessened tramp hut ceaseless
tread, our columns are marching adown the
slope toward the laud beyond, where the waves
of eternity’s ocean, with majestic music, are
ever beating upon the sand and shingle of the
shore. And as relentless time thins our remaining ranks, when at last, our campaigns
all ended, our marches all o’er, we too, shall
bn mustered out by the great Commauder-in
Chief, may we he enrolled iu the grand army
of peace, whose shining tents are spread on the
eternal camping ground above, the clear beauty
of whose sky is flecked by no cloud of sorrow
or parting, its blissful rest no more disturbed
by war’s alarms, there to be greeted by the
glad music of the reveille of Heaven, and joyfully answer to the unbroken roll-call of the
redeemed.
Thus appropriately was the nation’s dead re-

risks.

It is of still more importance that the
sales, which are to be an insurance for books
and papers, should be of a make that lias been
thoroughly proven and that may he depended
upon for ibe most severe tests.
Herring Patent Safes have been tried iu almost every tire, of any extent, occurring for
years, and they have always proven True te
their trust.” Seven of them were subjected to
the great Bioadway tire, in New York, Feb. 8,
1876, preserving their valuab'o contents; several of these safes were so deeply buried beneath
the ruins that they were not got out until the
third or fourth day after the fire
When Snedeker, Watrous & Boynton’s safe was finally
66
hours
after
the
fire
reached,
started, the
smouldering debris by which the safe was surrounded burst into flames, yet, every book and
paper It contained was taken ont in splendid
condition, G. E Shortridgo & Co.’s safe was
subjected to a severe trial, but the contents
were found uninjured.
The large stock of
boots aud shoes iu cases, iu the warehouse of
Powers, Gaston & Co made a most intense
beat, but their safe preserved all its contents.
A Case of Twenty Years’
Mlamling.
From Mrs. Joseph Baker of Johnson, Vt:

“I feel it my duty to make known to the
world the wonderful efficacy of your Wistar’s
Balsam of Wild Cherry. For twenty years I
was sorely afUicted with
phthisic,and previously to using the Balsam was pronounced by the
physicians incnrahle.
Two or three bottles
afforded me a good deal of relief, and as many
more completely restored me; and for two
years
past I have not had the least return of that

membered by the citizens of Portland yesterterday. Yet few realize the great amount of
labor and time required for perfecting the details of so elaborate a tribute, and it is but just

painful complaint.”
50 cents and SI

to say that the credit of the whole is due largely to the committee of Bosworth Post, Messrs.

never more

flowers,

tributions of

liberal in

their

etc.

conceived.

The

At the urgent solicitation of leading citizens the undersigned have undertaken the management of a

NEW

BRUNSWICK,

CAPT. PIKE,

perintendent Tucker went to Newpoat at once
on learning of the accident.
The only person
injured were D W. Coburn, engineer of the
Bangor train, slightly, ahd a lady on the Dex-

(40 cts), and New (00 cts)Marches, Martha
Washington’s %%'aitz (75 cts) and March (50 cts)
Grand March, by Downing (60 cts).
Centennial
%% altzcs by Fliego (75 cts), and Grobe’s Medley of
National Airs (75 cis); all have Splendid Illustrated
Titles! and the best of music.

Leave Portland at 5 P.

TUESDAY,

JUNE

M.,

13,

running direct to Philadelphia, where she will lie at
Walnut street wharf for four days. Horse cars can
be taken every five minutes from tbe head of the
wharf to the Exposition buildings. Retaining, the
steamer will touch at

New

Flag.—Yesterday morning the
out its new flag just obtained for the
pending campaign. It is one of the largest in
the city and its general get up reflects much
credit to the skill of the manufacturer, Mr. F.
run

affording ample time to visit these Famous Watering Places, and thence
Sail through New York Harbor

by Daylight,
remaining till

Apron Sale.—The ladies’ circle of Pine
street cbnrch have an entertainment and apron

UP

sale in the vestry of their church this afternoon
and evening. They are anxious for its success
as it is their first elfert to raise
money to meet
their obligations to the trustees.
Admission
free and for aught that may bo spent for a ho11

next

day at that city.

THE
—

Thence

HUDSON

TO

WEST

—

POIKTT,

viewing the famous scenery of that river, and

given of

Touching at Martha's Vineyard
the way home.

on

Portland will be reached
Juuc 23d.

Friday,

be

tra,

Augusta

and

loading daily

Music will lent its Attractions!
®*No Eiquors Mold

Gardiner
with ice

m>19PORTLAND.dtd
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NEWS.

All, particularly invalids, spring

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

a

to

disordered condition, until the disor-

tion is worth

a

remedy

so

harm-

It at oncestiikes at
a

healthy

tone to

never

BOYD

will

SONS,

HOSE FOR FIRE PURPOSES.
Agents in the New England States for
the Seamless Cotton and Linen Hose,

Sole

MANUFACTURED BY THE

EUREKA FIRE HOSE COMPANY.
We earnestly invite the attention of aU parties interested in the purchase of HO* E FOR FIRE
PURPOSES, to the treble web (Eureka), and
double web (Paragon),Neam less and rubber-lined
COTTON HOSE,
Manufactured bv tbc Eureka Fire Hose Comand
for which we have the exclusive
pany,
agency in the New England States. The duraof
for hose purposes is well known.
Cotton
bility
It is not an experiment. It combines
lightness,
and
strength
durability in a remarkable degree, and
has sufficient thickness
(one-quarter of an inch) to
endure the roughest usage.
The Fire Depart*
rnent of New York City lias adopted this
Hose, having about 40,000 feet ot it in service. Boston has 20,000 feet; New Bedford about 10,000
feet, 1,900 leet of which has been in service
■ o years. The cities of
Lynn. Newburyport,
Fall Hirer. Taunton and Hartford have
been supplied bv us with COTTON HOSE.
Descriptive circulars, samples and prices furnished

less

COUNTY.

Capt. William Nickerson while riding Monin the vicinity of Pushaw Pond, came
across a young bear
standing in the road. The
captain pulled up his horse and brought the
cub to this city. His weight was 40 lbs.

application. We are manufacturers of the
Roston Standard Leather Leading Hose

There are seventeen lodges of Good Templars
in Waldo county, with a membership of over
2000.

Boyd’n Patent Riveted Cotton IIosc.
Call at No. 9 FEDERAL STREET, RONTON. when seeking the RESIT EIRE
ROME in the market.

Mr. William
most respected

Taber, one of the oldest aud
citizens of Unity, and a staunch
ot
the
Friends’
pillar
church, died Thursday,
the 25th, at his residence iu the village, of typhoid pneumouia, aged 72 years.

JANIES

BO YO

&

my29

SHIRTS !

YORK county.

Independent

says Capt, Benj. Patterson
of Saco, had a cataract successfully removed
from one of his eyes at the Maine Ueneral

Wednesday, by Dr.

Unlauudried Shirts, all finished,

__

and made ol Wanuntln Cottons

1000 pairs Children’s Hose fifteen cents per
pair, former price on these goods from 25 to 50
ceQts.
& Co.

and nice Eincii Bosoms and Culls

__Davis

for the low price ot

Headache, toothache

and nervous pains are
few minutes with Dr. Cram’s Fluid
Lightning. Ask your druggist for it.
a

THE

We shall sell the following
Goods at

Children’s Lace Collars,

Charles Custis & Co.,

Mrs.

Manchester, so long and favorably
known as a skillful physician, will be at the
Biddeford House, Biddeford, June 3d, for ten
days only.

Bustles.

_my27d4t&wlt
Bustles.—The largest variety at [
Davis & Co.’s.

Stop consumption—that dread
scourge—and
permanently cure all diseases of the throat
and lungs by the use of Adamson’s Botanic

Cough Balsom.

may29eodlw

493 CONGRESS ST.
isdly

my5

Two Furnished Parlors with Bedroom.

let without Board. These rooms are in a line
location, very largo and well furnished. Will
be let low to single gentlemen, or to families.
Adi dress “Z,” Press Office.
my23istf

TO

**. if.

B/tlLEY

CO.,

ft

n»y‘22

Auctioneer*.

dtd

CARRIAGES
Thursday, June 1st,

0n

AT

—

JOHN

at 10 A. M.

—

RUSSELL'S

Will be sold a large assortment of
Carriages, consisting of Phaetons, Jnmp
Seat Carryalls, Open and Top Buggies,
Bench Wagons. Concord Wagons, One
light 3 Spring Express Wagon, Ac Ac.
Also a large number of Seeond Hand
Carriages, all in good repair.
uiy30

,13t

_

tures, &c.,

lot

BY AUCTION.
On

Thursday, Jnne

my30

d3t

IT_

<*

n

uumtuaciurer s

which, wherever it lias been introduced, is universally acknowl-

$12 00

Men’s Derby Frock Suits,
all sizes,
Men’s Doublebreasted Sack
Suits, all sizes,
Men’s Double and Twist
Sack

Suits,

all

sizes,

FLEETWOOD AND SORRENTO
SCROLL SAWS,

8 00
5 50

Treadle Machines, Fancy Woods,
Patterns, dec. Being the

5 50

MANUFACTURER’S AGENT

Men’s Business Wool Coats,
all

sizes,

tor all of the

above, I can sell at
Factory, and I think satisfactory,
to
prices
compare with the times.

3 50

...

Men’s All Wool Pants, 20

kinds,
mont

3 00

2-3

3 Free Street Block,

1 45

Gray,

Wool,

lately occupied by If, S. Kaler & Co.

1 65

Men’s Double

Samuel Thurston.

and Twist

Prnts,

my

65

These

all

are

VERTISED1

Children’s
Boys’ Silk

Clothing.

and Wool Suits,
9
to
$8
15,
Age
Boys’ Double and Twist
1
Pants,
Boys’ Double and Twist
4
Suits,
Boys’ Doublebreasted Sack
5
Suits,
Boys’ Doublebreasted Knic6
kerbocker Suits,
4
Wool
Pants
Boys’s
Boys’ Wool Suits, ages 9
4
to 15,

00
25
00

11__

Wood,

Steamer “Jlinnie Wales.’’
THURSDAY, June 1, 1876, at 4 o’clock P. M., at
Portland Pier, Portland, Maine.
Will be peremptorily sold the above named steam-

75
50

er; this fine

new

OPP.
Our Stock is

Street,

complete ami embraces the best
styles of

and Domes-

tic
that

can

Goods

be found in this city.

Satisfaction guaran-

Fit and Finish of Every Garment.

mylO

eodlm

JR..

THE

Beads

—

COMMERCIAL AGENCY SYSTEM

EXPOSED!
—

IS

—

CO.,

TIIOYlAN

THE

and at

every one!

Bankrupt Stock
of

—

a

Curse

TVV

or a

Benefit!

—

FRA1NCIN

MUEARIIKR.

Contains 300 pages
bound. It shows bow credit and character are secretly undermined by masked spies, and
frauds perpetrated, &c. Send for it ami see the Mecret Black taint of Portland, with eightv other
cities. Price $1.75, mailed to any address.
JWKRCMAINTN CRKBIT PROTECTION NOCIETi', 5N Liberty Nt., IN. If,
m>2Cdlui

HOUSE.

I have the largest and finest assortment of Carriages in Maine. The product
of iny own factory during the winter
mouths. All of them made of carefully
selected material under my own personal
supervision, and by the best Mechanics
in Sew England. I offer the above at
reduced prices and as low as STRICTLY
FIRST CLASS WORK can be sold.
N. B.—This work cannot he found at
the Auction Sales.

FOR
The

SALE !

Brig

Eudorus

at this port, 241 tons register, had large repairs and was metaled in January, 1875; is
now in tine order and well found in sails and
rigging.
Will be sold at a bargain. Apply to
my30istt
CHASE, LEAVITT & CO.

NOW

BANANAS

Top and
Library Tables,

I_BANANAS1

200 Bunches Bananas, Bed &
for sale cheap by

Yellow,

G-. Or. HACKETT & CO.,
my27

for cash, and will be sold
can be bought in this

lower than
market.

too PARLOR SLITS

half pure Hair. Best suits all
pure Hair.
All nr Furniture put in the best
order and delivered free ot charge.
Our facilities are such for manufacturing and bnying that we shall
not be undersold.
Parties about purchasing will

one

save

money by calling

Geo. A. Wliitney & Co.
NO. 46 EXCHANGE STREET.
my 9

dtf

BROWN,

and Pink Sash Ribbons 3> cts. to 75 cts. per
Worsted Fringes 12 cts. per yard, all Hbaues.
yard.
Real Hair Switches 50 cts. to $12 Curls $1.00 to
$3.00 per set. Ladies* and Misses* Aprons 20 cts. to
50 cts. Lace Ties 20 cts. to $1.50.
Ladies*, Misses*
and Children’s Hats and Bonnets in all the fashionable shapes, at lowest prices. Trimmed Hats 50 cts.
to $10.00. Shade Hats 25 cts. to 50 cts. Children’s
White Dresses $1.50 to $2 50, at
Blue

St.
WELCH’S, 179 Middle d3t*
my 30

THE AERATED

Received this day per Steamer from New York

As interested parties have given the impression
(perhaps unintentionally) that my carriages are for
sale at the auction sales in this city, I would say
that nay work can be lonnd on sale at my factory and
repository only. Every carriage made by me bears
my name plate as successor to J. M. Kimball & Co.,
and 1 will pay $50 for the conviction of any party
using the same on other than my own work.
d2m
my 10

EACH,

300 Marble

ccrtaiuly

beautifully

Congress Street,

Head Central Wharf.

d5t

Oxygen Treatment.
for Catarrh, Asthma, RheumaA GENUINE
tism. Dyspepsia, Lung and all Chronic Disis still ottered to all who
cure

are afflicted, at 3*3
Csagm. Hlrret. P.rtland, Me., Roods 3,
t'nho.n HI.rU, where a large number of testimonials can be seen.
Consultation and trial dose free.
Ial2tfls&wtfl0
eases

IP YOU ARE TROUBLED WITH

Side Lace Boots! CORNS,
full assortment in French Kid, neat and prelty.
Also in French Morocco for Walking Boots. Measures taken and nice titling Boots made to order lor
A

E. Ft TTEBICK Ac CO.’S

Garments 1

men or women.

M. Gr. PALMER.
dtf
jaL’S__
For Sale at a Bargain.

Sommer Catalogues Just Received at

STREET.

size

C. Dl’ER, Agent.
<13w*

Prices that will astonish

on us.

—

Second Edition just published.

luylti

G. A. Whitney & Co.,

ot our own manufacture, aud the
cheapest suit we sell upholstered,

to every customer in

Secret Inquisition

MIDDLE

Exchange St.,

bought

CHECH.

PARKJT.

now

Foreign

Successor to and for 20 years connected
With the “OLD HOUSE” of

2G7

46

BOSTON.

—

of

may be lound at

LORING,} Assignees.
)

Every Business Man

Patterns

—

EVER OFFERED IN PORTLAND

built last year express-

was

125 Tremont

1876. Carriages 1876.

PREBEE

OF

10 PIECES

tf

OPPOSITE

dSt

Brothers iairbank,

Street.

ray2t

steamer

my20,22,24,26,29,30,31jul

CLOTHIERS,

J. M. KIMBALL &

Auctioneer*.

FURNITURE

HARRISON
DAVID SNOW,

C. D.B. FISK&CO.,

THOMPSON,

CO

my30

ly for the Porgie fishing, and is well adapted lor towing vessels. Terms cash; $500 to be paid down at
time of sale.
By order ot
HEM AN SMITH.
)

Figures.

/MIS

be sold without reserve.
F. O. BAILE1 Ac

sale.

Every Garment marked in Plaiu

Middle

sell by order of Manufacturers 50 New
3 Spring
different
patterns,some very fine finish Standing top Carryalls,
Shifting top Box Buggies, White Chapel top Buggies,
Dexter pattern top Buggies, Howell Gigs, Plano Box
Buggies, Coal Box Buggies, Ivers’ pattern Wagon,
Beach Wagons, Concord Wagons, Express Wagons,
25 New Uarnesses from a Bankrupt Stock, different
trimmings; will be sold without reserve. These
Carriages are of different grades of work, some of
them from the most reliable Manufacturers in this
City and New England States; they are Carriages
which have accumulated on their hands this season,
and must bo realised. Every Carriage offered will
shall

WE Carriages, consisting of 2 and
Phaetons, full extension top Carryalls,

—

water for the factories and steamers.
At the same time and place, immediately after the
sale of the above, will be sold the following property,
viz:
Schooners “Nellie Grant,” “Yankee Maid,”
“Yankee Bride,” “Effort,” and “Odd Fellow;” nine
Lighters or Carraway Boats, with masts and sails;
ten Seine boats, ten small boats, one Sail boat, five
Seines complete, purchased last
two older
Seines, 1501) empty 0,1 Barrels, ac>out 40 cords of
Wood and small lot of Groceries. Terms cash; $200.00
to be paid down on each of the schooners at time of

In connection with the above we
have by tar the LARGEST, HANDSOMEST and BEST MADE assortment ot Men’s, Boys’ and Children’s Garments in this State.
We open our doors at 7 A. M.
SHARE, and turn off the GAS at
9 P. M, Saturday excepted, when
weclose when the Coat tail of our
last Customer is lost to view.

233

BY AUCTION.
On Saturday, June 3d, at 10 o’clock, at
the Horse and Carriage Mart,
I’lum St, i'ortland, Me.,

Ac.

On WEDNESDAY, May 31, 1876, at 10o’clock A. M.
Will be peremptorily sold by order of the assignees
on the premises, a certain parcel ot laDd containing
seventy-five acres, more or less, situated in the town
of Boothbay, in the State of .- aine, on Linniken’s
Neck, so-called, and known as the “Suflblk Oil and
Guano Works,” together with all the buildings thereon, consisting of factories, a wharf, scrap-houses,
storehouses, dwelling-houses, and all the machinery,
tools and implements, furniture and fixtures therein:
all of which will be sold in one lot, $1000 to be paid
down at the time of sale.
On the land there is a large lake situated on a hill
a few hundred feet above the factory, from which is
I conveyed in pipes an abundant supply ot pore, fresh

00
Children’s Iron Clad Snits,
1 50
Best Grade two Shades,
Children’s Suits, all sizes,
all kinds, from
$3 to 12 00

THE GREAT ONE PRICE

CARRIAGES

dtf

spring;

00

NEW AND FINE

Oil and Guauo Worki,Schoonerii,liKhtrra,
Boats, l.ines. Heines, Tools, Casks, Cord

goods

new

and WARJUST AS AD-

sine

—

ASSIGNEE’S HALE.

37

regular sizes

OF

SAMUEL HATCH & CO., AUCTIONEERS.

and

Jumpers,
Blue, Brown or White,

—

edged to be the best Office and
Parlor Desk extant, and lor the
lovers ol flue work the

Suits,

CARD.

Call and Examine Them,

and nobby, at
Davis & Co.’s.

new

choice

a

WOOTON CABINET DESK,

Men’s Silk and Wool
all sizes,

one

lot are Horses adapted to all kinds of work
and prime drivers. The Horses will be warranted as
represented. An opportunity will be given to examine them ou
day before sale. At same time a lot
of Carriages and Harnesses will be sola.

1st at 2 1-2 o’clock,
at Basement Salesroom 35 and
37 Exchange Street,
shall
a large Stock ot Groceries and
I'ilC&LUIt UKUAJ1S,
WE CannedsellGoods,
consisting of Sugars, Teas,
Coffees, Spices, 50 Boxes Soap, 25 doz. Brooms. 5 M
Cigars,
Tobacco,
Starch.
Prunes. Dried Apples,
Figs
from some ol the best builders, , Canned Goods, Com Peas, Beans, Peaches, Tomatoes, &c., &c. Also Show Case, Scales, Benches, &c.
and on or about May 22 an invoice
F. O. Bailey Ac Co., Auctioneers.
ot Hie justly celebrated patent

Sixty Days

$1.23 !

Ladies’ Hose, extra stock, and at very low
prices, at_Davis & Co.’s.

reserve

car

Groceries, Store Fix-

of Instruments,
from the factory
of those Princes ot Piano Makers,
McPHAIL & Co., of Boston, and
the new and popular NATIONAL
PIANO ot New York. Also

SONS.

eod3m

—

have instructions to sell without
WE
load ot youDg and reliable country Horses.
In the

carefully selected

on

COUNTY.

AT THE

Horse and Carriage Mart ou Plum Street.

MONDAY, May 15. for the sale

on

of

ONE PRICE TO ALL !

&

The oldest house in America engaged in the

day,

cured in

The subscriber desires to inform
his friends mid the public Hint he

CAN’T BE BEAT!

manufacture of

present but two cases, that of Miss
Lilly Ayers and Mrs. D. A. Whitman.
Last Monday a bear was seen to take a lamb
from the pasture of V. H. Briley in Andover.
The hunters are after him.

on

no

Established 1819.

JAMES

at

Hospital, Portland,

of appetite, nau

arising from a
if they would take this excellent medicine when they
feel the first indications of the malady. Families
leaving home for the Bummer months should take
three or four boxes ot these pills with them. They
have an almost instantaneous effect. They will relieve the patient of headache in one or two hours,
and will rapidly cleanso the liver of surrounding
Idle, and will effectually prevent a bilious attack.
They arc sold by all druggists,
jyl*
myleodlm3dp&wsn

disposed to plant potatoes on account of the
low price paid for them during the past
year.
Wages of farm hands open much lower than
for several years. From $12 to 818 per mouth
and board is about the market price for good
bauds.
\ arioloid has made its appearance iu Mexico.

Green.

troubled

need suffer from any disdisordered condition ot the liver

ease

OXFORD COUNTY.

The

want

We know of

People

LINCOLN COUNTY.

WALDO

are

prevalent—headache,

very

the root of the disease and produces
the system.

The Kennebec Journal says Mr. S. S.
Reynolds of Augusta, has gone to Squirrel Island,
where he is to erect several buildings, do repairing, etc. He is to build an addition to the
house of Mr. Ethan Chase.
Heexiects also
to build a bowling alley on Mouse Island.
The
two islands uever looked more beautiful
than
at the present time.

PENOBSCOT

now

less and decisive in its action.

KNOX COUNTY.

are

old and truthful

feverish skin,to take, without delay, Schenck’s

Mandrake Pills.

A correspondent writes: A man
by the name
of Frauk Trundy, from one of the Penobscot
river towns, at work in the mill of the Bodwell
Granite Company, Vinalhaven, on Friday
last,
26th, ten ling a circular saw was struck by
something from the same, knocking him on to
the corner of a plank in such a way that he is
iujured seriously if not fatally.

There

an

advise all who

indigestion, disordered liver,

found.

are

we

with the complaints

sea. or

An ounce of preven-

pound of cure, is

saying. Therefore,

I

tryiDg

become constipated, and the pystem

der has time to develop itself.

KENNEBEC

a

Fatal diseases may be caused by allow

remain in

to

is

Indications of sickness should at once be at-

tended to.

Scarlet fever is pravailing at Houlton, and
many children have died with this disease.
A correspondent of the Lewiston Journal
writes: The prospect is that more potatoes will
be raised this season in Aroostook
county for
the starch factories than ever before.

Bethel farmers

ADAMS,

&

STREET,

—

5111-2 CONGRESS ST.,

OPEN Rooms

RANTED

EXCHANGE

to O’CLOCK,

AT

Carriage Repository,

PIANOS I

PR ICES

ROLLINS, LORING
22

AUCTION,
THURSDAY, June 1st,

Sat-

No. 3 Free St. Block.

Overalls

ing the bowels

The Democrat says

Ship^S

BY
ON

Bishop H.

of Philadelphia,
Hon. Charles F. Libby, County Attorney.
Hon. llenry J. Murray, British Consul.
Ephraim Hunt, LL. 1>., Superintendent of Public
Schools of Portland.
Richard H. Dana, Esq., ot Boston.
George B, Emerson, Esq., of Boston.
apr8tf

Good Harness Stitcher*.
HENRY DUNN & NON,

This Excursion Is intended to meet the wants ot
and affords a splendid chance for parties of
from five to fifteen to visit the Exposition, without
care, and in congenial company. Already a large
number of subscriptions have been received from
our best known citizens, and
early application for
passage should be made to

season.

COUNTY.
Mr. Charles A. White of Gardiner. is bnilding one ot the finest and most expensive residences on the Kennebec river.
There were three young lads arrested in Vassalboro a few days since, for breaking in and
stealing from the boarding honse ot Oak Grove
Seminary, to the amonnt of 82.50 There was
nothing proved against them and they were
discharged. Their names were Massena Crummett, Asa Nelson and George Anstin.
On Saturday evening last the barn of Leander N. Worthing was broken into, and the horse
of Charles R. Parks of Augusta,' stolen. A
neighbor was aroused and the parties pursued
in the direction of Liberty. The forms ot two
men were seen, but
they were frightened and
left the auimal loose in the road, where he
was

tbc

families,

for Southern markets.
Rich, the Knickerbecker, and the Kennebec Lind & Lumber Co.
are shipping.
Considerable ice has been sold
for $2.50 per ton. Aboutl75,000 tons remain unsold. With a hot, dry summer, all 'will be disposed of at good prices, and these houses be
ready for next winter’s operations.

STATE

on

SPECIAL SALE OF

A. Neely, D. D.
Rev. Thomas Hill. D. D., L .D.
Rt. Rev. Bishop W. B. Stevens, D. D.,

I>ye House

Men’s Dark Check Pants,

procurred.
Messrs. Diugley, Strout & Co., the new Auburn shoe firm, is getting ready for work and
will probably start up in a fijw weeks.
Somewhat of an impetus has boeu given to
the ice business on the Kennebec by the warm

m., at
shall

we

Plants from the Conservatories
oi Hovey & Co., Boston,
consisting of the usual
varieties ot ltoses, Qexanlam., Fuschlas, Ivies, Lilies.
Ferns.Mixei Baskets, Yerl^nas, Pansies and many
rare Plants.
This will probably be the only sale
Hovey & Co., will make in this city this season.
K. O. BAILGVA I II
Auctioneer*.
dlt
'»?-■___

gentlemen:
Rt. Rey. Bishop James A, Healy, D. D.

naeodlm

Next

a.

large

Color from nature.*
For further information please call at No. 597
Mme. will be at her rooms from
11 A. M. until 5 P. M. and every evening.
Mme. Masse is permitted to refer to the following

13 PREBLE STREET.
Air Carpet Cleaning, Carpet Cleansing
and ftteam Feather Bed Renovating.
Orders received at the Dye House or by Mail.
Dyeing and Clemming ns usual.

FOR

WEDNESDAY, May 31gt, at 10
Salesroom 35 and 37
ON
Exchange Street,
sell
invoice ot

Congress street.

FOSTER’S

SIX

at acctios.

permanent French Institute in
commence her Spring term April

Ttic course will consist of prlvato French lessons
classes for any one who wishes to study the language. She will form classes for advanced pupils
who desire only to converse.
She intends also to have mathices fur Ladies, consisting of readings from the best French Authors and
Dramatists, and the conversation will be only in
French. The same lessons will be given twice a week
in the evening lor Ladies and Gentlemen. She will
commence these evening lessons early In September.
Mme. will be assisted by Prof. Masse.
In the early part of Juno Mailamo expects an Artist who has been connected with her Institute in
This Lady is a member of the AcadPhiladelphia.
emy of the Fine Arts in that city. She gives lessons
in Drawing in all Its branches. Oil Painting, Pastel.
Her Speciality during the summer will be Water-

Rt. Rev.

my 2

Furniture and General Merchan10 o’clock a. m.
oc3dt

Saturday, commencing at

—

anil

known as the Thomas Noyes farm to secure the payment of throe hundred and forty-seven dollars in one
year with interest; that the condition of said mortgage has been broken, by reason whereof I, the said
mortgagee, claim a foreclosure of the same.
Dated at Portland, the 30th day of May. A. D. 1876.
w3w22*
JOHN T. LAWRENCE.

Tickets, including Meals and Sleeping
Accommodations, 940. State Kooms ex-

are

a
poses establish
^be
ioIu
im'
187t>.
loth,

Maine, on
1875, by his

mill in Pittston, and will commence
them to England as soon as a vessel

shipping

I,ESSOINS
AND

O. W. ALLAS

Consignments solicited.

LITERATURE.
K. E. IVKAMMEy
formerly of Boston,
MmE.
late of Philadelphia and New
Jersey, proto

all

Forest City

d3m*

—

Foreclosure ol* Mortgage.
nolice is

.13} NPKlftt. NT.

lltl\(ll

hereby given to
persons interested that Augustus L. True ol Pownal, in
PUBLIC
ol Cumberland and State of
the

Men’s Working Pants, Ver-

Betweeu

KKIUDEIVCG

Philadelphia.
ja!2my31W&SAw3w

County

Farnsworth,

u»ar4

Ne(v York.

tiW^The Table will be Supplied with
the Beat the Market affords

eight vessels

■

CO.,

Maine Business Notes.
The Kennebec Land and Lumber Co. have
commenced the manufacture of deals at their

weither.

Edw. <J.

J. E. Ditson Sc Co.
Successors to Lee& Walker

Broadway,

711

dise every

of

PLANTS

Teacher of Pianoforte,Or^au & Harmony,

Carinina Collegensia.

C. El. Ditson Sc Co.

Kegular sale

a

<ciou,$3.oo; cm $!.<,<».
New, Enlarged Edition. All the famous College
Songs, forming the wittiest, most entertaining, musical and classical collection of genial Songs and Glees
for social singing ever brought together.
BOSTON.

Malenrosm* 33 and .’17 Exchange Si.
F. O. BAILEY.

Quarter Commences
April 20th.

For particulars or admission address
FKKDKRICK THOMPSON, Principal.
apr!9tf

GAPE MAY and LONG BRANCH,

A, Leavitt,
Exchange street. Capt. J. H.
B. Morrill was present with a supply of his
mammoth torpedoes, which he has prepared
for campaign purposes, and gave a lively salute.

some

The Next

An elegant and attractive volume, contains the National Songs of this and 12 other countries, in convenient form lor Solo or Chorus singing. la Paper 40 cts.
Boards 50 cts.

OLIVER DITSON &

F. O. BAILEY & CO.,

Auctioneers and Commission Merchant*

NORTH CONWAY, N. II.

Centennial Collection oi Rational Songs.

of the International Line—which has been completely refitted and refurnished—will

ter train who had her face badly bruised.
The
collision resulted from the Dexter train’s being behind time and not noticing the signals.

can

filtRSARGE SCHOOL FOR BOVS,

ton’s Old

THAT

ly. The passengers were transfered and arrived in Bangor but two hours late. The Pnllman
train was delayed slightly by the accident. Su-

assurances are

ing of this magnificent Hymn.
Centennial, Machinery, Horticultural, Memorial*
and Agricultural Marches, each 50 cts; Washing-

Good News ! Charming New Sabbath. Good News
Good News! School Song Book, (35c). Good News

MAINE.

Spring Term will coxumeucc march T7lh,
For Circulars ami Portland references address
H. F, KATUN, Principal.

THE STEAMER

train from this city on the Y at Newport yesand both locomotivos were damaged,
the one on the train from this city very severe-

Family School For Boys,

NOKRIOGEWOCK,

SALES

_AUCTION

-AT—

parts, tor Mixed Voices. Price in Sheet Music form,
30 ct6. In Octavo form for Choruses, 10 cts. No celebration tliis year will be complete without the sing-

Grand Centennial Excursion I

terday,

good apron,

Eaton

Hymn

sung at the

Opening Ceremonies in Philadelphia.
Words by Whittier. Music by J. K. Paine. In 4

as

Wanted.

Accident on the Maine Central.—The
afternoon train from Dexter collided with the

a

—

OTHER MTS OF INTEREST!

the occasion. The money taken for admission
not a small sum, goes toward furnishing the ‘‘Tea Club” room at the hospital.

supper or

—

AND

—

Centennial

EDUCATIONAL.

the twenty-seventh day of April. A. D.
deed of that date which is recorded in the Cumberland Registry of Deeds, Book 405, Page 494, mortgaged to John T. Lawrence of said Pownal a certain
piece or parcel ol land with the buildings thereon
situated In Pownal aforesaid containing ninety acres
more or less.
For further particulars reference may
be had to deed of Noyes heirs to Harrison Jenkins
and said Augustus L. True, and recorded Cumberland Registry of Deeds, Book 398, Page 247, and

PHILADELPHIA

officers of the

perfect satisfaction,

to

—

tickets,

Ouu

drug-

Excursion

United States steamer Monongahela were present and contributed largely to the enjoyment of

Press

all

may29eodawlw

Centennial

carried through in the recherche manner in

which it was

Sold by

con-

The Kino’s Own.—“The King’s Own” is the
title which its proprietors choose to apply to
the pleasant little entertainment at Army &
Navy Hall last evening in aid of the Maine
General Hospital. The enteitainment was certainly one of the prettiest costume parties ever
The hall was beautifully
given in Portland.
decorated, the ladies were elegantly clad, the
tables were loaded with silver of antique pattern and long possession, and the whole affair
was

bottle.

b-

Sawyer,Isaiah Randall and Geo. H. Poor. They
were nobly assisted by members of the Post
and the 1 idles of the Relief Corps, while our
were

a

gists.

E. H. Hanson, John Yeaton, Jr., W. H. Green,
Geo. H. Abbott, H. P. Iugalls, C, C. Douglass,
Wm. H. Sargent, A. H. Punngton, A. M.

citizens

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

OINK13large
Organ.
net

|

my

ITXaaon & Ilamliu Cabiat 90 Clark Nt.
d4w

Inquire

BUNIONS 1

L.ARUK

JOINT* OR
HlliROWIttd
RAll.* you can cure them without using the tnlfe
by Laving your feet properly Utted at the

Boot and Shoe Store 230 Middle St.
ap-Hdtf

m. U. PII.JIKR.

To Let.

A

SUIT of rooms without board.
47 Danforth Street.

Apply

at No

uy24dtlis

--—a----—

A Bany Woinnu'nGiirdeu.

_POETRY.

over my flower seeds to-day made
think that I ought to tell the busy women who read the Mirror, how easily they
may cultivate a few flowers and thus beautify
their homes. Mauv busy housekeepers, who
are really fond of flowers, are deterred from
any att empt in this direction simply because
they think it takes too much time, and they
have so little of that to give.
In the firist place, one whose lime is limited cannot afford to sow flower-seeds iu the

Looking

me

Apple Blossoms,
ELIZABETH 8TCABT PHELPS.

BY

I Bit beneath the apple tree,
1 gee nor sky nor sun;
I only know toe apple-buds
Are opening one by one.

You asked

me once a

with the seeds comes up a host of
it is a slow process to pull out the
latter, but one which, if delayed, is sure to
result in death to the plants.
The easiest way is to have a few boxes,
three or four inches deep, aud sow the seeds
in them, and then it is a very simple matter
to water and care for them. After they have
grown so as to need it, you can thin them
out aud transplant into other boxes. You
can keep them in the kitchen by a window,
or, if warm enough, near the back-door, and
you will find a half hour spent on them will
accomplish much. While you are caring for
the plants in this way, you will find a most
luxurious crop of weeds has come up in the
garden, and, having no plants among them,
you can have it hoed and every weed killed;
and it is this first crop which is so hard to
get rid of. When safely rid of these set out
your plants, and, if you have never tried it,
I know you will be astonished to find how
much of a garden you can make in an hour
after tea some day.
Don’t try, at first, to have too many kinds,
and choose those which bloom early and

ground, for
weeds, and

little thing—

A lecture or a song
To hear with you ? and
To find my whole life

yet

I

Jong.

thought

Too short to bear the happiness
That bounded through the day,
That made the look of apple-bloomg,
And you, and me, and May!
For long between us there bail b ung
The mist of love’s young doubt;
Sweet, shy, uncertain, all the world
Ot trust and May burst out.
wore the flowers in my hair,
Their color on my dress;
Dear Love! whenever apples bloom
In Leaven, do they bless

I

Your heart with memories bo small,
So strong, so cruel-glad?
If ever apples bloom In heaven,
I wonder are you sad?
Heart! yield thee up thy fruitless quest
Beneath the apple tree;
Youth comes but once, love only once,
And May but once to thee!

THE FARM AND HOUSEHOLD.
Yield of Wheat.
The wheat crop as the chief food grain ot
the world, ought certainly to be grown with
profit. If this staple crop is by universal consent admitted to be an unprofitable one,
there must necessarily be something wrong
in its management. Xo other crop can take
its place under our present system of farming
for it is in the vast majority of cases made the
vehicle for bringing in grass and clover, and
its place in the usual rotation cannot well be
filled by any substitute. But there is a universal complaint that there is no profit in
growing wheat. This is very generally true
but it does not follow that the blame belongs
to the wheat, for with some farmers wheat is
The

by far the be^t money crop they raise.

But

these farmers raise tar more than the low average of 12 or 15 bushels per acre.
It may be taken as a general rule that a
yield of less than 25 bushels of wheat per
acre is grown at a loss, at least in those localities where it is necessary to use manure
to produce this
grain. Where the “vrgin
soil” is still unexhausted, and manure i3 left
to rot idly in the yards, or to be washed into
the sLreams, there may still be some little
profit in 20 bushels per acre. But where 10
to 20 loads ot manure per acre iis used every
four years, and lime, superphosphate, or other fertilizers are applied periodically, in addition; a crop of even twenty-five bushels is

hardly profitable. Still a larger yield than
this is the exception rather than the rule upwell cultivated farms.
An elaborate effort has been made recently
by Mr. Klippart, the Secretary of the Board

on

oi

fre-

quently

has
cirthe

Agriculture oi umo, to ascertain now
40 bushels of wheat per acre
been grown by farmets in that State. A
cular was issued to the Secretaries of

County Agricultural Societies requesting the

of those farmers who had within their
grown 40 bushels of wheat or over
From Champaign County five
per acre.
names were reported, three of these farmers
had grown 40, one 45, and one 51 bushels per
acre.
In Hardin County, two names were
obtained.
Mercer County
furnished six
names; Morgan County, one; Putnam County, three; and Sandusky County, three
names, one of which was that of a farmer
who raised 61 bushels per acre.
With these few exceptions, the yields reported were a few of 30 bushels or more,
many of 25 bushels, and in many cases the
latter yield was mentioned as an extraordinary crop. In some cases the yield was reported as being little more than the quantity
of seed that had been sown. It is largely the
custom in Ohio to sow the wheat
upon the
corn stubble, simply harrowing in the seed or
covering it with one plowing or cultivating.
Where this is done, a profitable yield cannot
be looked for, even upon the rich bottoms of
that generally fertile State. The few large
crops reported are without doubt raised in a
names

knowledge

different

manner
no means of

from this, although

knowiDg

they

the methods

were grown.
It is the same in other States.

we

have

by which

Forty years

ago, forty bushels of wheat per acre was very
common in Western New York and
Ohio,
where now a third of that quantity is an ordinary crop, and a half of it a good one. It is
doubtful if any other State in the whole country could make a better showing than Ohio,
although the average yield of wheat is slowly
increasing in the older States. It is on the
way to a minimum in the latest settled of the
Western States, California included, and there
will be some years yet before it will reach a

turning point.

The incentive to a better management of
the wheat crop is a powerful one. It is the
necessity for the means of living in comfort.
A farmer who raises 12 bushels of wheal per
acre can hardly be said to live; he exists, but

cannot live in comfort upon such an income,
nor can he make life upon his farm desirable
to his children.
Necessity must force him to
improve his mode of culture, and to prepare
the ground very much better than he has

done heretofore.
A low price for wheat relieves the American farmer from much
foreign competition,
and it is hardly probable that we shall see the

nrifP (if trhp o

ent rates,

t Ullrr'inno munli

unless

o

Vimrn

Vin

consequence of a light
yield. But a doubled yield is equal to a doubled price, and we can safely produce such a
crop, inasmuch, as with the high rents paid
by English farmets, and the greater profit in
grazing, wheat growing in that country,
which is our best customer for wheat, is yearly decreasing in extent. To produce this
doubled crop is not impossible; the fact
that some farmers do it, proves that others
as

a

may do it also.—American Agriculturalist.

Mulching SlrawbrrrieK.
In Scribner for June, Mr. P. T. Quinn has
another of his timely papers on Rural Topics
from which we take the following:—
In strawberry culture the soil-must be rich
and mellow prior to planting; the weeds and
grass must be kept out of the beds the first
season, and there should be no disturbance of
the ground near the roots, at any time in the
spring of the second year, before the fruit is
ripe. From the time the blossoms come out
until the fruit is matured,strawberries require
a great deal of moisture.
If, from any cause,
this moisture of the soil is cut off even for a
short time, the yield as well as the size of the
fruit will be materially reduced. In a climate
like ours, where we are subject to long
droughts, it is of the utmost importance to
guard against such contingencies. The most
simple, practical and inexpensive way of doing

this is by “mulchine,” or covering the ground
between the rows, and among the “stools,”
with salt marsh hay or straw. This can be
done any time through the month of May.and
will always repay liberally for the outlay.
When the mulching material—salt hay, straw
or pine hay—is plenty, it may be put on a
couple of inches in thickness, no injury resulting from the quantity. The mulch answers a double purpose of keeping the ground
moist, cool, and of even temperature, and at
the same time preserving the fruit clean and
free from sand and grit, of which there is
sure to be much in the fruit when the beds
are left without it. By running the
mulching

continue late. In this class, nothing equals
the petunia and drummond phlox, and if I
could cultivate but one flower; it would be
the latter with its rich color and profusion of
blossoms.
The modest mignonette, the
pretty little swreet alyssom, and the wellknown candytuft—though if you wish a continual bloom of this you must sow seeds
more than once, its season of blossoming is
so short—must have a place.
The coreopsis,
with its rich yellow and brown, and its velwill
find
crimson,
you
vety
very striking and
effective, and the eschscholtzia more brilliant
and showy than you would think after seeing
so many letters of the alphabet wasted iu
spelling it.
The beautiful and fragrant sweet pea, the
gorgeous nasturtium, aud the ever admired
verbena, must not be left out. All these that
I have mentioned are continual bloomers,
and will furnish you with a boquet for your
sitting room and table from early spring unti
late in the fall; the most of them long after
the stately dahlia has succumbed to the touch
of Jack Frost.
If you wish more than these, there are the
asters and zinnias in great variety though
many of the latter have too much of a chippy look to be really flue. I’ve had seme myself that I thought I could accurately copy iu
pine, with a little dirt rubbed on.
I shall not mention any more or you will
be bewildered with so much beauty aud glory, but I do wish I could convince you all,
that by three or four half hour’s work you
could secure very much real enjoyment.
If you have children they will soon become
interested, ahd will beg for a few flowers “for
teacher” or some friend, and it is well to enconrage all kiudly impulses. Be generous
with your scissors, for nature loveth a cheerful giver and amply compensates.
By sending to James Vick, Rochester, N.
Y., or B. K. Bliss, New York, you will be
sure 01 good seeds, and all these plants mentioned are of the easiest cultivation. If you
have never had a garden, begin now, send
one dollar to either of these gentlemen I have
mentioned, with a list of these seeds and
make a

beginning, and let me assure you, as
who knows, that you will find them at
them at once a comfort and in inspiration.—
Casein in Mirror and JEarmer.

one

Effect of Cold on Milk.
The effect of a low temperatures on milk
have been carefully examined by M. Eug.
Tiserand, who recently communicated his
observations to the Academie des Sciences.
He found that if cow’s milk is, immediately
or soon after being drawn, placed in vessels
at various temperatures between freezing
point and 90 deg. F., and the initial temperture is maintained for twenty-four or thirtysix hours, it will be found that the nearer the
temperature of the milk is to freezing point
the more rapid is the collection of cream, the
more considerable is the quantity of cream
the amount of butter is greater, and the
skimmed milk, the butter and the cheese are
of better quality.
These facts he believes,
may be explained by Pasteur’s observations
on ferments, and their effects on the media in
which they live. It is probable that the refrigeration arrests the evolution of the living
organisms which set up fermentation, and
hinders the changes which are due to their
growth. Tue facts stated indicate room for
great improvement in the methods of storage
and preservation of milk. To keep milk at
its original quality, extreme cleanliness and a
low temperature are absolutely necessary. In
the North of Europe, Denmark, etc., the
value of cold is already recognized, and in
warmer climates the need for its assistance is
greater. There is nothing impracticable in
the suggestion, since running streams can be
used to aid refrigeration. Where the quality
of the milk is of greater importance, ice
may

a
hay-cutter, the labor of
greatly lessened, especially if
the rows and plants are close together. The
mistake Is often made of using fresh hay as
mulch on strawberries, which results in giving a firstclass “set” in grass tha. will choke

it on is

the vines.

Tallage Budding
One teacupful of sugar and half a cupful of
butter, creamed together; yolks of three eggs,
and white of one, after they have been beaten ; a cupful of milk) reserving out enough to
dissolve half a teaspoonful of soda); one pint
of sifted flour, with a teaspoonful of cream
tartar, mixed through it. At the last moment add the soda, thoroughly dissolved.
Bake in a buttered cake-pan. Make a frosting with the whites of two eggs beaten to a
stiff froth, with half a large cupful of sugar
stirred in. As soon as it is baked, spread the
frosting on. 3et it on the ice, then serve
with wine sauce; made with two cupfuls of
brown sugar, one cupful of butter, two eggs,
and one cupful of sherry wine. Beat alf to-

gether

very

light

before

add the wine.

you

Let It steam, not boil (put it into a tin bucket, and place it in a vessel of boiling water),
stirring all the time until it scalds and thickens.
Put a teaspoonful of vanilla into the

sauce-bowl, and pour
Country Gentleman.

the

sauce

over

it.—

Hungarian Hay.
I see in a late issue of the Western Rural
ani nquiry from J. W. concerning the value
of Hungarian hay to feed to cattle intended
to be fattened. We have fed the same to
cpvrs giving milk, and find that the same
amount of good timothy hay feed will not increase the flow of milk by at least one-fourlli,
so far as our experience has been tested.
We
would recommend Hungarian hay in prefererence to timothy, and as it yields from four
to ten tons of hay per acre, we therefore
think it advisable for farmers to raise it for
feed. I think feeding it to fat cattle would
give as good a return as timothy hay.—E. M.
Brittle Feel.

Some horses have such britlle feet that it is
difficult to keep their shoes on. This is often
caused by a sudden change from excessive
and long-continued wetness to extreme dryThe best treatment is to rub the soles
ness.
and shells of the feet with a mixture composed of the following: Tar, two parts; beef
suet, two parts; whale oil. lour parts; beeswax and honey, one part each; melt over a
slow fire and mix well.—Land and Watre.

We have just received (October. 1875) a communicanearly every druggist in New England,
and the testimony is universally in favor of Sanford’s Radical Cure for Catarrh. We believe
tliero never was a remedy so popular wherever
known, and certainly we feel that never was one
more deserving of praise.
Founded upon correct
scientific principles and calculated
by the most accomplished physicians to meet the severest forms of
the
cures
Catarrh,
made by it have not ouly been numerous, but so remarkable as to excite public attention and cause the sale to exceed tenfold that of
any
similar remedy ever before compounded.
While many are anxious to make public their testimony in favor of tlie Radical Cure, others—and
among this number may be found many of our most
respected citizens—dislike to become publicly identified with so loathsome a disease. Hence, in the following case we are unable to give the name, but are
permitted to state the severity and condition of the
case before and after using the Radical Cure, and
also that the gentleman occupies a responsible office
in one of our State institutions. We quote
“I would not for the world permit my name to be
used, although I have no doubt it would be of benefit to many now suffering as 1 Lave suffered; but I
give you a brief statement of my case
“for two yearn C have taken bromide of
potanna and bromide of ammonia every
day. E newer panned a Mingle night w ithout getting up once or twice to free
my
throat from the matter that had dropped
into it during nleep, and finally I coughed
during all lii« lime.
Since taking the
RADICAL CURE E have taken no potanna or ammonia* have nlcpt
nonndly every
night without uneaninenn or dinirenn; not a
particle of matter ha* dropped into my
throat during nleep. and ever* njinptom of
a cough haw leil me.”

wonderful result truly, all will say. who know or
realize the extent and severity of this case. The

A
can

has had eighteen bottles. This must satsceptical and there is great merit in the Radisfy
Its mode of preparation is new and orical Cure.
iginal. Ignoring the old practices and remedies, Dr.
Sanford selected a new field, and has demonstrated
liis method to be the ODly proper and never failing
treatment.
The following recommendations are from

gentleman
the

DRUGGISTS,
who

every ess:, and whiD
as you would sponge

the whole as thoroughly
cake. The omelet pan
has previouly been put ou the fire and made
so hot that butter will melt and almost brown
in it, but not quite. When in this condition,
you are to turn the whipped egg and milk into the pan and put it directly over the fire.
Get a thin bladed knife and run it carefully
under the byttom of the egg, so as to let that
which is not cooked get below. If the fire is
right, the whole mass will swell and puff and
cook in a minute; if it is not carefully attended to it will burn on the bottom, and burned
egg is most offensive in smell and taste, It is
not necessary to wait UDtil the whole mass is
solid, as its own heat will cook it after it has
left the pan; hut begin at one side, and carefully roll the edge over and over until it is all
rolled up, and then let it stand for a moment
to brown, acd turn it out on a hot plate and
serve it, or, what is better, eat it yourself—
immediately. You must not put one grain
of salt in it while it is cooking, or all your
hopes and your omelet will flatten down together. If it is properly made, it will be like
a summer sunset, rich with crimson
and yellow hues, and the savor will gladden the

heatt.”

arc

doing.

competent witnesses

AGED

Biddeford,

.A.

wife desire
situation to do meat and
A pastry cooking
in
first class Hotel.
Charges
moilerate.
a

a

Address J. S., Box 644, Lewiston Maine.

MEDALLIONS,

Struck in solid Albata Plate, equal in appearance,
wear and color, to
NOLID SILVER OR ROLD.
Presenting a large variety of beautiful Design.
in relief.

These Medallions are larger than a Silver Trade
dollar, being 1§ inch, in diameter, handsomely put up
and sell readily at sight.
The most valuable
Souvenir, and Memento, ever i.sued. A
complete outfit of magnificent samples lor agents, in
velvet-lined Morocco case—including the Bust oi

“George Washington.” Grand Entrance International Exhibit ion.
Memorial Hall (Art Gallery).
Horticultural Hall. Main Building, and the grand
representation of the Signing of the Declaration of
Independence (designed by Trumbull), in gilt—sent
by mail ou receipt of draft or Post Office order for
Sli.SO, or will ship by express C. O. D. upon receipt ot
express charges. Agents' circular and Price List and
one sample sent upon receipt of 50c.
Immense
profits. Sells at sight. Extensive fields for enter-

■
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Rent Wanted.

OF

GERRY,

So. Paris, Me.

other

no

five or six rooms, in flie central
part ot tlie city.
Anyone having

convenient rent will learn of
dressing P. O. Box 652.

a

good

Haverhill,

502 1*2 Congress St.,

corner

of Brown.

IO A. M. to 8 P. M.
I^"Corns and all difficulties of the feet skillfully
Office Hour* from

KENISOTT,

DR.
I

\

\

Chiropodist,

V

VorN
a

Continues to visit Portland at
the UNITED STATES
HOTEL,
on the
second week of each

Bunion.

.month.

A,,,,

--._Boom in Boston, :;7 Tr mont
Street and 57 Te Pie Place. Located in Boston since
1810.scp20dtf

CLAIR VOYANT
at the
of 30 Dan forth St., where she will examine the sick, and advise or prescribe as each case <1 emands. Tertian $1.00. She will visit those who
are unable to come to her residence if desired.
Mrs.
King, in addition to her clairvoyance and remedies,
possesses a remarkable healing power which makes
her very successful.
febl7d&wtf!5

Each package contains a Treatise on Catarrh and
Dr. San lord’s Improved Inhaling Tube. Price §1.00.
For sale by Druggists everywhere.
WEEKS &
POTTER, BOSTON, General Agents.

OR

WRITE TO

By USE SANFORD’S JAMACIA GINGER
The Delicious Family Medicine for cramps and pains,
colds and chills.
myGS&Wlm
—

TO LET

Rheumatism

1
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To Let.
203 Cumberland St,, a pleasant and convenient rent of 4 or 5 rooms. Two rooms on the
lower floor can be connected. The house is supplied with gas, Sebago water and a furnace.

AT

dlw

my30

House to Let.

Rj'.'i

To Let.
PLEASANT Lower Rent of 5 rooms, at 38
Chestnut Street, for §15 per month to a small
L. TAYLOR.
family. Apply to
178 Commercial Street.
xny27dtf

A

ROOMS TO LET.

ALVIN A. LANE’S
24 Wilmot Street.

Store,

W

To Let.
a

two

families or
take boarders.
Church, schools,
stores and post office near by.
Also one new Photograph car for sale.
Inquire immediately of It.
RIDEOUT, on the Premises.
niy23d2w

;
9

P
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Portland Pier.

IW

with-

Printers’ Exchange,
required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
or to B. TIH/RSTOA X CO., Ill
Exchange Street.
0012
cltj
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w

n

E

3

g

fc
R

Ph

LET.

by

in

very short time, thus
restoring freedom of moycment and elasticity to the
joints. The disease being
a blood poison, of a pcctiliar nature, is
a

■

^

Wholesale Store,
(hr Thompaon Block, No*. 17 A, 19
IN
Middle Street. Good location below the Post
Office where all

wholesale drv goods and olher
located, The finest store in the
city, with light and airy basement, two entrances,
two counting rooms, brick safe, and elegant show
windows, tables, counters and other fixtures. Will
be let very reasonably f applied for soon. Apply to
the

are

H. E. THOMPSON,
No. 32$ Emery St. on the Spring St. Horse Car Rome,
mbit
dlf&w22

To Eet.
of High and Danforth St.,
repair, has 9 rooms and latge
pantry, good furnace, gas and Sebago water, good
cemented cellar, woodhouse and large garden, Incorner

best of

qiure at No. 18

myl6dtt

High Street.

A

Pleasant Front Rooms to let
with Board, Apply at this office.
apr29

dtf

To Let.

easterly half of residence corner of Free
and High streets, now occupied by W. H. Anderson, Esq. Possession given tirst of May.
eof
F. W. LIBBY,
42 Exchange St.
aprl8dti

STbc

To Let for Boanling House.
Ij ADI O HAS A HOUSE ON
WITH
TEN
ST.

fiSSJiCONGRESS
TO

imOKOOlTIS

OPPOSITE
aprl3dtf

THE EARK.

Store to Let.
No. 122 Commercial street, next below
Dana & Co., now occupied by Joshua Hobbs &
Son. Possession given immediately.
Apply at 96

STORE

Tinnforth St

f1

rtY

MA lJTX

dtl

To

R

Treated
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with from $500 to $700 to invest in
A PARTNER
good paying business in this city. Address
a

my27tf

Wanted.
STEADY Man to take charge of a farm on
Peakes’Island. No one need apply unless lie
can bring the best of references.
W. C. SAWYER & CO..
my25<ilwSeed Store, 22 Market Square.

A

m

O

1

To Let,
HOUSE No. 74 Danfortn Street,
containing all the modern improvements Inquire at No. 10 Central Wharf.

rjlUE
JL

BRICK

Jnel6

dtf

T. C. EVANS,
ADVERTISING AGENCY &

Situation Wanted.
COPYIST, and all kinds of writing, at a
moderate salary, by a
Unexyoung lady.
ceptionable references given. Address
ma!7dtf
"A.,” at this Office.

ERS’

AS

LOST AND FOUND.

106

PRINT-

WAREHOUSE,

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

Dealer in Wood and Metal Type and all kinds ol
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements inserted in any
paper in the United States or Canadas at publishers’
owest prices. Send for estimates.

Lost.

DODD’S

ROLL of Bills, containing about $30, between
Forbes Street, on lower road to Morrill’s
Corner and city. The tinder will please leave the
same
at 44 Exchange Street, and be

A

suitably

my2Gdtt

_BOARD.
Boarders Wautcd.
GENTLEMAN and bis wife can obtain good
board and lodging for eight dollars per week.
Reference required. Address A. B., Press Office.
dlw*
my29

ADVERTISING AGENCY,
121

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

Advertisements receiued for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at the lowest
contract prices.
Any information cheerfully given
and estimates promptly fuurnisbed.
__HORACE DODD.

Vaults Cioaiivd and Aslics Re.
moved.
CRIiERS promptly attended to by calling at
or
K. GILSON,
addressing
Jauldli
588 Congress Street.

ALL

Leave Portland at 7.50 a. ni.,
4.00 and 6.20 p. m.
Train stops at all stations between
Portland and Rochester, and runs through to
Worcester. Arrives at Rochester at 10.00 a.
m., (where it connects with Eastern and Boston & Maine Railroads.) At Nashua at 11.47
a. m., Lowell 12.15 p. m., Hoston 1.15 p.
m.,
A,er Junction 12.40 p. m., Fitchburg
1.25 p. m., and at Worcester at 2.10 p. in.,
connecting with trains Sontli and West.
2.36 P. 01. Ntrnmboat Express arrives at
Rochester at 4.30 p.m..connects at Epping
for Manchester and Concord, at Nashua
for Lowell and Hoston, at Aver Aunclion for Fitchburg and Iloosnc Tunnel Line at Worcester with Boston &
Albany Railroad, and goes through New
London without
change of Cnrs,
there connecting with the
magnificent
otcaiiicio ui
tuc
nurwicu
Ltini', arriving m
New York at Pier No, 40, North Hirer
at 6.00 a. m.
•late Booms can be secured in advance at
Karnes Bros., No. 28 Exchange Street and
at the Depot.
4.00 t*. HI. Train runs to Rochester, stopping at
all stations.
6.20 1*. HI. Train runs to Gorham.

-““2.30,

J.50 A. HI.

M
h
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lion yvith the Liniment.

m.,

Line Steamers at 5.00

^
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Neuralgia, Nervous Prostration. Nervous Weakness. Paralysis, Softening
ol (lie Brain, Chorea, and
all WEAKNESS caused by
LOSS
OF
NERVE
POWER cured by use ol

“P

h

C
k

prepaid,

of $1.25,

on

d&wlyl4

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
is well equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
BSFr*PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 1.50 p. m.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examina-

condition,

|

NINETY-NINTH EDITION.
a complete list of all the towns in
the
United Slates, the Territories end the Dominion ot
Canada, having a population greater than 5.000 according to the lastcensus, together with the names ol
the newspapers having tire largest local circulation In
each of the places named. Also a catalogue of newspapers which are recommended to advertisers as
giving greatest value in proportion to prices charged
Also, all newspapers in the United States and Canada printiug over 5,000 copies each Issue. Also, all
the
Keligious, Agricultural, Scientific and Mechanical

England

D,2®

Passenger Trains Leave

PORTLAND
lb

Saco, Bnldeford, Kennebiink, North
Berwick, South
Berwick, Conway
Junction.
Bittery,
l*ort«mouth,
Hnmpion,
Newburyport,
Beverly,
Che I wen nn«l Boston
Salem, Lynn,

or

at 9.00 a. m., 1.30 and 0.00 p. m., arriving
Boston at 1.30, 5.15 and 10 00 p. m.
For Saco and Biddeford at 5.20 p. m.

in

Rcd.uced.

Ratos.

To New York,

Will Fend,post-paid free,to each

new

ONLY.

subscriber

of The New York Agents’ Monthly, a magnificent Centennial Memorial Medal (in fancy
box), struck in Albata Plate Silver, larger than a
silver trade dollar, )| inch iu diameter—Price 50
cents each. The Agents’ Monthly is a handsome
spicy, 15 page paiicr. Subsciiption price 25 cents a
a year.
Send 25 cents, and you will receive the
Agents’ Monthly for one year, post-paid, and the
above Medal gratis.

Addiess, PJENTON PUBLISHING CO
mhl5d&wCm

170 Broadway, New York.

PALMER^

KNOX

unrivaled Stallion will stand this season at
McKcunry’* Stable* in Biddrford.
His increasing popularity makes him the most
deniable Stock Horse in ‘the Country. His colts
are all good ones, and commaud high prices.
For
£. H.

of

MeKKMVEY, Biddrford,
or J?I. In. PALIT1EK, Portland.
dtf

importation of Air*,
Holland Gin in
liiquor*.
bulk, J. HeKuyper. Green Seal Gin incase tromKotterdam. Irish and Scotch Whiskey in bulk and case
from Kamsey & Co., Liverpool. Hennessey
Brandy
in case, vintage 18GG, 1870 and 1873, direct from
France. Very fine old Port and Sherry Wines direct
from London. Heidsieck Champagn. BassPael Ale
from Burtou-on-Trent iu llhds., Bbls., and Kilderkeus. Also same (Hibberts bottling) in casks and
cases of Qts. and Pts.
In the original packages in
bond or duty paid
by JAMES McGLUMCHY, Im
porter, 89 Commercial St.
apr7eod6m

Direct
Wine*

OO
0.00
10.00

Two Express Steamboat Trains each week day,
at 6 and 7 P. M., one Lour later than
any other Sound Line; landing passengers at Pier
40, adjoining Pennsylvania R. R. Ferry, at Dcsbrosses St., New York.
Elegant Steamers. Drawing Room Car3.
Steamer leaves Pier 40, North River, lor Boston

leaving Boston

at 5 P. M.

Trains leave New London at 1.40 and 5 A. M.
Ar. at Boston at 6 and 8 55 A. M. Offices, 205
font of Summer St., Boston,
Gen’l Pacs. Agent N. Y. &

Washington St., Depot

nA.CrKENDALL,
II.

M. BRITTON, Supt. Eastern Div. N. Y. &
N. E. R. R.
mj22dlm

TO THE CENTENNIAL

FOREST

RETURNING:

Sight Express, with Sleeping Cars,

Boston,

FRANKLIN

on

this Line Only.

Pullman
Cars

and

ern

p.

are run

Railroad

m.

Parlor
by Easton

1.30

Express Train

for Boston.
myl

CAPT. KILBY,
Will leave Portland, every Monday Wednesday and Friday evening* at IO o’elpch,
for Rockland, Camden,
Belfast, Searsport, Sandypoint. Buck sport, Winterport,
Haiundeu and

Bangor.
Returning,

leaves

Bangor,

Monday*
every
morning*, al o

liioiiv

o’clock.

THK STEAMKR
CHARLES HOUGHTON,
CAPT. OKI* B.

INGRAB AH,

Will leave Commercial Wharf, Rockland, every
TueMday and TlauiMilny morning* at 5 I .'i
o'clock, (or on arrival of Steamer City of Richmond
from Portland,) for Deer Isle, S. W. ami Bar Harbors (Mt. Deseit), and Winter Haibor.
Returning, leaves Winter Harbor eveiy \V«do«—
day and Friday moruingwat <f.’tO o’clock,
as above, arriving at Rockland at about
! touching
I I o’clock, connecting with Steamer City of
Richmond
for Portland.
I
Will leave Com mere al

Wharf, Rockland,

every

Nnturday morning nl 5 I i o’clock, (or oil
arrival of Steamer as above) lor Ellsworth, touching
at Deer Isle.

Returning, leaves Ellsworth every Monday
morning nl .Y:KO o'« lock, touching at Deer Isle,
arriving in Rockland at about 11 o’clock, conned ing with Steamer City of Richmond for Portland.
Steamer

Charles

Houghton

has

5th.

l*?en

my5dtt

alternately

as

and

are

81.00.

by

all the popular Routes, via HocheMrr and
IjOihIoii. Sioninaio. and
I'all Hirer l.iues, for sale at the lowest rates

W. n. LITTLE

Passengers by this line are reminded that they se
comfortable night’s rest and avoid the ex.
inconvenience of arriving in Boston late

pense and
at night.

Tickets and State Rooms for sale by D. IT. Young,
No. 2GU Middle street.
Through Tickets to New York v!a the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Excursion Tickets to Philadelphia and return via
the Sound Lines $13.00.
Freight taken as usual.
tkw27-75
J. 11. COYLE, Jr., Gen’l Agt.

—

Leare each port eTery Wed’s’y & Sat’d’y.

Aio

Wharfage.

From Long Wharf, Boston, .3 p.m.
From Pine Street Wharf, Phila10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate of

delphia, at

sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R.,and South
by connecting lines forwarded tree of Commission.

.!

PASSAGE TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
E. K. HAHP80N, Agent,
TO l.ong Wharf, Boston.
Jn23-ly

Eastport,

Calais

and

TWO

TRIPS

PER

WEEK !

On and after

Monday,

March

27th, the Steamer New BruDswick,
Capt. E. B. Winchester, and City
of Portland, Capt. S. H. Tike,
will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of
State St., every Monday and Thursday, at 6.00 p. m.,
for Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St,. John and Eastport on the
same

days.

Connections made at Eastport for Robbinston,
St. Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annap
olis, Windsor, Kentvilie, Halifax, N. S., Shediae.
Amherst, Piefou, Frederickton, Charlottetown and
Snmmerside, P. E. I.
tS’-F'.eight received on days of Bailing until 4

o’clock, p.m.

A". R. STUBBS, Agent,
dtf

mar22

INMAN

LINE

ROYAL MAIL STEAMERS

FOR

QUEENSTOWN

AND LIVERPOOL,

Sailing from New York on SATURDAY of
each week, from Pier 45, North River.
CITY OF
CITY OF
CITY OF

CITY OF LONDON,
LIMERICK,
MONTREAL,
CITY OF BROOKLYN,
NEW YORK,
CITY OF BRUSSELS,
PARIS,
CITY OF CHESTER,
CITY OF RICHMOND,
Passengers will find these teamers tastefully fitted up, while the State-rooms are light, airy and
roomy. The saloons large and well ventilated, are
the breadth ot the vessels, and situated where there
is least noise and motion.
Smoking rooms. Ladies’
Boudoirs, Piano-iortes and Libraries, Bath-rooms,
Barber’s Shop. <£c.
iDstant communication with the stewards by
electric bells.
The steamers of this Company adopt the Southerly Route, thus lessening the danger from ice and
fogs.
Rates of passage—$80 and $100, cold, according to

ANTWERP,
BERLIN,

CITY OF
CITY OF
CITY OF
CITY OF

BRISTOL,

accommodation, all hnv ilifi Pniinl «ii Infill hHp Inirpc
Round Trip Tickets—$145 and $175, gold.
Steerage—To and from all points at reduced rates.
For dates of sailing and plan of staterooms apply to

ma31d3m

JOHN O. DALE, Agent,
15 Broadway, New York.

CLYDE’S
Philadelphia, Boston & New England
STEAMSHIP LINES.
STEAMERS PER WEEK,.
WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY bv Boston and
Providence Railroad via Providence.
TU tSDAY and SATURDAY hv
Old Colony Railroad via Fail
COCK

River.
Roods

Received at Depots
Dailv.
Through Bills Lading given from Boston and principal points in New England to the South and Southwest. Close connection made at Philadelphia with
the “CLYDE STEAM LINES” to Baltimore.
Norfolk
Richmond. Charleston, Ncwberue and tVn.binxton.
D. D. C. MINK, Rcucrnl Enstcrn Agent.
Devonshire Street. Boston.
dtf

Ja°U_

Norfolk, Baltimore

&

Washington

STEAMSHIP
a

CINE

week.

Class M teams hip
JOHNS HOPKTNS.
WM. CRANE.
WM. LAWRENCE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
From Boston direct every Tl'EMDAT
and SATURDAY.
First

—

AND

—

WM. KENNEDY.
BLACKSTONE.
and aIcCLELLAN.
From Providence every WUDNKMDAY

FOB
fTmmTmm

Halifax, Nova Scotia,
With connection,

laud, Cape

upright of about eix horse
Upright Tubular Boiler of about

an

to VV1LH. 1'KN-

’neUlklti.

to

Prince Edward leJokiu,N. K

Breton and Mi

The Steamship FALMOUTH,

expressly lor the route)
ginilt
apt. W. A. Colby, will leave
Boston

Railroad Wharf, every
SATURDAY at 5 30 p. m. for

HALIFAX, direct, making connections with the Intercolonial Railway, to' Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and Pictou, and steamers for Prince Edward
Island; also at New Glasgow, N. S., w'th Lindsey’s Stages for Cape Breion, and at Halifax with

Johns. N.,F.
rS’-RETURNING will leave Halifax on TUESDAYS, at 8.30 p. in.
No freight received after 10 a. m. on day of Bailing.
For further information apply to J. 8. COYLE.
Jr., Franklin Wharf, or
oct28dtl
JOHN PORTEOCS. Agent.

steamers for St.

TELLE R.—Madame N. A.
Maddox, the celebrated Clairvoyant, Fortune
Teller and Doctress, can be consulted iit No. 3 Quincy St. Madame M. has had large experience in telling iorttines, searching out Inst, biddeu or stolen
treasures, &c., and was never known to be at fault.
Do not miss this opportunity of consulting the greatest fortune teller of the ago. Persons entering intoany
new business or profession, the conducting ot which
they do not understand, will tind it to their advantage to pay her a visit. She can foretell the destiny
of friends in any part of the world and describe them
perfectly. She also describes all manner ot disease
that flesh is heir to, and gives medicine for tli%same.
She has given universal satisfaction to all who have
consulted her in her constant travels since she was
seven years old.
Good testimonials given if desired.
Terms, Gents SI .00: Ladies 50 cents. Office hours
rom 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.
noSdtl

FORTUNE

A Sea Side RESORT.
One of the most charming and healthful locations
ON THE NEW ENGLAND COAST,
within

Four Mile of the State House in Boston,
has lately been brought into the market by the
RONTON LAND CO
who

,

rapidly developing their immense property
throwing it open to the public.
Bordered on the one side by the
arc

and

BROAD

ATLANTIC,

and

on the other by the inner
HARBOR OF RONTON,
with all its innumerable attractions,
having hourly
communication with the city, the heart or which is
reached iu less than half an hour, by (be new narrow
gauge route of Boston, K vere Beach and Lvnn Railiu*m, u. uuert wuii wno are seexiug neaitn and
ure an opportunity which seldom
to

pleasoccurs,
possess
A NEA HIDE RESIDENCE
at a reasonable price. The Company are now prepared to offer at private sale many most desirable locations; ana on

SATUBDAY, June lOtli,
they

propose to throw open
AT PIBUC

MALE,
SEVERAL MILLIONS OF FEET,
which will be sold to the nionKST bidder, without
any reservation whatever, except suitable restrictions
as to the stylo of buildings to be erected, &c.
Full descriptive circulars, with schedule of the
land to be sold and other days of sale, also free tickets
from Boston to and from the sale, sent to
any address on application to
BOSTON LAND COMPANY,
No. 48 Congress St., Room 14, Boston, Mass.
niy»
dlwt
AGENTS Wnnledfoi THE CENTENNIAL HOOK OF UlOGKAFlIY.or the lives
of the great men of our ttr«t I OO yearn.
Send tor
circulars. P. \V. ZIEGLER & CO., 518 Arch St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
my!0t4w

A /k io $G9 a week and Expenses, or $IOO
♦|P“ v/ forfeited. All the new and standard Novelties. Chromes, etc. Valuable Samples free witJh
Circulars. It. L. FLETCHER, 111 Chambers Street,
N. Y.
myl0t4w

4

-LiAv

HPW 73subscribers in one dap. Best
x
literary paver. Only $1.50 a year.

$10 chromos free.
Pubs., Phila.
Three

Munyon & Sponsler,
mylutlw

FOR

COUGHS, COLDS. H0ABSENE8S,
AND ALL THROAT DISEASES.
TTSK

Weils’ Carbolic Tablets,
PUT UP ONLY
HI

IN
I K BOXES.
A TRIED AND *I'KK RKMKltY.
For sale by Druggist* generally, anil

GEO. 0
n>I*c

Boston.
To all points of North and South Carolina bv Seaboard anti Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
G. H. Keith, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & < >hto
R. R., C. A. Chipley, Agent, 219 Wasnington street,

GOODWIN & CO., Boston, Mas*.
dlwt

AGENTS WANTED FOR THE

('i;Ei*JTERi!MIAL
HISTORY
U.S.
7

Boston.

Of rn

Tbe ercat interest in our
thrilling Jdrtory makes
this the fastest selling book ever
It contains a full account ot the Grand Centcnuial Exhibition.
€ A l I ION.—Old.
and Unreliable

pubfllhcd.

Incomplete

work*are bong circulated; see that the book you
*
*,iue Engraving., and tt'XS

I*nije«t:U11S
Send

for circulars and extra terms to
Agents.

Address, NATtoNAL Publishing Co., Philada.Pa.
111

MAINE

dlwt

_

STEAMSHIP

CO.

TO

MEW

YORK.

cnl

ne

new

■iiniori-

Work Oar

flicts of Red and

White Foes. Exciting Adventures,
Captivities, horays, Scouts, Pioneer woJtten and
boys Indian war-paths, Camp life, and Sports. A
dock lor old and
young. Not a dull page. No competition. Enormous sales. Agents wanted everywhere.
Illustrated Circulars free. JT V
iflcCl'KDl A C’O, Philada Pa.
my23d4wt
are

earning 940

AND
Complete

Franconia

ior

WESTERS BORDER.

OUR
and

m jd. wlm

-**

Men

LINE,

Steam Ciiffint: ami Boiler
an

11A BPS WELL,

MAIL LINK TO

and MAT UK DAY.

—

FOR SALE.

CO.,

011 and after October 8tb, 1875,
Steamer Henrietta, Cant. G.
V
LOWELL, will leave Harp*.
we|| Mondays and Saturdays at
8 a. in., touching at Chebeagne, I tilde Chebeague and Long Inland. Returning, will leave
Commercial Wharf, at 3 p. m. touching at the above
landings. Will touch at Cousens* Island each way.
For particulars inquire ot Captain on board or
STEPHEN KICKER, ^gcnt, 131 Commercial St.
»¥*
dtf

Fkeight forwarded fr*m Nortoik to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jane
Mosely.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Term. R. R. to all places in
the South, W. M. Clark, Agent, 240 Washington St„

Through bills of lading given by the above named
Agents.
Passage 915.00. Excursion Tickets $25.
For freight or passage to Nortoik, Baltimore. Washington, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,
E. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
no2dtf
Providence, R.

X

dtr

Windsor and CJnlifnx.

SPRINC* ARRAN GrBIjNI JENT.

OFFICE,
Commercial Street, Steamers
Eleanora
AS

ENGINE

LITTLE

Block, 31 Exchange St.

mvio

TICKET

LOW AS BY ANY OTHER

D.

John, Digby,

HI.

GOING

—

CENTENNIAL,

PHILADELPHIA
Steamship Line.

TO THE

Procure an Accideut Ticket or Policy In
nuring *1.1 .OO per week in caw of di.abl.
tni{ injury, or SCtuoo in Ibe event ot death
by Accident, which are for sale at the office of

Stanton

Tickets

and includes tickets entitling the holder to a FREE
CARKIAOK IN BOSTON (from Boston &
Maine Depot to any other Railroad Station in Boston
and return). Passengers can take any carriage stationed at the depot without charge.
Baggage Checked Through.
J. T. FUUBER.
S. H. STEVENS,
Gen. Agent, Portland.
Gen. Supt.
dtf
my23

X CO.

IF ‘.YOU ARE

W.

~AOT)

sold at the

—

Tickets
—

cure a

Boston & Maine It. It.
353

TO

WHARF, Portland,

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE

fESTEMIAL

Excursion

Excursion

follows:

—

FAKE

—

power, ami

dtt

STEAM ER El TV OF RICHMOND

The

Daily, nf 7 o’clock P. >1., and INDIA
WHARF. BOSTON, daily nf 7 ■». iff.
(Sunday* cxccpfcd).

BETWEEN

Philadelphia, Baltimore
Washington,

my 10dim

fjnHE
A

GEO. BACHEI.DE11, Superintendent,

run

Four times

WIT OUT CHANCE OF CARS.
Via New York and New England H. P. & F.. and
New York, New Haven aud Hartford Railroads.
Transfer Hfenaier .tlarylnud (Between HaraPd Jersey City.) Pennsylvania, PhilaIpm
delphia, Wilmington and Baltimore, and Baltimore
and Potomac Bail roads.
3f?'Pullman's Palace Drawing-Room Cars on Day
Trainsjind Sleeping Cars on Night Trains.
Couimeuciug Monday, Jlny 8, 1876.
Express Trains will leave the New York and New
England Railroad Depot, foot ot Summer Street,
Boston, each week day as follows:
SOUTH BOUND.
Leave BOSTON.at 9.00 A. M., 7.00 P. M.
Leave WuUCESlER, via N.
& W. R. R.at 10.00 A. M., 8.05 P. M.
Arrive PHILADELPHIA...at 8.50 P. M., 7.00 A. M.
Arrive WASHINGTON.at 12.00 M.
NORTH BOUND.
Leave WASHINGTON.at 1.37 P. M.
Leave PHILADELPHIA... .at 8.30 A. M.,7.00 P. M.
Arrive BOSTl IN. at 9.00 P. M., 8.55 A. M.
Tbit, in flic ONI.Y line Running Cnrn
TMKOUCII WITHOUT CHANCE.
Regular anil Excursion Tickets and Seats and
Berths secured at office No. 205 Washington Street,
and at the New York and New England Railroad
Depot, foot of Summer street, Boston.
A. C. KENDALL,
H. M. BRITTON.
Gen’l-Pass. AgeDt,
Supt. Eastern Division.
N. Y. & N. E. R. It.
N. Y. & N. E. K. R.

Leave Boston every day (except Sundays) at 8.00
p. m., arriving in Portland at 12.15 a.* m.

Pullman Cars

Machiasport.
Returning, leaves Machiasport, every Monday
and Thursday morning, al 4 l-‘i o’c lock.

CITY AND JOHN It KOOKS

will, until further notice,
Leiving

THE NEW ROUTE
—sa£—-EB—

For BoMon every day (except Mondays) at 2.00
a. m., arriving in Boatou at 6 15 a. m.

Train* Leave Boston for Portland at 7.30,
9.00 a. ni., and 12.30 p.m., arriving at Portland
12.10,1 00 and 5.00 p. m.

141 •Vloclt (nr Rock-

»■

Portland, May

Sight Express, with Sleeping Cars,

THIS

particulars, inquire

$4

To New York mid Return.
To Philadelphia and Return.

d O tnv w*

SPECIAL OFFER-FOR SHORT TIME

R. R,

NORWICH LINE.

Containing

U-Ujvrs

Canada, Detroit, .Chicago, Milwaukee, Cincinnati, Ml. Louis, Omaha,
Nagiuaw, Nt. Paul, Nall Lnlte City,
Denver, Nan Franci»co,
and all points in the
Northwest, West and ^southwest.
J. C. FURNIVAL, Agt.

On and after WEDNESDAY* 22d, inst,
and until further notice.
TRAINS WILL. RUN AS FOLLOWS
GrOIiNGr
WEST.
8.15 A. in.—Passenger train from Portland for a
stations, rnnning through without change to St.
Johnsbury, Dauville, Hardwick. Morrisville, Hyde
Park and Johnson, Vermont. Connects with B.
C. &■ M. R. R. for Lancaster, Whitefield.
Littleton,
Well’s River, Montpelier, Burlington, St. Albans,
&c., &c.
2.40 P. m .—Passenger train from Portland for
Upper Barrlett and intermediate stations.
GOING EAST.
8.00 A. HI.—Passenger train from Upper Bartlett
and intermediate stations, arriving in Portland at
11.15 a. m.
1.15 P. HI.—Passenger tiain from Fabyan’s in

Newspaper
Eastern Railroad
Advertising.

ou

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates!
To

Depot Foot of Hammer Street, Boston.

at

.!

I recently relittcd and furnished with a NEW
BOILER and new Machinery, making her every
way a first class Steamer.
Eor further particulars, inquire of
CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gcm’l Agent,
Railroad Wharf.

—

NEW CONNECTIONS.

Johnson, Vt.,

The Superior Sea Going Steamers,

Auburn and Lew-

are not responsible for
baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate ot

J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.
Portland. Dec. 21. 1875.oct25dtf

e7d!3Im

ABD

New York & New

m.

Medical, Masonic, Juvenile, Educational, Comme--’
cial. Insurance, Real Estate, Law, Sporting,
Musical
I'ashion, end other special class journals; very complete lists. Together with a complete list of over
300 German papers printed in tho United
States.
Also, an essay upon advertising; many tables of
rates, showing the cost of advertising in vario-s
newspapers, and everything which a beginner in advertising would like to know.
Address GK«. P. KOffELL X CO,,
41 Park Kow, New Vorb.

for

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER. Superintendent,
Portland. June 21,1875.
ap29dtf

tyFreight trains leave Portland daily

Price Twenty-five Cents.

m.

tion.
The Company

STAGE CONNECTIONS.
At White Rock for North Windham.
At Sebago Lake for Standish Corner.
At Baldwin for Cornish, Porter, Kezar Falls and
Fieedom.
At Brownfield for Denmark and Bridgton.
At Fryeburg for Lovell, Stowe and Chatham.

OTIIEKN.

STEAMERS?

BOSTON

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST

H. N.

M
V

AND MENTION PAPKE,

tram at 1.20 p.

—

We take pleasure in referring you to all the Fiwh
Lobster Dealer*, Produce Dealer*,
WhoIe*nje Dry €*ood* Merchant*. Wholewale Milliner* and any others of Portland, who
are now shipping by this route.
Our landing in New York is Pier 40, North River,
(Norwich Line, foot of CaDal Street)
For rates and lurther im format ion, apply to
J. M. LUNT, Supt. Portland, or

connection with through train from
arriving in Portland at 5.45 p. m.

aprfi

follows:

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.,

and

g

(IF AI.L

*■

land. Castine, Deer Isle. Sedgwick, South West and
Bur Harbors (Mt. Desert), Mlllbrldge, donesport and

Wednesday aud

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston <& Providence K. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with tlie elegant and popular steamer Stonington every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
ulvtay* iu advance of all other line*. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 Exchange St.,aml W. D. Little & Co.’s, 194 Exchange St.
L. W. F1LKINS,
D. S. BABCOCK,
Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York.
President.
OCll ’73
dtf

MONDAY. May 1,1S76,

as

Mail train for Island Pond, (stopping at all stations to Island Pond,)* connecting with night mail
train for Quebec, Montreal and the West at 1.50
p. in.
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston and
South Paris at 5.15 p. m.
Trains will arrive as follows:
Mail train from Gorham and Intermediate Stations
at 8.30 a. in.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8 30 a. m*
Mail from Quebec, Montreal and West at 1.45 p.m.
Express lrom Lewiston and Auburn at 1.10 and
5.35 p. m.

Freight leaving Portland at 2.30 p. in.,
arrive* in New York 6.00 a. m. NEXT
MORNING.

L

receipt

On and after
rains will run

a. in.

Express

Vow York at 5.00 p. m.,
in Portland 1.15 p. ni. NEXT

2
t

**
Ask lor OriOeu’s Rlicu- %
matic Remedies, ihey all 5
bear our trademark and
signature, and are put up g
securely. Price $1.00 each; b
lorwardcd to any part of S
the United States by ex-

press,

7.00

iston.

Freight leaving

PORTLAND & OGDEN SBURG RF.

4'APT. DEEKING,
IP Will leave Portland every
Tuesday nuil Friday Fvru-

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

ARRANGEMENT

Express train 7.00 a. m. tor Auburn and Lewiston.
Mail train for Gorham ami intermediate stations at

Freight Requiring Very Quiet Despatch.

R

>

(8

^aBaffiKESje"

—

2

Ot. P.”

n

SUMMER

arrives in

Portland & Worcester Line

W

^

STEAMER LEWISTON,

BOSTON

Ar.TEKATIO.il 1H TRAINS.

We would respectfully call the attention of
Merchant* and others to the superior facilities
offered by the

P

Central

Grand Trunk It, R. of Canada.

m.

TURNER,
Freight and Passenger Agent, Worcester, Mass.
Portland, hie., May 4, 1876.
mv4dtf

Y. &

my22dlm

Halifax.
tPullman Sleeping Car attached.
$Mixed.
PAYSON TUCKER, Sup t.
Portland, May 8,1876.
my8dtf

§p DESPATCH.

for

Div. N.

Trains leave Portland for BanBelfast and Dexter
at t!2.35 a. m., 1.25 p. m.
Skowhegan 1.20 and 1.25 p. m.
Augusta, Hallowed, Gardiner, Brunswick 112.35
$G.15 a. m., 1.25. 5.20 p. m.
Rockland $6.15 a. m., 1.25 p. m.
Bath $6.15 a. m., 1.25, 5.20 p. m.
Lewiston $6.15 a. m., 1.20, 5.CO p. m.
Farmington 6.15 a. m., 1,20 p. m.
The tl2.35 a. m. train lor Bangor makes close connection with E. & N. A. Railway foi St. John and

a. m.

—

line

FOR NEW YORK,

1

dtt

0

vromGTOs

b^r^—^^^^Higor,
Watervilie,
Bf1

J. M. LUNT, Supt.

MERCHMTS’

luwest rates.
The C»lu*s:ow Live of steamers sail from
Quebec every Thursday for Glasgow direct. Cabin
passage $60, steerage at lowest rates.
Passengers booked to and from all parts of England, Ireland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark ami
Germany at lowest rates.
Prepaid and Return Tickets issued at reduced
rates. Anply to J. L. FARMER, General Agent for
New England, No. 3 India Street, Portland, Me.
C-'f*s*Nij’ht Nu rliug Cheek* i**ucd in wiiiiir
to *uif for £1 and upward*.
myOdtf

WEDNESDAY. MAY 17, 1876.

Express from New Lon-

apl

Ellsworth ami Bangor.
j

Pennsylva-

RAILROAD.

Worcester at 8.00 a. m., 6tops at
Springvale, Alfred, Saco River, Gorham, Saecarappa and Westbrook, arrives in Portland at
1 20 p. m., makes close connection with the
Maine Central and Grand Trunk Railroads.
11.45 A. HI. Train is a freight train with Passenger Car attached, stops at all Stations, and
is due in Portland at 5.10 p. m..
8.50 P. HI. Train is through from New York,
stops at all Stations when signaled, arrives
m.,

BRITTON, Snpt. Eastern

Maine

m., and

a.

Jersey City).

N. E. R. R.

4

2

To
effect a permanent
cure, the Pills and Elixir
must be used in conjunc-

E. R. R.
II. M.

Stations, arrives in Port-

in Port land at 10.50 p.

Cummings,

nia, Philadelphia, Wilmington & Baltimore and Bal& Potomac Railroads.
Pullman Palace
Drawing-Room Cars on day, and Sleeping Cars on
night trains.
Express Trains leave Dei>ot foot of
Summer St., each week day—at 9 00 a. m., aniving
at Philadelphia at 8.50 x>. m.; at 7.00 p. m., arriving
at Philadelxdiia at 7.00 a. m.
Leave Philadelphia
8.30 a. m. Ar. Boston 9.00 p. m. Leave Philadelxdiia
7.00 p. m. Ar. Boston 8.55 a. m. Only Line running
Cars Through Without Change.
To Philadelxdiia
§9 40. To Philadelphia and Return §17.50.
Special rates made for i»art'es of 50 or more.
Regular and Excursion Tickets and Seats and
Berths secured at office No. 205 Washington Stieet,
and at foot of Summer Street, Boston.
A. C. KENDALL, Gen’l Pass. Agent N. Y. & N.

follow.:

a.

Derry.
First-class fortnightly mail steamers of this liue
from Halifax every other Tueiuiny, for
Liverpool, touching at flueniNtoivu.
Passage—First-class—$5o, $70 and $kii gold, or its
equivalent; intermediate $33 gold; third-class at

Macliias,

timore

On and after Monday, April, 3, 1876,

and 8.50 p. m.
7.20 A. HI. Stops at all
land at 10 00 a. m.
11.25 A. HI. Steamboat

<;t

Boston & Philadelphia.

tween Harlem River and

9

§

infernally by means ol ilie
Fills and Elixir—alternating one with the other
accoriling to Directions.

Inquire
dtf

for refresh-

RICTTJ-RIN'IJS'Gr.
Trains leave Rochester at 7.20, 11.15, 11.45

touching

without Change of Cara.
viaNew York & New Eugland, Hart., Prov. & Fishkill, and New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroads.
Trnnftfcr Steamer Maryland. (Be-

Portland & Rochester R. R.
run ns

Liverpool,

sail

THE CENTENNIAL.

^TO
MARYLAND
Direct

FUKBER.Gen. Stmt.
ap20dtt

Train, will

John

^Between

Eastport, Calais,
Also, connect with Grand
Trunk Station, and Maine
& Ogdensburg trains at

ewm,fw<,JAS-T‘ Portland.
STE\
ENS, Agent,

TBwMMow.Miia

Aml’w Newell,

Kennard,

First-class Weekly mail steamers of this line sail from Quebec
every
Niifurilny morning,
for

—

Mt. Desert,

Shortest Ocean Voyage.

THE NEW ROUTE.

u

gJ

^
H
J

!

Rockland, Mt. Desert, Macluas,

nrmc»

Tel.

tl Dov Hired.
the premises.

HOUSE
deci5
on

for sale at Boston & Maine R. It. Ticket Office.
N. B.—Rate* n»» low a* by any oilier T.inc.
Tickets via ail Eiue* to all point* for sale at
lowest rates.
Free carriages from Depot in Boston to
any other
depot and return—choice of carriages.
Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portland and Bangor,

Robert O. Fuller,
B. F. Mortiu,
Wm. H. Goodwin,

Thomas Parsons.
Trains leave New York and New England Depoi,
toot of Summer Street, Boston, at 9 A.M. and 7 P. M.
Tickets ami berths or seats in Pullman cars secured
nt
Washington Ntr«*rl, ICo-ton. or at
Depot.
mv2Geod3t

New York msd Phil-

adelphia

PETER HANNA.

PLEASANT rent of six rooms in perfect order;
has gas and Sebago. Rent $2D0.
Apply to L.
XA YLOR, 178 Commeieial street.
myl2-tf

1)K

M. P.

itransfer Station.

SUMMER SERVICE.

LINE

TO

—

(lie Only liisiild Itoii
Uo^iug: Point Jmlitli.

Chester Guild,

Addison Bo>deu,

INSIDE

LINE.

ALLAN

A II E A Ik

Lincoln,

F. W.

George Myrick,

STEAMERS.

Tills is

Chas, Whitney,

Niles,

S. R.

Excursion Ticket*

All trains stop at Exter ten minutes
ments at tirst class dinning rooms

Chas. A. Page,
J. H. Stickney,
Edw. Sands,
II. W. Williams,
Jerome Jones,
T% C. Stearns,
Stephen B. Simons,
J. Willard Rice,
Henry S. Chase,
F. A. Turner,

Fred Reed,

Oliver Ditson,
Oscar 11. Sampson,
Henry C. Morse,
George N. Bigelow,

St. John and Halitax.
Trunk trains at Grand
Central and Portland

Stephen B, Ives, Jr.,
C. M. Clapp,
Jas. II. Danfort!?,
Tims. Mack,
A. H. Thompson,
Albert Thompson,
Henry Smith,
K, B. Haskell,

£r!a^l.c.*8»*,• Emery,

m. runs

to

E. W. Converse,
Moses W. Richardson,
W. P. Leacock,
Chas. O. Gage,

Will d P. Phillips,
F. M. Johnson,
Amory A. Lawrence,
Chas. A. B. Shex»ard,
M. D. Ross,
Chas. A. Smith,
N. D. Whitney,
Henry II. Barrows,
James Horswell,
P. L. Everett,
J. Warren Faxon,
E. D. Ingraham,

through to Boston
in Three Hour* and Fifty Minute*,
making
close connection with Fall River, Stonington and
Norwich Wound Nteawer Une* and all Rail
Lines to New York and Philadelphia.

a.

a new house, 171 LinWater closet, Sebago
water, gas. Also light express wagon for sale. InS. D. MERRILL & CO.,
quire of
31 Temple St.
my20tf

the

leaving Portland at 1.3’J p.

don, leaving Norwich

*

the

<

I). N. Skillings,
W. A. Simmons,
Geo. K. Guild,
Geo. B. Loring,
George O. Carpenter,
Edw’d T. Russell, Jr
J. B. Jordan,
Thomas E. Proctor,
James R. Osgood,

Ihc Fast Express Train

CHANGE OF TIME.

H

classes of trade

externally

ot the Liniment,
which, when properly applied, reduces the swelling, relieves the tension
and removes the inflammation, the cause of pain

H

§

phia, particularly l'or family travel.
May 18, 1870.
E. A. Straw,
Sam’l B. Rindge,
Charles Amory,
Clias. L. llaley.
Franklin Haven,
Win. A. Haskell,
Win. Amory,
T. Albert Taylor,

Parlor Car* on trains leaving Portland at 1.30
m. and Boston 8.45 a. m.

Story

o( the
with power il

TO

The

the
disease is

<!

IjJET' I

Room In the Second

market.
treated

g

To Let.
inquire
my23d If

p.

Portland at 6.40

means

M

1878.

p. in.
For Lowell at 0.15. 8.45 a. m.t 1.30, 3,15 p. ro.
For ilInnclicMicr,4'ouconl uu«l I ppcr tfnilrond* (via New Market Junction) at 6.15 a. iu.,
3.15 p. m.; (via Lawrence) at 8.45 a. ni.
For 1m re at Fall* at 6.15, 8.45 a.
m., 1.30, 3.15, 6 00
p. m.
For Kochenter, Farmington und Alton
Bay at 6.15. 8.45 a. m., 3.15 p. m.
For Kennebunk at 6.15,
8.42, a. m., 3.15 5.30,
ttt.
6.00 p. m.
For Waeo and Biddcford at6.15, 8.45 a. ni.,
1.30, 3.15, 5.30, 6.00 p. m.
For Wcarboiongb. Blue Point and Old Orchard Bench at 6.15, 8.45 a. ni., 3.15, 5.30, 6.00
p. iu.^
Morning Train* will leave Keuuebuuli
for Portland at 7.20 a. ni.

»

prepared articles in

q

m

Q

g00

the pleasant village of Cumberland Centre
IN large
story house and stable, convenient for
two
to

rooms

a

Scientifically

P

transfer steamer Maryland, and fioin personal experience and observation
commend it to the public as the most convenient and
pleasant route between New England and Philadel-

I'nweiigrr Trains will leave Porflnnd for
Boston at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 1 30, 3.15, 6.00 p. m
arriving at Koston at 10.45 n. m., 1.30, 0.20,
8.00, 10 00 p. in.
Returning. lenve Hoston at 7.30, 8.45 a. m„
12.30, 3.30. 6.00 p. in., deriving at Portland at
12.25, 12.55, 5.00, 8,10, 10 00 p. ni.
Foe Lnwrenec at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 1 30,3.15, 0 00

Local Train from Gorham at 6.00

£

h

To Let.
LOWER Tenement in House, No. 85 Lincoln
St., 5 rooms with gas and Sebago. Apply to

convenient rent of five
in two minutes walk of city building,
APLEASANT
at No. 3

disease that afflicts
over 25 per centum ot the
human race. Almost cvery effort heretofore made
in the treatment of this
disease has been to allay
the
present
suffering—
trusting to luck to eftect a
cure. DR.P.J.RRIFFEK
& CO., after years ot research, now present to the
public the only

g

fn

Two large and very desirable rooms
on State Street.
Also a pleasant suuny house, at $400
a year,
inquire of J. C. PROCTER,
93 Exchange Street.
dtf
my2G

my26dlw*

«
*

^

A First-class dwelling house pleasantly situated in the westerly part of the city, to a man
.BKLand wife who will take two Ladies to board
if applied for immediately. Inquire of JOHN C.
PROCTER, 93 Exchange St.
my29dlw

Pennsylvania Railroads, and

rear

(trademark)

STEAMERS.

The undersigned have been overjthe New Express
Line between Boston and Philadelphia by the New
York and New England; Hartford, Providence &
Fishkill; New York, New Haven & Hartford; and

ARRANGEMENT,

Commencing Monday May 1,

c
i,
S.
H.

mas. L. T. B. KING,
RELIABLE Clairvoyant ran be found

SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE

ly

SUMMER

treated.ap3eod2m*

Mass.

Is a purely vegetable distillation, and is by insufflation taken up into the nasal passages, and also taken
internally, thus acting upon the stomach, liver and
kidneys. Under its influence the system immediatebraces up and the first thorough dose gives evidence that it is a powerful and effective medicine.
Give it a single trial.

pleasant

a

by admy27dlw*

tenant

Partner Wanted.

A

MRSi DR. WELCH,
CHIROPODISTS,
MR. &

Sanford’s Radical Cure sells well, and is very much
Mrs. S. P. WING,
Sangerville, Me.

aprll

rewarded

CORNS! CORNS!

RAILROADS.

Boston & Maine To Philadelphia
Without Change of Cars.
RAILROAD.

apr29dtf

liked.

western

or

O, Press Office.

formerly occupied by Emmons Chapman,
PORTLAND, MAINE,
where may also be found a good assortment of
Drugs. Fancy and Toilet Articles.
store

and

cure,

To Eet.

WANTED*

prise. Address
U.S. MEDALLIOS CO., 212

SOLD ONLY AT

D. B. SAWYER’S DRUG STORE,
17« Middle St, Cor. of Exchange,

A

dlw*

CENTENNIAL

fivmcNN. nuil all ilixermcx earned
by nti,unhealthy Mate of
tliv xtomachor bowels
Any number of recommendations might be published, but tlie article is so xvell and favorably known
that it is deemed unnecessary. Let the sufferer use
them a short time according to the directions on each
botile and be convinced that all is true which is now
said of them. The best article of the kind ever offered !or tlie relief of the sick and suffering.

Milo, Me.
Lave no trouble
in selling it.
L. P. EVANS & CO.,
Garland, Me.
Sanford’s Radical Cure has given universal satisfaction to all my customers, and above all other remedies is a success.
E. F. CAREY.
recommend

We

in the
HOUSE

Situation Wanted.

°tM6

M.

It is

I have kept Sanford’^Radical Cure on hand sinco
its first introduction, and the sale and satisfaction in
its use have been unequalled by any other similar
preparation within my knowledge.
W. H. WILLIS, M. d.,
Reading, Mass.
1 have sold Sanford’s Radical Cure for a year or
more, and it stands the test the best of any similar
WILL H. OWEN,
remedy I have ever sold,

on

AGENTS

Bitters 2
This medicine lias been before the public most of
the time for the past twenty-five years, and has given
excellent satisfaction to all who have used it.
The
Bitters are composed ot the best articles of the vegetable kingdom, and are again prepared by the
original iuvesiior, and are confident^ recommended as one ot the l>est articles ever offered to the
public, especially for all those difficulties and ills attendant upon this season of the year. They are particularly recommended lor the cure of
ludigrxtion or I>ynpep*«ia. Jaundice. Lorn
of Appetite, t»cucral Debility, Cox-

Me.

Sanford’s Radical Cure is having a good sale.
just what the people have been wanting.

PURIFYING

E AND

stairs tenement in
DOWN
coln St
Cor. Cedar.

18 to 20, good penman requisite, salary
small but situation permanent. One wbo has
had clerical experience preferred. Address in own
hand writing with references, Box 1659.
dtf
my30

*

the work it is daily

To Eet.

Young man Wauled.

my29

U\i

/

Sanford’s Radical Cure has proved the best remedy
for relieving Catarrh.
W. M. FELLOWS,
Haverhill, Mass
I am selling large quantities of your Sanford’s
Radical Cure.
Dr. WENTWORTH,

WANTS.

MAN and

to

RAILROADS,

MURRAY'S

tion from

A

Omelets.

material through

putting

RECOMMENDED.

be employed.—London Lancet.

A recipe for omelets is fancifully given in
this way:
“Have some fresh eggs, not omelet eggs.
All eggs that will not by any possibility do to
boil are put away in restaurants to make omelets with. Break them into a china bowl.
If they are fresh, the white will be as clear as
a maiden’s eye, and the
yolk as round as the
pupil of it. Add a tablespoonful of milk for

MEDICAL

UNIVERSALLY

to

9l «0 per week ! ! seillDg

COUNTRY
ITS RESOI RCES.
thrilling hi.lory of too

>

in the
eventfn
years, also of the great
in
.learriplion of our mighty resourcesin anticulture
commerce, minerals, manufactures, natural
runo.i,/i:s tie., all richly illustrated. A
“Centuni"
itlnp ami “BirdVcye view’’ (r,.„ S„IU
velloii.ly fast. I Ul O morcogent* wanted iiuirklu tor this and our standard
o»iiv

‘Exhibition’’—grand

wonders'

“l.mi

rouie, ana Doth she and the Franconia are titled up
with tine accommodations tor
passengers, making
this the most convenient and comfortable route for
travellers between New York and Maine.
These
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven during the
summer months on their passage to ami from New

York.

Passage in State Room $3, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
dnS^FreightB taken at the lowest rales.
Shippers are requested to s« ml their freight to the
Steameis as early a* 4 P. M., on the
they leave
Portland. For further information apply to
HENRY' FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can also be obtained at 22
Exchange Street.
ocldtf

days

I!iM,. J.OVO 11 hit trat, mis.

Has

no

vnunl

Kor

ers,rsi.yingtfel,T)rMaM.HtBBAKD
AN
to

ACTIVE

AGENT

WANTED

manage exclusive sales of cigar, in every connty.
Address, N. Y. Tobxcco Co., 3s Renwick St., N. Y.
m>-3

fwt

GEO. WASHINGTON
Centennial Memorial Picture! A genuine Art public
cation, 20x32 inches, in Crayon and Colors. Price S3
postpaid. Admitted at Centennial Art Gallery*
Agents wanted; outlit *1.70. Favorable terms to
General Agents. WITTE."Han bKO’M ISA
Willmni Ml., New York.
niyiMdtit

